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FIELD HEARING ON H.R. .6 REAUTHORIZA-
TION OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECOND-
ARY EDUCATION ACT

MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

New York, NY.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in the

auditorium of P.S. 112, 1925 Fchieffien Avenue, The Bronx, New
York, Hon. Eliot L. Engel, presiaing.

Members present: Representatives Engel, Payne, Owens, and
Manton.

Mr. ENGEL. All right. This hearing will now come to order. Be-
fore we begin, I would like to thank the principal of the school, Ms.
McIntyre, for her hospitality and assistance. We really appreciate
it. I would also like to thank the district superintendent of School
Board 11, Joe Kovaly, for his help in reserving the auditorium and
working with us. We really appreciate this. Thank you very much.

The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education convenes this morning to address H.R. 6, which provides
for the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. The U.S. Department of Education's proposal for reauthoriza-
tion of this Act, which we call ESEA, will be renamed the Improve
America's School Act of 1993. This proposal was transmitted to
Congress this past September, and has been assigned Bill Number
H.R. 3130.

When we thought of conducting hearings in our subcommittee, I
thought it would be especially good to conduct this hearing in New
York, rather than in Washington. This would give members and
staff the ability to come here, allow some of the schoolchildren to
observe, and to have this very important hearing in the heart of
my district which is the 17th Congressional District in New York.
The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Edu-
cation has been focusing a great amount of time and effort on ad-
dressing the state of our Nation's education system.

Just last week the House of Representatives passed the Goals
2000 bill which U.S. Education Secretary Riley had been promot-
ing. He had met with our subcommittee many times trying to craft
a bill on which we could all agree. This legislation is a comprehen-
sive plan to provide a national framework for educational reform.

(1)
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The legislation is designed to promote research, consensus build-
ing, and systemic changes which are needed to ensure equitable
educational opportunities and high levels of achievement for all
American students. Goals 2000 will encourage local based reform
efforts and increase flexibility while holding States and localities
accountable for their actions.

Certainly high standards for all children, professional develop-
ment, parental and community involvement, and expanded flexibil-
ity, based on increased accountability, are appropriate and nec-
essary reform components upon which to build. The committee,
based on the framework set forth in Goals 2000, is now moving for-
ward to undertake ',he tremendous task in revisiting the effective-
ness of our Nation's educational programs and policies through it's
work on ESEA.

Established in 1965, under the leadership of President Lyndon
Johnson, ESEA was originally designed to offer Federal assistance
to schools in low-income communities. Since that time, ESEA has
grown to include our Nation's most comprehensive and largest Fed-
eral education programs. This includes the creation of several new
programs designed to help children, teachers, administrators and
schools.

As we begin the eighth reauthorizatior of ESEA, Congress faces
numerous and difficult education policy issues. Despite our well-in-
tentioned efforts, our education system does not always successfully
meet the needs of our Nation's children. The problems are complex
and there are certainly no simple answers. However, it is clear that
something must be done. We 'Ian no longer continue business as
usual.

That is why I have asked the subcommittee to conduct a field
hearing here in the Bronx. The numerous programmatic and edu-
cation issues being debated in Washington often seems far removed
from the practical issues being faced by local and State educators
and administrators. New York has proved to be an excoilent testing
ground for new and innovative school programs, attra,...ting talented
professionals who strive to make a difference in the lives of our
children. Clearly, New York deserves a major voice in the Federal
legislative process.

And let me say with our new President and the new Congress,
hopefully gridlock is finally broken. I believe that we are finally be-
ginning to craft a comprehensive urban policy. Certainly when we
speak of.national policies and programs for the cities, education is
a major, major component in that strategy.

So I gratefully welcome the testimony which will be presented
today. I believe the knowledge and recommendations gathered here
provide valuable insight on the current needs of all students. Be-
fore proceeding with the testimony this morning, I would like to in-
troduce other members of the panel. To my immediate left is my
good friend and fellow member of the House Education and Labor
Committeewe came to Congress together and were elected in the
same yearmy good friend Donald Payne who represents the Dis-
trict of New Jersey.

And to his left, my good friendwe share adjoining districtsa
Congressman for many years from Queens, who now represents a
part of the Bronx, a very outstanding member of the New York
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Delegation, Tom Manton. We will be soon joined by, on my right,
Congressman Major Owens, of Brooklyn, who is the other New
York member besides myself, serving on the Education and Labor
Committee. He will be here shortly.

I'd like to give my colleagues an opportunity to make opening
statements, and I'll call on Congressman Payne.

Mr. PAYNE: Thank you very much. It's a pleasure to be here in
the Bronx in your district, and to be joined by one of the true lead-
ers of the House, Thomas Manton, who has been very helpful to
many of us in New Jersey with his experience. It's been a pleasure
to serve with Congressman Engel who came to the U.S. House with
a great deal of experience from the State Legislature in Albany.
And he has been a tremendous asset to the committee because he
has the interests of the people of this particular district.

Let me say that it is good to be here. And I would like to thank
Ms. McIntyre also for the good coffee, sometimes good coffee is hard
to find. And I would also like to commend the youngsters in the
back two rows at this hearing, and it's been a while since I've been
in a school, especially an elementary school, and you always hear
how disruptive and disorderly and disinterested they are. I think
that they play up the negatives too much. I think we ought to give
those young people a hand for their tremendous attendance.

[Applause.]
Mr. PAYNE. I appreciate the opportunity to be here in the Bronx

so that we may consider the special needs of inner cities with re-
spect to legislation. I would also like to extend a warm welcome
and I am pleased to hear that the new Chancellor, the Honorable
Ramon Cortines, will be here later. And it's good to see Ms. Feld-
man from the teachers' organization.

Ti le- reauthorization of elementary and secondary programs pro-
vide a critical opportunity to focus Federal, State and local efforts
on achieving the national education goals and to support State and
local efforts to implement Goals 2000.

Now that Goals 2000 has passed the House last week, and that's
the goals for the 21st century, we need to focus our efforts on the
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
and reinvent Federal programs that will provide equitable edu-

a cation and improvements across the total country.
As it's been indicated since the enactment, as Mr. Engel pointed

out, back in 1965, ESEA has offered Federal support to schools in
low-income communities. For almost 30 years, ESEA has contrib-
uted to improvements in American education. The needs of at-risk
children, which once were ignored, are now at least recognized. The
ESEA resources have helped poor children, limited English pro-
ficiency students, migrant youth, and other children with special
needs begin to narrow thL differences in their achievement com-
pared to other students.

However, we still have a long way to go. Too many of our chil-
dren are leaving school without the knowledge and skills required
to continue their education to earn a living or to competitively par-
ticipate in the workplace.

Of the 40 million adults who read at the lowest level, nearly half
live in poverty. And so we can make a direct correlation between
poverty and the inability to achieve. Education is critical to
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strengthening our national viability in a global economy, and en-
suring the health and welfare of our Nation.

I hope that this morning's hearing will shed some light on these
issues. We need to hear the opinions 'and ideas of people in areas
like the Bronx so that we can develop programs that will address
the needs of our students in the inner city. Once again, let me com-
mend Mr. Engel for having the foresight to have this hearing, and
I look forward to participating. Thank you very much.

Mr. ENGEL. I would now like to give Congressman Tom Manton
an opportunity to say a few words. Congressman Manton is not a
member of the Education and Labor Comn tee, but is an out-
standing member, not only of the New York a .egation, but of Con-
gress as well. He is a member of the very important Energy and
Commerce Committee. He is also a very good friend and I am de-
lighted to work with him very closely with the New York Delega-
tion. Congressman Tom Manton.

Mr. MANTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am not a
member of the Education Committee or of the subcommittee, but
I want to congratulate the chairman, Mr. Engel, for scheduling this
field hearing here in New York City, and being kind enough to in-
vite some of us from the City Delegation who are not members to
attend this very, very important hearing.

I can think of nothing more important than the education of our
children and educational reform. I don't have a prepared statement
but simply would like to congratulate the chair and our two col-
leagues here, Major Owens and Don Payne, Major Owens from
Brooklyn and Don Payne is from Newark, who are outstanding
members of the Congress, and people who have dedicated them-
selves to the work of this committee. I'm just happy to be here as
an observer. Thank you very much.

Mr. ENCT'EL. Thank you. Now it's my good fortune and pleasure
to introduce a colleague who has just arrived, the other New York
member on the Education and Labor Committee, who has served
on the committee for many, many years. He is a member of this
subcommittee, and also the chairman of the Subcommittee on Se-
lect Education and Civil Rights, Congressman Major Owens.

We served together in Albany for many years, Congressman
Owens in the State Senate and I in the State Assembly. He has
been one of the acknowledged leaders in the Congress on edu-
cational issues. So it is my pleasure to recognize Congressman
Major Owens of Brooklyn.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much. Congressman Engel, I want
to congratulate you for holding these hearings, and welcome to the
panel a colleague from Queens, Mr. Manton. And welcome from
across the river, our colleague Mr. Payne, who is always faithful
in helping us to conduct hearings in New York.

I think it is very important that despite the fact that there are
many crises on the front burner right now in Washington and in
the Nation, that we are holding this hearing and making certain
that education is never pushed to a back burner. No matter what
is going on, education is still important. Education is the key to our
ability to survive in the new world order.

Education is the key to our decisionmaking, education is the key
to our developing the kinds of citizens who are able to make the
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kinds of decisions that are necessary for us to go forward in the
new world order.

And certainly education is important to New York City. New
York City has the system with the largest number of students, the
largest number of teachers, the greatest amount of opportunities
for innovation and for progress. And also the greatest amount of
opportunities for mistakes and mishaps. We should never allow our
system to not have the benefit of oversight from every level.

Oversight from the Albany Legislature, oversight from the Con-
gress, as much attention as possible should always ue focused on
education. Education is key. And we would like to go forward and
make certain that this hearing is one more important step in catch-
ing the attention of all those who make decisions, about the fact
that education is the key. Thank you.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. Now, I would like to proceed
with our first witness. It's my pleasure to call on Sandra Feldman,
who is the president of the United Federation of Teachers, Local
2 to testify. often tell Sandy that I paid dues to the Union for 71/2
years when I was a teacher and counselor for the New York City
Public School System! I'm delighted, Sandy, that you could be our
first witness here this morning.
STATEMENTS OF SANDRA FELDMAN, PRESIDENT, UNITED

FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, LOCAL 2; RONALD K. SHELP, .
PRESIDENT AND CEO, NEW YORK CITY PARTNERSHIP, IN-
CORPORATED, NEW YORK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND IN-
DUSTRY; AND RAMON CORTINES, CHANCELLOR, NEW YORK
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Ms. FELDMAN. Thank you very much. I was saying to Congress-

man Engel a little bit earlier that if we could organize all of the
ex-teachers into a force for education and join them with the
present teachers, we'd probably have the strongest force in the Na-
tion, and we'd get a lot more done.

I want to say, "Amen," to remarks that were made just now by
Congressman Owens about education being the key. Obviously this
is the way that we feel and we find ourselves in a constant struggle
to convince, especially the people who hold the purse strings at
every level of government, that in a situation like this you've got
to put the resources where the rhetoric is.

And we're very, very happy that the committee decided to hold
the hearings here in New York City, where we have been strug-
gling for years to be on the cutting edge of reform, where we've had
a tremendous amount of success which doesn't get a lot of attention
because we also have tremendous problems, as has been pointed
out.

But we have a great student body in the City of New York, we
have a very fine staff, and we've had the opportunity to share a lot
of what we have learned from our efforts over these past few years
with staff while the reauthorization was being worked on. And
we're very pleased that a lot of the things that we have learned,
as research has pointed out, are necessary to really making the re-
form work.

A lot of those things have been put into this legislation, which
we very, very strongly support because we think that this legisla-
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tion gives us the opportunity to have a sweeping overhaul of the
Federal role in education. You know, we've come through a long,
dry period of lip service, and we now see ourselves as a Nation at
risk.

While many of us in education, in government, in the business
community, and the foundation community have been working very
hard in all of our districts, towns, cities, and States across the
country to implement what was at least a rhetorical commitment
to reform.

We are very, very far away from the kind of success that we
need. This is the first time that we have a situation in which the
funding is going to be part of the major thrust for reform. And I
think that is going to make a very big difference.

Now we know, as I said, from a lot of the groundwork that we've
already done, a lot of the research that we've already had, what
works. And it's very, very heartening to see that this reauthoriza-
tion of ESEA puts a lot of what works into the legislation itself.
Let me just point to some of those.

School-level decisionmaking. There is just no question especially
in large urban school systems that, one, you absolutely have to
have an overall system of accountability, and you have to make
sure that money is being spent properly, and that standards are
being adhered to.

That you've got to give a lot more authority and empowerment
to the parents and teachers and administrators at the school level
to do what needs to be done for their school, to allow them to make
decisions on the way that the school is organized, on the way the
education services are delivered tailored to the needs of their chil-
dren; and this legislation makes it possible to do that.

Maintaining a commitment to high standards for all children is
a cornerstone of this legislation. And providing the children and
the people working with them with the support and the resources
that they need to get there, that is what this is about, and we're
very, very supportive of it.

Making professional development an essential and fundamental
part of what happens, we know also will make a big difference be-
cause you can't have a situation where you are just putting money
inalthough money is always welcomeif you don't make sure
that the people who are delivering the education services to the
children, the teachers in particular, are given the opportunity for
ongoing renewal, for ongoing staff development, for ongoing ability
to reach into what the latest research is, to be able to do what we
are finding out on a regular basis really works with children.

We are very happy to see that this legislation will make it pos-
sible for so many more schools to do schoolwide programs instead
of pull-out programs. For years, I can't tell you how many years,
teachers have been complaining about the pull-out programs, feel-
ing that pulling the children out of the regular class takes them
away from the continuity that the teacher has planned for, and
we're very, very supportive of that. Providing for real parental in-
volvement at the school level in every aspect from policymaking to
real involvement in their children's education and, of course, put-
ting a real emphasis on early childhood and prekindergarten is an-

10

x-
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other aspect of the Reauthorization Act which we very, very firmly
support.

We also very strongly support making sure that the resources get
targeted to those who need it most, and to provide a system in
which flexibility is mixed with accountability so that if we feel that
we have some real control, down at the school level, over how we
provide i:ducation for our kids. We want to be held accountable and
we want to make sure that we're improving. And we have no prob-
lem with requiring schools to start all over again, if, after having
been given the help and having been given the resources, they find
that they are just not able to improve.

As I said, New York City has really been a proving ground for
a lot of the innovations which are now going to be incorporated into
this legislation. The school as a unit of change, the whole program
that we have of school-based management shared decisionmaking
which is going strong in about 300 schools in this city, and which
will be enhanced by this.

The success of schoolwide projects which we initiated years ago,
even though we had the 75 percent eligibility requirement, has
been very, very helpful, and we learned a lot doing it in those
schools which have done it. By the way, this very school that we
are in is one of the schools that has been doing a schoolwide
project. I will talk a little bit more about that just a little bit later
on.

I want to focus my remarks, ob\ *lusly, mainly on Title I rather
than the whole spectrum of reforms, all of which we also support.
Now, let me talk about schoolwide projects because I think it is
going to make a very big difference to be able to have more schools.
Right now we have 666 Chapter 1 schools in New York City. One
hundred and sixty of those schools are involved in schoolwide
projects.

They have come a very long way from the initial impulse to lower
class size, which of course is very important but which is not suffi-
cient. We need to lower class size but we also need to do all of the
other things which are incorporated into this legislation. And the
schoolwide project schools in New York City are fully involved in
and fully committed to comprehensive education reform.

We know that they resulted in an integrated, innovative program
that involves teachers, and parents, and paraprofessionals, and ad-
ministrators in making sure that what happens in that school fo-
cuses on what the needs of what the students in that school are.

And staff development, it's required that staff development be
continuous throughout the project. As a result our schoolwide
project schools have consistently outperformed" comparable schools
after three years in the program, which is a great testament to the
success of that program.

And, of course, at P.S. 112 where we presently are sitting, I
think you can see that just the feel of the schoolI hope that some
of you will have an opportunity to take a walk through this build-
ing after the hearingthere is so much going on here, even though
I have to say this school is in the throes right now of having to
apply some budget cuts that the district received at the start of the
school term.

11
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They are going to be losing two teachers which will require them
to raise class size in the fifth grade to about 37 or 38 children in
the class with one teacher. They will have to have a bridge class
in the first grade. It would be a whole lot better if they had the
resources that they need to see to it that they didn't have to do
that.

Because there is no question that 37 or 38 children in a fifth
grade class, or a bridge class in first and second grades is going to
be problematic for the children and teachers carrying them on.

Now, as far as the legislation is concerned, we very, very strongly
support the changing of the threshold for schoolwide projects from
75 percent eligibility to 65 percent, and ultimately to 50 percent.
We very much appreciate your efforts, and we certainly are going
to fight to see that they hold, to restore the $57 million ofChapter
1 aid which we lost due to the 1990 Census last year. And we
agree, as I said, that any new formula must drive the money to
where it is needed.

Mostly, we know that ultimately in the Congress there is going
to have to be a certain amount of political realism because it is al-
ways tough when you have "haves" and "have littles" in a situation.
But we want to make sure that we stay allies.

We're really delighted to have Congressman Payne here who we
know has a great relationship with educators in New Jersey. We
want to be able to build a consensus that enables us to provide for
the children who are most at risk and most in need, unlike last
year when, because of the shifts of funding, we had regions pitted
against each other. We really should provide aid based on edu-
cational needs, not on regional political advantages.

We-agree that we have to raise expectations so that our children
can reach their highest potential and aspirations. Our kids are fan-
tastic, they can do anything if they get the support. But we also
have make sure that the support is there. And, of course, this reau-
thorization does that.

We agree that Title I has to move beyond the basic skills, pre-
pare our children to reach the national education goals. And we
have examples all over New York City that make it very clear that
our kids are more than up to it, and that our teachers and panats
are prepared to work together to make that happen.

Just a few examples. We had a very tough situation in a school
in Chinatown, P.S. 124, with huge numbers of new immigrants,
nany of them without any ability to speak the English language,
coming from all over Asia and all over China, and the establish-
ment of a school-based management shared decisionmaking pro-gram there.

The fact that they could do a schoolwide project because they
were at 75 percent eligibility infused the entire community with
lots of new ideas, lots of energy, a lot of enthusiasm, and there is
a very high level dual language program in that school which is en-
abling the kids to really make it in a fairly short period of time at
a very high level. I've already talked to them.

This school, P.S. 112, which is the only schoolwide project school
in this district, were one of the pilot schools that worked with our
Teachers' Center before we even instituted school-based manage-
ment shared decisionmaking in New York City. They enrolled in
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the Schools of Tomorrow Today Program. They were considered
pioneers, and they are now entering their third year of schoolwide
project.

They've got Project Read and Thinking Mathematics going on
here working, in conjunction with our Teachers' Center, to improve
bas.4 skills and critical thinking and broad learning skills across
the entire school building. And they work very closely with the
Teachers' Center.

Of course, we'd like to see the Teachers' Center in every
schoolwide project school because it really helps create the in-
creased staff professionalism which you will see in this building.
This schoolwide project allows time for the staff to meet collegially
and work with each other on curriculum and other task forces.

We have very strong parental involvement in this school without
which no school can succeed. In fact, they wei.e a recipient of the
special Parental Involvement Grant. And you can see and you can
feel in this building the increased morale over the past three years,
and the belief that all of our children can meet the highest expecta-
tions permeates the atmosphere.

We have many, many other schools. Major Owens may be famil-
iar with P.S. 41 in Brownsville, where the teachers, under a school-
based management program, started first with an ungraded pri-
mary in the school. It was very difficult to put into effect, but ulti-
mately after a few years the entire school became an ungraded
school.

The teachers, and the administration, and the parents worked
very closely together, and they are providing very high quality in-
struction, thrillingly high quality instruction to the kids in the mid-
dle of a very tough area in Bronxville. And they have a lot of pa-
rental involvement as a result.

In our schoolwide project schools, we just targeted a very small
amount of money, between $5,000 and $6,000 for staff development
and it made a tremendous difference. It really paid off. We always
work at making sure that the teachers; and the parents; and the
paraprofessionals; and the administration; and on the secondary
level, the student representatives, work together in all of the plan-
ning and all of the implementation. And of course, the Teacher's
Center Program, which has been probably the most successful staff
development program in the city was originally a Federal program.
It started as a Federal program in the Carter administration in
1978. One of the things that the committee might want to think
about is providing some funding so that that the Teacher's Center
Program could be expanded so that every schoolwide project school
could have it.

You know we also have the situation where there is always a lot
of talk about the need for parental involvement, and I think it is
an absolutely fundamental need. In the schoolwide project schools
we have, as I said, a lot of parental involvement. A lot of the par-
ent leaders in those schools have become citywide, and in some
ways nationwide spokespersons for reform and innovation and
speak at education conferences.

The parent leadership from P.S. 41 in Queens has been a leader
in this. And we believe that bringing parents and teachers together
in this way is really the key to success.
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I don't have an awful lot of time. We re an awful lot that we
could talk about. Let me just very quickly conclude by saying that
we need pre-K, we'd like to see Super Startwhich you know is a
really wonderful program for children who otherwise probably
would spend their school careers in special educationit integrates
special education and regular education kids. We find that we have
a tremendous high rate of kids going into regular education, if they
have a chance to enjoy Super Start.

We agree with the changes in immigrant aid, folding the emer-
gency immigrant education into Title WI, and of course, the expan-
sion of the LEP programs of the Federal Government. We want tosee that happen.

We also applaud the emphasis on safety, school safety, violence
prevention, is an absolute essential. We've got to give schools like
this, which exist all over our urban centers and which are oases for
our children, we've got to give them the security that they need to
be able to do the job when they get into this building.

And they need to feel safe coming to school, and they need to feel
safe once they are in school. And the parents have to be assured
that their children are safe. We want to see that part of the reau-
thorization survive and flourish.

And we're also very happy to see separate funding for arts edu-
cation. Usually when there are budget cuts, the first thing that
goes is art and music; and especia4 the center of art and music
of the world being right here in New York City, we think that it's
absolutely criminal. We know that our children need arts education
desperately, and we're very, very pleased that the reauthorization
will provide for that.

We want to thank you very much for the relationship that we
have, for all of your past help, and we look forward to working with
you to see to it that the reauthorization, as envisioned by the com-
mittee's work, will go forward and will succeed. Thank you very
much.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. I'm not going to ask all the
questions that I wanted to ask. I just wanted to make a few com-
ments on some of the things that you have said. I notice that many
times you referred to the importance of partnerships between
teachers, parents, and educ,.4-ors. I certainly agree, being a former
teacher, being a parent of children enrollee in the public school sys-
tem, and being a product of the public schools of this district. In
fact, I couldn't agree more.

And I am very happy that in the City of New York there has
been good interaction between parents, administrators, and teach-
ers. I'm very, very happy that you mentioned that and stressed
that in your testimony. In regards to school safety violence preven-
tion, we have introduced a Safe Schools Bill in Congress, trying to
get additional funding for violence prevention in the schools.

And in terms of arts education, the other issue that you men-
tioned, that also must be viewed in partnership with the private
sector as well.

I would just like to ask you one generic question. What would
you say if someone said, "What is the biggest problem facing teach-
ers today in our schools, today here in New York City?"
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Ms. FELDMAN. It's hard toI'd like to just give some things some
equal weight, because our problems are enormous. I think when
you ask teachers that question, and there have been a lot of sur-
veys of teachers, they will say, number one, .they want more paren-
tal involvement and support for the kids, as partners. You know,
I'd just like to say that we don't always get that.

We get it in schools like this one, in schoolwide project schools,
and shared decisionmaking schools. We also know that because of
a lack of resources, class sizes are huge. And there is nothing more
difficult than trying to do an innovative reform program when you
have huge class sizes such as the fifth grade that this building will
now have to deal with this year. And'teachers will tell you, "Give
me a smaller class size. Let me spend more attention on my kids."

We have very, very high class sizes in New York City, 1 to 12
more children in every single class than exists in the rest of the
State. And that is purely and simply a function of resources, and
it's a situation that not too many other communities allow to exist.

Now, in addition to lowering class size, we want to do all of the
innovative education reforms that are talked about in the Reau-
thorization Act. That creates an ambiance for those reforms, that
and staff development.

So I would say the parental involvement, the resources for the
lowering of class size, and the provision of staff development, and
keep our schools safe. Keep us out of harms way, and our children
will flourish.

Mr. OWENS. I have just one question and that is, the present bill,
as proposed by the administration, calls for a dramatic shifting of
funds away from certain suburban communities into the areas of
greatest need, the inner cities and the rural areas. That will not
be accepted without a fight. There is a fight that is going to take
place and I wondered if your national office, if AFT has taken a po-
sition yet on that?

Ms. FELDMAN. We are supportive of driving the funds to the
areas of greatest need. And we also, as I said

Mr. OWENS. UFT and this city has, but has AFT definitely taken
that position?

Ms. FELDMAN. I believe that AFT has, yes. Yes, they have, as far
as I know. And if they haven't, I certainly will be there pushing
them to do it. Now, you know though, better than I, that in politics
you often may have to make some compromises to get something
done. One of the things that we hope will not happen here is that
we end up in a debilitating confrontation between the "have nots"
and the "have littles," as said earlier.

There is no question in my mind, and our organization will fully
support this position, that concentrating the funding on the need-
iest children is what needs to be done. And we will be supporting
moving in that direction.

Mr. OWENS. I think the President is to be congratulated that he
has done the right thing in moving in this direction, and I'd like
to see all of us make certain that he gets as much support as pos-
sible.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. As I indicated, also I am a
former teacher. It's good to be back in the schools, but I am cer-
tainly disturbed to hear that you can have class sizes close to 40
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youngsters. It seems as though we're working backwards. I'm sure
that if you had the authority, you would certainly see that that is
turned around.

Just once again, on the business of school funding, as you know
in New Jersey we had quite a tussle when the Governor attempted
to shift funding from the wealthier districts to the 30 special needs
districts. It became a very serious battle. I understand that New
York has some sort of system where it accommodates poorer dis-
tricts to some degree.

And there was a plan that went through in Kentucky that really
worked very well. They were able to do the Robin Hood sort of leg-
islation without too much of a problem. Anticipating the new legis-
lation, tio you anticipate opposition, not necessarily perhaps from
the city districts but from the suburban New York State districts,
the more wealthy districts?

Ms. FELDMAN. Let me say first of all, looking across the river,
I've been a great admirer of your Governor. I think that he really
worked hard at doing the right thing. We have found in New York
State that we cannot take a position which would tak from dis-
tricts who have a little more in order to put that money into dis-
tricts which need a lot more. It just creates a split among people
who care about education.

And we have worked very hard to try to create a compromise sit-
uation in the State. We still don't get our fa! - share here in New
York City, which is true of course in most States where the large
urban centers are not getting their fair share of State aid. But we
have been able to incrementally increase it, at least up until a cou-
ple of years ago when the recession hit and we suffered some huge
cuts, but we have been able to incrementally increase it pulling to-
gether alliances with suburban legislators as well.

Now, I think that there will be resistance. There is no question
about it. There is going to be resistance from legislators represent-
ing districts that will lose some of their Chapter 1 funding as a re-
sult of the Reauthorization Act.

And I think that ultimately, just being a realist, that some com-
promises will have to be made. But I hope that those compromises
don't compromise the basic position of concentrating the bulk of the
resources on the children and the districts that need it most, that
have the greatest concentrations of poverty.

Precisely because of the situation that you talked about, that ex-
ists in so many States, of inequities within the State itself, govern-
ment at the Federal level really should be the place where those
inequities are set right. And this is an opportunity for the first
time in our history, thanks to President Clinton, it is the first time
in our history where the Federal Government is actually trying to
play that role

After all, it was the very meaning of the Chapter 1 funding, Title
I funding when it first was envisioned, that it would go to those
most in need, to the kids who were most at a disadvantage because
they did not live in wealthy areas. And this Reauthorization Act
carries that to its 1990s level.

And I think we are going to have to fight very hard trying to get
as many allies as we can, even though we know that there will be
some places that are lcsing funding. We're going to have to fight
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very hard to keep that basic principle of providing the funding to
the kids who need it most, because that's one of the only ways that
we are going to begin to set right the inequities in this country.
And that is the role the Fedeital Government should play.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very 'much. I did have another quick
question. But let me just state it though, perhaps, time is running
out. There is legislation that we are looking at called the Oppor-
tunity to Learn. Many of us feel that when we read books like Jon-
athan Kozol's, "Savage Inequalities," this whole question about
funding and poor and richer districts, there is a move on the part
of the Federal Government to move towards standardized tests, na-
tional tests.

Many of us on the committee feel th':t it's wrong to have stand-
ardized national tests when young people are not given the same
opportunity to learn. They are going to be the victim twice, the vic-
tim of not having the opportunity with the resources, and their
being the victim the second time because they are going to fail the
test.

And we are for national standards and higher standards, but the
committee is very adamant about the fact that we should not pe-
nalize the student. Where do you stand on this whole question of
opportunity to learn?

Ms. FELDMAN. Well, I am very, very much in favor of seeing to
it that the resources are there to enable all of our children to meet
the standards. We favor the standards and not justI don't think
we are talking about a standardized test across the entire Nation,
Mr. Payne. That is not what the legislation envisions, as I under-
stand it. We are talking about a variety of different assessments.
They will be developed by the individual States, tailored to school
districts in their States.

But there will be standards at the national level like other coun-
tries have that schoolchildren will have to meet. And I have abso-
lutely no question in my mind that our kids can meet those stand-
ards. I would not like to see a situation where we take the position
that because they do have additional burdens, no question about it,
that somehow we have to create a different standard for them. I
would be very much opposed to that.

Let's fight like hell to get the resources in there so that our kids
who do need extra help get the extra help. But let's see to it that
they meet the same standards that all kids are expected to meet
in this country.

Mr. MANTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Not being a member of
the committee, I'm not going to press my luck and take up too
mucli time. But for one who may not be as well-versed as some of
the other members of the subcommittee, my question is, you talked
about eliminating pull-out programs and getting toward schoolwide
projects. What are some of the pull-out programs that you would
rather see on a districtwide level?

Ms. FELDMAN. Well, actually I wouldn't make that decision on a
districtwide level. I would let the schoolI mean, that's one of the
marvelous attributes of having a schoolwide program because it
doesn't mean that you might not have some children who need
some additional help at some point during the day. But we want
the school to be able to organize it so that you don't have, as we've
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had in so many Chapter 1 schools, a sort of automatic 10 a.m.
every morning, no matter what else is happening in that classroom.

A remedial reading teacher comes in, pulls out three or four chil-
dren, which immediately everybody understands that it is for reme-
diation, takes those children out of an involvement with the rest
of their classmates and whatever it was that the class was doing
at that moment.

Teachers have for a long time, and as I said, at least classroom
teachers have felt that that is not the way to handle providing
extra help. So that schools will develop a wide variety of ways in
which children who need extra help get it since they will have the
resources under the new Act in a schoolwide program to do that.

So that is what we're talking about, we're not talking about
eliminating extra help for children. We're talking about scheduling
it differently, organizing it differently, and making sure that the
classroom itself is the place where the children do their real learn-
ing.

Mr. MAIsncoN. Thank you very much, Ms. Feldman. I'll yield back
the balance of my time to the Chairman.

Mr. ENGEL. Okay. Thank you. I want to thank Sandy Feldman
for her excellent testimony. I know we will be working with you
closely in the future as we work on the bill. Thank you very much.

Ms. FELDMAN. Thank you.
Mr. ENGEL. Before we call our next panelist, there are many,

many dignitaries in the audience. I just want to acknowledge three
of them: the local commurity school board president, Loretta Jones,
is here; and school board member and former president, Carla
Ginsburg. I also want to acknowledge Dr. Yvonne Young, who is
the deputy assistant superintendent for the Division of Special
Education in the Bronx. Thank you for being here today.

Our next panelist is Mr. Ronald K. She 1p who is the president.
and CEO of the.New York City Partnership, Incorporated, the New
York Chamber of Commerce and Industry. And let me just say to
all our panelists and future panelists, we are putting your official
testimony, as written in full, into the record. I would ask everyone
to summarize their testimony in about five minutes, and then we'll
proceed to questions. This way we can get all of our panelists in.
Thank you. Mr. She 1p?

Mr. SHELF. Thank you, Mr. Chairni^n. Congratulations to you
and the members, for organizing this ,Jry important hearing. I'm
pleased to give you the views of the business community and the
private sector on the legislation. Accompanying me to my right is
Nelson Smith, INA° is vice president of education and youth em-
ployment at the New York City Partnership.

I will give you a quick summary since you have the written testi-
mony. As I think you know, the business community is placing un-
precedented emphasis on education reform. Each year the Chamber
of Commerce does a survey with Price Waterhouse of the business
community of New York. We call it the Business Pulse. And this
year it placed, just after crime, education as the need that must be
addressed in New York.

We also for five years have been surveying the members of the
New York City Partnership, and again education comes out either
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number one or number two as the issue that must be addressed by
the business community.

Mr. ENGEL. Excuse me. I'm not sure if the mike in on. Could you
make sure that it is on? Okay. Hold it a little closer, I think.

Mr. SHELF. Okay, fine. Finally, many chief executive officers tell
me privately about the constant mismatch they find between their
company's needs and the preparation of public school graduates.

I think what is noteworthy about this hearing is that you are not
only going to hear from the Chancellor, and you have heard from
Sandy Feldman, but you are going to be receiving a letter, each of
you here, that I have a copy of, that is not only signed by them,
but by the Mayor, the unions, and the business community, all sup-
porting this legislation. That is quite a statement in itself.

To me the most important aspect of this legislation is that it will
finally attach the engine of Federal spending to the train of reform,
because it's going to put thousands of more urban schools on the
same path toward higher standards and greater school-level ac-
countability where only a few now travel.

What I'd like to do is just give you brief comments on four spe-
cific aspects of the legislation that we think deserve support. First,
we applaud the administration's proposed change in the overall
funding proposal placing more resources in the poorest schools and
school districts.

The Partnership has been fighting this fight in New York State
for years where you have 37 percent of the students in New York
City but they only get 34 percent of the State funding. And we'll
continue to fight it. And we believe that the proposed change in
Federal policy derives from the same principle, scare resources
should go to those in greatest need.

Secondly, the business community supports educators having
more authority over school resources. By allowing more Title I
money to be spent on schoolwide projects, this legislation will give
teachers, principals, and parents more power to make decisions
based on the needs of students rather than the rules attached to
funding streams.

You know, Mr. Chairman, there is an analogy here with what's
been going on in American business in recent years as they've had
to retool because of worldwide competition. They've learned
through decentralization to have the decisions made down at the
local level where services are being delivered to customers. In this
case, the customers are the students, and it makes sense to do the
same thing here.

The third point is that the bill is based on the premise that high
standards of academic performance should apply to all students. It
will help eliminate the pull-out programs, the testing processes
that have established a separate and often unequal set of expecta-
tions for poor children.

And the fourth principle reason that we support this bill is be-
cause it provides a stronger professional development for teachers,
something that we very much believe in. There is a lot else I could
comment on if we had time. For example, we applaud the provision
to fund demonstration projects for new charter schools. This will
help enlarge the supply of distinctive high quality programs for
New York students.
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Let me end, however, Mr. Chairman, by personally thanking you
for introducing the Community Arts Partnership Act which will
give disadvantaged children increased access to their cultural and
artistic heritage. Over the years I have served on several arts
boards in New York City, and I know how important it is.

Just last week the Partnership, the Port Authority of New York,
and the Alliance for the Arts released this study here, entitled,
"The Arts as an industry, Their Economic Importance to the New
York/New Jersey Metropolitan Region." And it had some extraor-
dinary findings. It basically documented the extraordinary impact
of the arts on the economy of our region. Ten billion dollars in reve-
nue, and more than 100,000 jobs annually. That is quite a signifi-
cant finding.

We believeand that is why we are so enthused about your
Community Arts Partnership Actthat New York's children de-
serve a chance to experience the cultural richness of their city as
well as to participate fully in it's future economy. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. I wrote all your four points
down, and I think they're very, very well taken. I would like to ask
you to talk a little bit about the bill you referred to that I intro-
duced involving the arts.

I feel that the private sector can play a very important role, and
should play a very important role in working with our educators.
'chat is one of the reasons why I introduced the Community Arts
Partnership Act.

So I would just like you to very briefly explain to us where you
see the private sector being involved in these types of things, and
how you think you could best work with our local schools.

Mr. SHELF'. I'll be glad to try although I must admit that I don't
know all the details of the bill, but I agree with it in principle.
First, the broad principle which drove this study with the Port Au-
thority and the Alliance for the Arts is that growth in jobs is the
key to everybody benefiting.

In missions that we had taken abroad, because Mayor Dinkins
has designated the Partnership and the Chamber as the City's
international marketing arm, we had our eyes opened in an inter-
esting way by foreigners, as opposed to having them opened at
home. Again and they said to us, your great asset, one of the rea-
sons we chose to locate in New York City over other cities, even
though frankly you are more expensive than many other cities, is
because of your cultural institutions.

So we decided that if that is true, there must be some economic
benefit that we hadn't understood. Because all too often the arts
are thought of in other ways, such as just improving your life
which is important, but there are some economic benefits. So that
led to these studies which are now confirming the economic bene-
fits.

That will drive us in our dealings with government where all too
often when there are budget problems, as there are in New York
City and New York State, the arts is one of the first things to be
cut. To the Mayor's credit, that has not been his decision, but there
is a trend, if we look nationally, you know, if you've got to cut
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somewhere, why the arts? So clearly the arts have an economic
consequence.

Now, secondly, those from more privileged backgrounds tend to
get exposed to these great arts institutions. New York has more to
expose than probably any city in the country, if not the world. And,
basically, the principles in your bill that we sympathize with are
making sure that there are opportunities for that exposure of
young people to the arts regardless of economic background.

I mean, that's the driving force, what you have to do. The busi-
ness community has programs in this area, and I would be de-
lighted to work with you and others in developing more.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I would also like to thank you

for your testimony on the whole question of the arts, and I would
like to have a copy of the report. We've found that the arts can be
a draw for industrial development, for a city to come back.

In Newark right now one of the biggest projects that we've had
in several decades is the fact that a performing arts center will be
built in the city, because it was felt that this would be a' way to
draw people in New Jersey to the city. I think that we need to have
activities like in Camden where an aquarium was developed, and
now people are coming in.

So, therefore, we're seeing additional kinds of service being cre-
ated, and we're hoping the same thing will happen with the New-
ark Performing Arts Center, to draw people from New Jersey into
the city so that we can then try to use the arts and music as a in-
dustry, a service industry, but a very important industry to draw
people back.

Even taking something like the U.S. Open, by it's standing in
New York City, it gives the prestige and also all the other things
that come along with it. So I really have no question and just want
to compliment you and just say how on target 1 think you are.

Because of the success of New York, that is why New Jersey, I
think, has decided to try that in Newark, its largest city, because
of the success that we've seen in the City of New York.

Mr. MANTON. I'd just like to compliment the Partnership in try-
ing to make a wedding between the private sector business inter-
ests and education, because unless we have that right fit of edu-
cated students who can then be employed readily, we're missing
the mark.

Just on the arts, again I think an important connectionI'm a
member and maybe some of the other members are members of the
Arts Caucus, and we learn by way of that membership that art and
cultural, galleries, theater, dance, restaurants, hotels, all these
things are interconnected.

And someone, I forget what the gross figure was but it was a
number of billions of dollars, and it turned out to be, perhaps, if
not number one, right up there with what we offer in New York
to people that come and visit with us and spend money on all of
these events. The arts are not only a big revenue producer but also
provides an awful lot of jobs in New York City.

I think it's important that art be looked upon separately and not
as something that can be cut when other sides of the budget re-
quire some cuts. I'll turn this back to our distinguished chairman.
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Mr. ENGEL. Okay. I want to thank Mr. She 1p for being here, and
I appreciate his testimony. And thank you for all the good work
that you do.

When we first heard about the appointment of our new school
chancellor, there were many people who said that he was a miraclemaker and a lot of good things were said about him. I must also
say that his timing is also just perfect as well. So it gives me greatpleasure to call on our next panelist, the Honorable RamonCortines, who is the new Chancellor of the New York City Boardof Education.

I believe this is the first time, as Chancellor, that he has had the
opportunity to testify before a House panel on education. So I want
to welcome you here, Mr. Chancellor.

I want to say that recently I had the good fortune to speak with
the Chancellor on the telephone, based on a problem that we hadright here in District 11 with a school, P.S. 83, involving the asbes-
tos problem. I believe that the principal of P.S. 83, Ronald Imundi,
was here earlier. Anyway after one discussion with the Chancellor,
he was at P.S. 83 the next day and the school was ultimately shut,
greatly pleasing the parents, teachers, and administrators.

I just want to say, Mr. Chancellor, if this is any indication of the
way that you operate, I want you to know that I'm very impressedand I believe you are going to be a great chancellor for the Cityof New York. I welcome you and I look forward to hearing your tes-timony. I look forward to working with you during the years tocome.

Mr. CORTINES. Thank you very much. Let me say that the wordsthat I am going to share with you today and the paper that wehave developed represent the efforts of a great many people. Theinput of parents, the input of teachers, the input of administrators
and our central office staff. And I want you to know that Districtstaff will be made available to you and your staff, if you so desire,as you proceed with the deliberation on this particular matter.

As the new Chancellor of the New York City Schools, I feel it aprivilege to be sharing with you these remarks. I am strongly com-mitted to the belief that all children can meet the high standardsof Goals 2000, if we provide them with the necessary resources.The proposed Title I Reauthorization is based on the principle thatall children, even our most disadvantaged, can succeed when expec-tations are high and the program content is challenging.
The new bill provides schools nationwide with a means to carryout this commitment. The bill targets funds to the neediest chil-

dren and provides the flexibility to direct dollars where they willdo the most good. It is encouraging that the Federal Governmentis taking a leadership role in guiding this important effort to re-form education nationwide.
Under the proposed legislation all levels of government will nowcooperate in meeting the demanding Goals 2000. The proposed re-authorization of Title I complements the philosophy of the NewYork City Board of Education and builds On many successful initia-tives already in place. I am most pleased with the bill's focus ontotal school reform, rather than piecemeal program implementa-tion.
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New York City is currently a leader in the movement for site-
based management, giving schools greater autonomy and flexibility
to improve teaching and learning, I am also pleased that the bill
recognizes the critical need for sustained, high quality professional
development, and the involvement of parents as partners through
the school-parent compacts.

Most significantly, by targeting national resources to those chil-
dren in greatest need, school districts will be better equipped to ful-
fill their moral mandate to prepare all children to meet high stand-
ards. At present, 290,000 disadvantaged students are eligible to re-
ceive services under Chapter 1, and only 237,000 are being served.
This number will double with the passage of the new legislation.

New York City children will benefit in two additional ways. The
proposed legislation calls for a nationwide increase in Title I fund-
ing, and it provides us with greater flexibility in using these dollars
effectively. The increase in the nationwide appropriation for Title
I affirms the seriousness of the bill's stated goal, to provide high
quality education to all children.

This principle is further outtressed by the many provisions that
encourage education for Title I children with all other children in
a school, instead of perpetuating a remedial track focused on low
level skills. The infusion of additional Federal dollars to New York
City will be of great help in meeting the multiple needs of an in-
creasingly poor student population, many of whom are newly ar-
rived in this country and who are non-English speaking.

Our system is currently experiencing the strain of meeting these
demands at a time of shrinking resources. This fiscal year, New
York City schools lost $57 million in Federal funding due to the use
for the first time of the 1990 Census data in the Federal Chapter
1 allocations.

Our school system is responsible of the education of one million
students with an enrollment that continues to grow. With more
than 138,000 immigrant children from 188 countries entering the
New York City schools over the last three years, growth in the im-
migrant population is a major contributing factor to the overall en-
rollment growth.

Our students currently speak 120 different languages, addition-
ally there are 128,000 students receiving special education services.
The percentage of students who receive public assistance (40 per-
cent), are eligible for free lunch (62 percent), and come from single
parent families continue to increase.

Our poorest children and their families are the most vulnerable
to violence, drugs, and health problems that plague our poorest
neighborhoods. New York City schools are sensitive to the needs of
limited-English-proficient children and their families. In this re-
gard there are valuable recommendations in the new bill on Title
I Reauthorizati, n introduced by Congressman Serrano, that focus
on the needs of these populations.

Despite the reduction in resources, we have been successful in re-
structuring services to accommodate the new and challenging
needs of our students and providing expanding options in the deliv-
ery of services. For example, one school district in the Bronx has
redesigned its program from a pull-out to an ,snriched in-class pro-
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gram supported by more intensive staff development to improve
teaching and learning.

New York City has the most extensive schoolwide projects initi-
ated in the country. To date, 181 schools have taken advantage of
the schoolwide project provision in our current Chapter 1 law to re-
structure educational programs for students. Our successful
schoolwide programs build on the strength of the whole school com-
munity including parents, administrators, teachers to design a pro-
gram that takes into account all of the needs of the individual
child.

In an exemplary program, children stay in the regular classroom
rather than being singled out for pull-out for remediation instruc-
tion. They learn in personalized, small group settings. Children
also participate in extended schoolday activities such as the Early
Risers Homework Club, and afterschool reading, math, and arts
programs.

Staff development is built into the total program, and staff meets
on a regular basis to assess children's progress and adapt the pro-
gram as necessary to help each individual child succeed. Parents
are an important part of the entire program. They participate as
volunteers in afterschool adult literacy and homework helper pro-
grams, and receive information, whenever possible, in their pri-
mary language.

We have also developed innovative early childhood intervention
initiatives with enriched services which provide a jump-start for
success. For example, our Chapter 1 supported SuperStart pre-
kindergarten program provides a warm, nurturing place for both
children and their families. The children begin their day with a
wonderful breakfast while their parents are working with social
workers and family assistants to gain new skills in everything from
parenting to learning 11;nglish.

After breakfast the children are surrounded by books, art mate-
rials, a housekeeping corner, and musical instruments. These chil-
dren are getting their first positive experience with school as they
learn to make decisions, play in groups, interact with other chil-
dren and adults from many cultural backgrounds, and expand their
understanding of the world by exploring their communities and ex-
perimenting with language and mathematics concepts through
music, storytelling, and blocks.

New York City has developed a wide spectrum of new secondary
school programs, including additional option high schools and edu-
cational options within those high schools, as well as an array of
specialized high schools tailored to the diverse needs of our student
population.

We go on to explore in this paper the opportunities that we are
talking about, that we are developing performance-based assess-
ment tools in math and reading. As a system we are developing
benchmarks to determine how well all of our children are progress-
ing regarding high standards, and to assess how well we can better
serve them. This will he achieved by using systemwide data to
identify successful programs.

I'd like to highlight the elements of the bill submitted by the De-
partment that will best support our efforts in the New York City
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school, comprehensive, nurturing, high quality instruction to all
students.

We are in full agreement with the bill's focus on high standards,
the same high standards for all students. We also applaud the bill's
emphasis on keeping children in their regular classrooms. It is our
responsibility as educators to ensure that children targeted for
Title I services receive the necessary supports to succeed in the
mainstream in both education and future career opportunity.

I think I want to, because I know all of you can read, I want to
go to some of the areas that I think there are some concerns that
we would like to bring to your attention, and we would like you to
consider.

For your benefit, I have skipped to page 8 of this particular docu
ment. While we support the principles of the proposed Title I Reau-
thorization, we would also like to take this opportunity to identify
our concerns based on our initial review of the legislation. We
wholeheartedly support the educational reform agenda put forth in
this bill, but we have reservations about making Title I the vehicle
of reform through proposed additional funding with no guarantee
of additional funding.

Without additional funds we cannot meet the proposed new man-
dates such as two required health screenings in high poverty ele-
mentary schools, the doubling of the required hours of instruction,
for neglected and delinquent youth, and new staff development re-
quirement and the emphasis on mentoring and career and college
preparation for students above grade six.

While we support these initiatives, if additional funding suffi-
cient to meet the mandate is not provided, the new requirements
will result in the diminution of other instructional services in order
to comply.

The proposed change in school eligibility solely based on poverty
is one we support. However, a preliminary analysis of this change,
assuming no new funding, suggests that the implementation of this
change in New York City would cause some high poverty schools
currently serving large numbers of low-achieving schools to lose as
much as 25 percent of their current allocation.

Under the current law, the comparability issue is measured
based on allocation of staff to schools, not on per pupil expenditures
as proposed in the new legislation.

The proposed change would require a redistribution of staff
among schools so that higher salaried, more experienced teachers
are assigned to Title I schools. A period of transition would be re-
quired to allow us to make the necessary changes, to redistribute
the teaching staff, and to meet the comparability standard in co-
operation and in negotiation with our union.

The bill puts a heavy emphasis on new State roles in setting
standards, developing, assessment instruments, and providing tech-
nical assistance. While we support these activities in principle,
there are many unanswered questions on how these new respon-
sibilities will be carried out. There is also a lack of definition on
what constitutes high quality instruction and high,quality student
assessment, and how these provisions will be translated into regu-
lations.
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We do not support the proposed integration of Chapter 2 into atransformed Dwight D. Eisenhower professional development pro-gram. The national education agenda should promote the mathe-
matics and science education provisions of the current Eisenhower
program, not gut the one available funding source that covers math
and science education and technology. These funds must continueto be focused on improving instruction and supporting professional
development in these areas.

Lastly, the continued use of geographical area of defined school
attendance zone makes the identification of eligible schools ex-tremely difficult as we implement school choice programs for chil-
dren and their families. Indeed, given our open admission policy atthe high school level, and the availability of mass transit which al-lows students to travel all over the city to attend school, this provi-
sion currently makes the determination of high school eligibility ex-tremely difficult.

Since many of our students do not submit forms for free or re-duced lunch, funds are not often channeled to the high schools of
choice that are not located in high poverty neighborhoods but servelarge numbers of poor students. Alternatives which better accom-modate local school choice must be considered.

These concerns are far outweighed by our strong conviction that
this legislation holds great promise for disadvantaged students inour city and our country. The urgent need for educational reformpresents us with both challenges and opportunities.

We are pleased that the Federal Government has accepted thechallenge and assumed a leadership role in this effort. We cannot
relegate our poor and disadvantaged children to secondary inferior
education for whence they will never emerge. If we are to break theiron cycle of povert: in this country, all children must be given the
opportunity to succeed.

The legislation before us today is a very important step towards
reaching the goal. For the future benefit of our children, of our Na-tion, I request your support of this bill, along with your consider-ation of the issues that we have raised.

The prepared statement of Mr. Cortines follows:]
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY RAMON C. CORTINES
CHANCELLOR, NEW YORK BOARD OF EDUCATION

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

HEARING - OCTOBER 18, 1993

I want to thank the subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and
Vocational Education, and Congressman Eliot Engel, for affording me the
opportunity to speak today. As the new Chancellor of the New York City
schools, I feel privileged to be at the helm of the nation's largest school system
at a time of such exciting and promising change on the national educational
horizon.

I am strongly committed to the belief that all children can meet the high
standards of Goals 2000 if we provide them with the necessary resources. The
proposed Title I reauthorization is based on the principle that all children, even
our most disadvantaged, can succeed when expectations are high and the
program content is challenging. The new bill provides schools nationwide with
a means to carry out this commitment. The bill targets funds to the neediest
children and provides the flexibility to direct dollars where they will do the most
good..

It is encouraging that the Federal government is taking a leadership
role in guiding this important effort to reform education nationwide. Under the
proposed legislation, all levels of government will now cooperate in meeting the
demanding standards of Goals 2000.

The proposed reauthorization of Title I complements the philosophy of
the New York City Board of Education and builds on many successful initiatives
already in place. I am most pleased with the focus on total school reform
rather than piecemeal program implementation. New York City is currently a
leader in the movement for site-based management, giving schools greater
autonomy and flexibility to improve teaching and learning. I am also pleased
that the bill recognizes the critical need for sustained, high-quality professional
development and the involvement of parents as partners through school-parent
compacts.

Most significantly, by targeting national resources to those children in
greatest need, school districts will be better equipped to fulfill their moral
mandate to prepare all children to meet high standards. At present, 290,000
disadvantaged students are eligible to receive services under Chapter 1, and
only 237,000 are being served. This number will double with the passage of
the new legislation. New York City's children will benefit in two additional ways:
the proposed legislation calls for a nationwide increase in Title I funding and it
provides us with greater flexibility in using these dollars effectively.

The increase in the nationwide appropriation for Title I affirms the
seriousness of the bill's stated goal to provide a high-quality education to all
children. This principle is further buttressed by the many provisions that
encourage education for Title I children with all other children in a school,
instead of perpetuating a remedial track focused on low-level skills.

The infusion of additional Federal dollars to New York City will be of
great help in meeting the multiple needs of an increasingly poor student
population, many of whom are newly arrived in this country and are non-
English-speaking. Our system is currently experiencing the strain of meeting
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these demands at a time of shrinking resources. This fiscal year, New York
City's schocils lost $57.8 million in federal funding due to the use for the first
time of 1990 census data in Federal Chapter 1 allocations.

Our school system is responsible for the education of one million
students, with an enrollment that continues to grow. With more than 138,000
immigrant students from 188 countries entering the New York City public
schools over the-last three years, growth in the immigrant population is a major
contributing factor to overall enrollment growth.

Our students currently speak 120 different languages. Additionally, there
are 128,000 students receiving special education services. The percentage of
students who receive public assistance (40%), are eligible for free lunch (62%),
and come from single parent families continues to increase. Our poorest
children and their families are the most vulnerable to the violence, drugs and
health problems that plague our poorest neighborhoods.

New York City's schools are sensitive to the needs of limited English
proficient children and their families. In this regard, there are valuable
recommendations in the new bill on Title I Reauthorization introduced by Bronx
Congressman Jose E. Serrano that focus on the needs of this population. The
particular strengths in that bill are the inclusion of limited English proficient
students in all aspects of the Title I program, the support of preschool programs.
the statement on parent empowerment, the integration of health and social
services into the total school program, and the updating of census data every
two years.

Despite the reductions in resources, we have been successful in
restructuring services to accommodate the new and challenging needs of our
students and providing expanded options in the delivery of services. For
example, one school district in the Bronx has redesigned its program from a
pull-out to an enriched in-class program, supported by more intensive staff
development to improve teaching and learning.

New York City has the most extensive schoolwide projects initiative in the
country. To date, 181 schools have taken advantage of the schoolwide projects
provisions in the current Chapter 1 law to restructure educational programs for
students. Our successful schoolwide programs build on the strengths of the
whole school community, including parents, administrators, and teachers, to
design a program that takes into account a the needs of the individual child.

In an exemplary program, children stay in the regular classroom, rather
than being singled out for pull-out remedial instruction. They learn in
personalized, small group settings. Children also participate in extended
school day activities such as an 'early risers' homework club and after-school
reading, math and arts programs. Staff development is built into the total
program and staff meets on a regular basis to assess children's progress and
adapt the program as necessary to help each child succeed. Parents are an
important part of the entire program, participate as volunteers and in after-
school adult literacy and homework helper programs and receive information,
whenever possible, in their primary language.

We have also developed innovative early childhood intervention
initiatives with enriched services which provide a jump-start for success. For
example, our Chapter 1-supported SuperStart prekindergarten program
provides a warm, nurturing place for both children and their families. The
children begin their day with a wonderful, nutritious breakfast, while their
parents are working with social workers and family assistants to gain new skills
in everything from parenting to learning English. After breakfast, the children
are surrounded by books, art materials, a housekeeping corner, and musical
instruments. These children are getting their first positive experience with
school as they learn to make decisions, play in groups, interact with children
and adults from many cultural backgruunds, and expand their understanding of
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me world by exploring their communities and experimenting with language and
mathematics concepts through music, storytelling and blocks. When the day is
done, parents and children leave school looking forward to the next day when
more new and exciting experiences await them.

New York City has also developed a wide spectrum of new secondary
school programs, including educational option high schools and educational
options within high schools, as wet as an array of specialized high schools
tailored to the diverse interests of our student population. Choice programs
offer quality instructional programs in theme areas to attract participating
students. Some of these schools, the New Visions schools, have been
specially designed as laboratories for new types of instructional techniques,
organizations, schedules, and activities.

As we implement new, high-quality instructional programs, we are
simultaneously developing more adequate ways to measure what students
know and can do. In response to a growing recognition of the limitations of
standardized tests, we are developing performance-based assessment tools in
reading and math. New York City has already implemented performance-
based tasks in mathematics for all seventh graders as part of our citywide
assessment system in mathel6atics. This year we are moving forward in this
effort by implementing performance-based tasks for fifth graders.

As a system, we are also developing benchmarks to determine how well
all of our children are progressing toward high standards and to assess how we
can better serve them. This will be achieved by using systemwide data to
identify successful programs, replicate them across the city, and eliminate those
programs that are not succeeding.

I would like to highlight the elements in the bill submitted by the United
States Department of Education that will best support our efforts in New York
City to provide comprehensive. nurturing, hjgh-quality instruction to all of our
students.

We are in full agreement with the bill's focus on high standards. the same
high standards, for all students. We also applaud the bill's emphasis on
keeping children in their regular classrooms. It is our responsibility as
educators to ensure that children targeted for Title I services receive the
necessary supports to succeed in the mainstream in both education and future
career opportunities.

The new legislation also recognizes that the achievement of an average
student in a high-poverty school is lower than the achievement of Chapter 1
students in low-poverty schools. We applaud the principle of targeting Title I
resources to the highest -poverty school districts and schools. The new
allocation formula appropriately provides a higher proportion of Title I dollars
through concentration grants, so that more resources can be channeled to the
poorest schools. This provision demonstrates an awareness that obstacles to
learning tend to be concentrated where poverty is concentrated. Without this
additional support, it is unlikely that we can equip children in high-poverty
schools to attain high standards and achieve national education goals.

The bill rightly places the locus of school reform at the school site itself,
where the most informed decisions on instructional strategies can be made. It
encourages schoolwide programs by lowering tne poverty level at which a
school can become eligible from 75% to 65% poverty in 1995, and then to 50%
poverty in subsequent years.

This is particularly significant in New Yolk City, where the cutoff for a
Chapter 1 eligibility is presently at a poverty level of 62.23%. This means that
virtually all of our Title I schools will become immediately eligible for school
reform under the schoolwide programs provisions, allowing them the latitude to
effectively coordinate resources for al' students, one of the major goals of the
bill. .
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With the expansion of schoolwide program eligibility, Title I can become
the engine of school reform affecting all children in high-poverty schools. By
allowing schools to integrate their programs, strategies and resources, Title I
can leverage the upgrading of the instructional program, including sustained
professional developrnent and increased parent involvement. For children in
high-poverty schools to meet high performance standards, the chances for
success are greatly increased when their entire instructional program, not just a
separate Title I program, is enhanced and improved.

The prescription for challenging performance standards for all students is
reinforced by the new emphasis in non-schoolwide programs on instructional
strategies that provide extended learning time, an accelerated, high-quality
curriculum, coordination with the regular program, and intensive, sustained
professional development. Our effcirts to reach all disadvantaged children will
be enhanced by the specific inclusion of children with limited English
proficiency, the homeless, and children receiving services to overcome a
disability. The new law will also allow Title I-funded personnel in non-
schoolwide programs to participate in general professional development and
school planning activities and to collaboratively teach with regular classroom
teachers if participating children directly benefit. We also agree with the
emphasis on assessments that do nct rely exclusively on norm-referenced
standardized tests.

The new bill appropriately supports comprehensive planning and the
coordination of programs in new, more flexible ways to meet the unique needs
of the students in an individual school. Under the iiew law, Title I services can
be coordinated with other educational services, including those services a child
may receive before entering school and after leaving it, as well as with bean

n i .1 rvi to the extent feasible.

We support the bill's locus on comprehensive and continuous planning
at the state and local level, including the school site. All schools receiving Title I
funds will now be required to submit plans that describe how schools will assist
participating students to meet State-developed 'proficient' and "advanced'
performance standards. We also support the ten-year planning process at the
state and school level to be synchronized with the ten-year reauthorization of
Title I. This emphasis on ongoing planning allows for the long-range strategic
thinking and short-term adaptability that a truly effective plan requires.

The bill realistically provides mechanisms to assist schools to realize the
goal of high standards for all children. These include a sound emphasis
throughout the bill on intensive, sustained, high-quality professional
development. Freedom and flexibility are also consistently linked with
increased accountability. This is a fair and appropriate trade-off. The new
parent compact will help to ensure meaningful parent involvement in their
children's education and shared responsibility among the entire school staff,
students, and parents for improved student achievement. The bill rewards
successful programs and provides a means of assistance and support to
schools that are not making adequate progress. All of these provisions will give
teeth to thu bill and help ensure the realization of its impressive goals.

The proposed federal legislation strengthens the state-administered
Even Start Family Literacy Program in its targetilg of services to families most in
need and extending eligibility for this intergenerational literacy program to teen
parents. Additionally, to promote parents as partners in their children's
education, Title I can ,iow fund literacy training that is not otherwise available
from other sources.

Other parts of the federal legislative program that will benefit students in
New York City include the simplification of the categories of funding in the
Title VII (Bilingual Education Act) program, the streamlining of the Technical
Assistance Centers, and the reconfiguration of the Safe and Drug-Free Schools
and Communities Act. These provisions will allow our schools to coordinate
programs and to better direct resources to where needs are greatest.
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While we support the principles of the proposed Title I reauthorization
bill, we would also like to take this opportunity to identify our concerns based on
our initial review of the legislation. We wholeheartedly support the educational
reform agenda put forth in the bill, but have reservations about making Title I the
vehicle of reform through proposed additional funding with no guarantee of
additional funding. Without additional funds we cannot meet proposed new
mandates, such as two required health screenings in high-poverty elementary
schools, the doubling of the required hours of instruction for neglected and
delinquent youth, new staff development requirements and the emphasis on
mentoring and career and college preparation for students above grade 6.
While we support these initiatives, if additional funding sufficient to meet the
mandates is not provided, the new requirements will result in a diminution of
other instructional services in order to comply.

The proposed change in school eligibility solely bas'ed on poverty is one
we support. However, a preliminary analysis of this change, assuming no new
funding, suggests that the implementation of this change in New York City
would cause some high poverty schools currently serving large numbers of low-
achieving students to lose as much as 25% of their current allocation. Since we
currently allocate dollars only for children in the lowest quartile of academic
performance, the proposed formula would result in a doubling of eligible
students and a shift of dollar from lower achieving schools to higher achieving
schools. While we remain strongly in favor of the premise of allocating funds to
schools solely on the basis of poverty, a transitional period or school-based
hold harmless provision would allow for the gradual introduction of the new
criterion to avoid the sudden loss of funds and services to individual schools.

Under the current law, comparability is measured based on the allocation
of staff to schoolsnot on per pupil expenditures as proposed in the new
legislation. The proposed change would require a redistribution of staff among
schools so that higher salaried, more experienced teachers are assigned to
Title 1 schools.. A period of transition would be required to allow us time to
make the changes necessar; to redistribute teaching staff and meet the new
comparability standard.

In addition, we need clarification regarding the requirement that "...the
per-pupil amount of funds allocated to each school attendance area or each
school be at least 80 percent of the per-pupil amount of funds received by the
Local Education Agency (LEA)...". The intention appears to be to ensure that at
least 80% of the funds received by the LEA is allocated to schools. However,
the standard against which we would be measured is based on the census
count of poor pupils, while the allocation to schools would be based on local
measures such as free lunch counts. The provision should simplify the intent as
well as the computation used to measure compliance.

The bill puts a heavy emphasis on new state roles in setting standards.
developing assessment instruments and providing technical assistance. While
we support these activities in principle, there are many unanswered questions
on how these new responsibilities will actually be carried out. There is also a
lack of definition on what constitutes high-quality instruction and high-quality
student assessments and how these provisions will be translated into
regulations. Of major concern is the latitude given to State Education Agencies
(SEA) for corrective action. The allowable actions appear to exceed those
defined under State law. Moreover, the provision allows non-compliant LEAs to
be abolished, restructured, or taken over by the very agencies who, through
inequitable and inadequate funding formulas, may be responsible for the LEA's
inability to meet programmatic standards and requirements. New York City,
like other cities across the country, have filed suit against the State to remedy
these inequities.

We do not support the proposed integration of Chapter 2 into a
transformed Dwight D. Eisenhower Professional Development Program. The
national education agenda should promote the mathematics and science
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education provisions of the current Eisenhower program, not gut the one
available funding source that covers math and science education and
technology. These funds must continue to be focused on improving instruction
and supporting professional development in these areas.

Additionally, the bill does not take into consideration differences in the
cost of living nationwide. There should be some latitude for regional
adjustments in determining the poverty cutoff. Nor does the bill sufficiently
account for differences in the cost of providing education services in different
areas of the country.

Lastly, the continued use of geographic area to define school attendance
zones makes the identification of eligible schools extremely difficult as we
implement school choice programs for children and their families. Indeed,
given our open admissions policy at the high school level and the availability of
mass transit which allows students to travel all over the City to attend school,
this provision currently makes the determination of high school eligibility
extremely difficult. Since many of our students do not submit forms for free or
reduced lunch, funds are often not channeled to high schools of choice that are
not located in high-poverty neighborhoods but serve large numbers of poor
students. Alternatives which better accommodate school choice must be
considered.

These concerns are far outweighed by our strong conviction that this
legislation holds great promise for disadvantaged students in our city and our
country. The urgent need for educational reform presents us with both
challenges and opportunities. We are pleased that the federal government has
accepted the challenge and assumed a leadership role in this effort.

We cannot relegate our poor and disadvantaged children to a secondary
and inferior tier of education from which they may never emerge. If we are to
break the iron cycle of Poverty in this country, all children must be given the
opportunity to succeed. The legislation before us today is a very important step
toward reaching that goal. For the future benefit of our children and our nation, I
request your support of this bill, along with your consideration of the issues we
have raised.
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Mr. ENGEL. I'd like to call on my colleagues for questions. Mr.
Payne?

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. It's really a pleasure for me
to have the opportunity to meet you, Chancellor. I certainly felt
that your testimony was very thorough and I will certainly go over
it again. And I believe that a number of your suggestions were ex-
cellent.

We asked earlier, the representative from the teacher's organiza-
tion, a question about funding for poorer districts. Whereas, in New
Jersey we had a rough and tumble battle with the Governor at-
tempting to shift some of the educational funds to the poorer dis-
tricts.

Although, interestingly enough, it was something that he felt
was the right thing to do, he said they'd have to raise some taxes.
And those are two things that are no-no's. But it shows that if you
stand up for conviction and even though people don't like things,
sometimes they understand when you're doing the right thing and
begrudgingly will accept it.

Have there been any thoughts about shifting, or reallocating, or
making more money available to poorer districts within your dis-
trict, your overall district? Because reading Jonathan Kozol's book,
"Savage Inequalities," he refers to schools in New Y'Jrk in your sys-
tem, and I just wonder what your position is on that?

Mr. CORTINES. Certainly we are taking that into consideration,
because I think that it is fine for some schools that are being
served,- but there are schools where there are children that we can-
not just ignore, that they need those kinds of services. And we are
increasingly getting those students.

It is not that they are not talented, it is not that they do not
have the potential, but they must have the kinds of resources, both
dollars, and personnel, and equipment, technology, et cetera. And
I think that that has got to be a priority as we work to get our
equal share from Albany, of the State aid.

Also, I believe it needs to be targeted so that we meet the needs
of these students and that we rescue more of them, rather than
using the strawman, "Well, we've only got so many dollars and we
just can't serve those kids." I mean we just cannot be guilty of that.
So we're looking at that. Do we have a plan at this time? The an-
swer is, no. But we are aware of that, and we are not going to ig-
nore them.

Mr. PAYNE. That's great. Because in line with that thinking,
there is also a number of us on the Education and Labor Commit-
tee that had been looking at the Opportunity to Learn. Congress-
man Engel supports that.

Although as I've indicated earlier there's a move towards na-
tional testing, and the President of the Teacher's Union indicated
that it's not national testing but's it's on a statewide basis, which
is truebut there are people in the Congress who want to see a
national tr.st.

My question to her was that the youngsters are being victimized
twice in some instances, if, in fact, they're given a test when
they've never had the opportunity to be prepared for that, and, sec-
ondly, victimized by virtue of failing. And, I wonder what is your
position on the Opportunity to Learn question?
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Mr. CORTINES. Well, as some of you know, I was a part of devel-
oping the Opportunity to Learn and the Goals, I feel that it's agood concept, but if the resources are not there to help children,
that's a very, very empty term. And what we are talking about is
really creating a level playing field. The children may have the po-tential but because of circumstances beyond their control they need
maybe a longer day, they need enrichment, they need a supple-
mental kind of program, they need additional people, and those, in-
deed, are the opportunity to learn.

It's one thing to say it, and it's one thing to provide the resources
to put it into place. And I think that it is not fair, if the resources
do not go along with the opportunity to learn, to even talk about
it. It may be a good concept, but if we do not have the resources
to help those children, to create that level playing field, let's not
put another label of defeat on those particular children.

I do think that the system itself has a responsibility to identify
the needs of those particular children. We need to make sure thatthere is a core curriculum. I'm not saying that every child needs
to be on the same' page, in the same book, on the same day, but
I do believe that there are certain things that all childrena body
of information, skills that they need to be held accountable for
that all first graders, that all third graders, that all fifth graders
should come in contact with.

And to do that, that means we're going to need a little more be-
cause that's what the Opportunity to Learn resources are, to createthat level playing field.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. And thank you Mr. Engel for
inviting me here. I have to get back to another engagement, but
I appreciate this outstanding hearing, and it's a pleasure to meet
you Mr. Chancellor.

Mr. ENGEL. Okay, thank you. Mr. Manton?
Mr. MANTON. Thank you. Again I must point out to Mr. Cortines

that I'm not a member of the Education and Labor Committee, but
the Chairman was kind enough to invite some of us who are in the
New York City delegation to be here. And it's a pleasure toI be-
lieve this is the first time I've had an opportunity, really, to be faceto face with you.

My question is in relation to your testimony about redistribution
of teaching staff where the more experienced teachers are assigned
to Title I schools, and I think that's obviously a great idea. Howdoes that fit with some union prerogatives, seniority and so forth?

Mr. CORTINES. Well, I think that's the reason you heard me inthe testimony not say that's an absolute. While I believe and feel
very strongly that there should be equity among the type of teach-
ers that are assigned, that is something that has to be worked out
with the Union and discussed with them. While it is suggested in
the legislation or stated, it is not something that can automaticallyhappen here.

But I believe that the Teachers Union, based on my initial month
and a half of dealing with them, are willing to sit and talk and ad-
dress the issues to improve the education, especially for our need-
iest children. That is a difficult issue, and will be, but it is one that
we will discuss with the Union. I want to make it clear, that just
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being a seasoned or a long-term teacher is not automatically the
best.

I think that some of us believe that there needs to be a cadre
of people, that we need to be looking at the resources, the types of
skills and knowledge that various teachers have: new teachers, sea-
soned teachers, teachers that have specific special skills, and de-
velop a cadre approach to provide for the needs of students.

It's a difficult one, but I think we have to address it. I think that
our Title I schools, some of our poorest children can no longerwe
cannot allow them to be the revolving door schools.

Mr. MANTON. Thank you Mr. Chancellor, I look forward to work-
ing with you.

Mr. ENGEL. Mr. Owens?
Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chancellor, and I want

to congratulate you on your new nosition in the State. When you
were kind enough to call me, I told you, "Congratulations, you have
my sympathy." Congratulations, you have a great deal of demands
on you, and I'm sure that you've been here long enough to know
exactly what we mean when we say that.

I think that your call to me indicted that you recognized your
need to work in partnership with all of us who are responsible for
education. And I look forward to a strong working relationship with
you. We need all the help we can get. And we need to work to-
gether as much as necessary to try to make something positive
happen in our schools.

I apologize for not being here when you entered, hearing your
testimony begin, but I was outside on the phone in my car dealing
with a situation related to a school in my district, a school that
you're familiar with, P.S. 156. The parents have gathered there
this morning, and some of the parents said that they will not let
their kids be transferred out, although you have decided to close
the school.

I think that was a correct decision. The school has been deterio-
rating for some time, long before the asbestos crisis raised its head,
I knew of horrible things in connection with the condition of that
school building.

Now we don't want to see the funds in the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act devoted to construction. We don't think the
capacity is there, you use up funds quite rapidly. There's a need
for some other kind of action from the Federal Government. That's
where the money is.

Only the Federal Government has the kinds of resources nec-
essary to take on the overhauling of our schools, so that the phys-
ical environmentthe first requirement in the opportunity to learn
ought to be that each child goes into an environment that is as
pleasant as this school, as pleasant as this auditorium, that there
is at least a message being communicated to a youngster that we
care about you.

The P.S. 156 auditorium, as you know, is quite different from the
drapes, to the peeling of the walls and the ceiling, you know, on
and on it goes. The school needed to be closed.

My question is, have you thought of asking for help from the
Federal Government, in some form, to help combat the current as-
bestos emergency?
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After asbestos comes lead. We haven't dealt with lead. But these
are physical things which are very well-established by scientific
evidence to be harmful to youngsters. And we know about it and
we're letting it continue. And it is as important as relief for a flood,
or relief for an earthquake, and there ought to be some way we can
make an appeal for immediate Federal help to deal with the emer-
gency.

Mr. CORTINES. The answer is, yes. As you know, the school sys-
tem has not had a presence in Washington for some time. I believe,
that the largest school system in the Nation has to have a presence
there, and we have to make known the kinds of issues, because
this is not just a New York City issue. The issue of asbestos, the
issue of lead, the issue of old buildings is not just a New York sys-
tem issue. It is a national issue and not just urban school districts,
and we need to look at that.

We are discussing that. I do not have a specific plan, but we are
working on that. And I do believe that the Federal Government has
to be involved in helping us with this information.

For example, if we get the allocation for this particular program,
we could not in many of our schools, without rewiring them, have
the opportunity for technology because the buildings are so old that
it would blow the fuses every 10 minutes just plugging in the com-
puters

So, some of the things, you are correct, that we need to improve
the environment for learning and teaching, or this money is not
going to be used correctly. You're going to hear from us, and a
great many other people are in Washington, as it relates to some
of the physical needs that we have in this system and other urban
systems across the Nation.

Mr. OWENS. I don't want to belabor the point, but I do want you
to know I've made some preliminary inquiries in terms of emer-
gency aid. One of the things that, of course, immediately comes
back to me is that we gave aid in 1986, the 1986 Act, and you had
funds to do the survey. What guarantees do we have that more
Federal aid will not be misused and abused as that was in that
case, at least in terms of what happened with that contract?

Are you taking steps to make certain that the oversight will be
there from your office, and from the Board of Education to avoid
the kind of debacles that we encountered in connection with that
contract and what happened afterwards?

Mr. CORTINES. The answer is, yes. I'm releasing a report in the
next 10 days, that has not been released before in years in the New
York system, that talks about how we use our maintenance dollars,
how we use our capital dollars. Generally they have been used
well, but there has never been enough.

Secondly, I said that there should be an oversight committee for
this, not paid, but that meets and reports to the community, not
beholden to a Chancellor, or a Boar' of Education, or anyone, but
beholden to the citizens and the children of this system. I believe
that's extremely important, that if we're going to ask for additional
funds, that we need to improve what people believe is the integrity
of how the dollars are spent.
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Mr. OWENS. You're making that announcement today or you've
made it already? An oversight committee will be established,or

Mr. CORTINES. In my recommendation for a request for addi-
tional funds, I'm saying that oversight committee needs to be there.
I think that the credibility can only improve and increase through
that kind of committee.

But I first am going to share with you just how we have spent
the money that we were given last year, and how we have spent
it the first quarter this year. And I think it will put in perspective
that there is just not enough money.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chancellor, that's a welcome move, it's a bold
move, I congratulate you on it. And I assure you you'll have our
full cooperation in whatever you do in that direction. Thank you
very much.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Mr. Chancellor, I listened to your testi-
mony very, very carefully. I really want to commend you for a num-
ber of the points you made. The fact of the matter is that you're
right on the money when you say that it's all well and good to have
educational reform, and all well and good to make a new Title
the vehicle of reform, but if there is no guarantee of additional
funding, additional mandates on local communities are just not
what Congress ought to be doing.

And I'm sure you were aware that Congressman Owens and I,
as the two representatives on the Education and Labor Committee
from New York, have argued very vociferously on the committee
and in the halls of Congress, for additional funding for New York
and New York City.

We believe, first of all, that we were terribly shortchanged in the
census count. And so we're really being hurt from that point of
view. They tell us that the percentage is a ratio to the population
of the rest of the country. New York has become a smaller percent-
age than we were, we lost three congressional seats during last
year's redistricting

The fact of the matter is that we have more of a problem than
in the past. Therefore, to diminish the funds is just terrible. As you
know, the President's economic stimulus packages contained a
hold-harmless for Chapter 1 funding. But, unfortunately, the provi-
sion and package was blocked in the Senate.

However, under the administration's education proposal, which
targets Chapter 1 funding to those local education agencies with
the greatest number of children and the highest poverty levels,
New York City would see an increase of approximately S70 million.
Where would you see that money being used? You mentioned a lot
of different things in your testimony, but if you could give us one
or two areas where you that additional funding being used, I'd
be most grateful.

Mr. CORTINES. Well, I think that it was brought up that I want
to make sure that all of the children that are in the poverty level
are covered. But I think the issue of professional development, I
think the issue of technology, I think the issue of, where appro-
priate, additional time.

For example, I have a mathematician that told me that all chil-
dren could learn math with one minute more, for some it's 10 min-
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utes, for some it's 20, for some it's a half hour. I think for those
children of need, we need to provide the resources so they indeed
can be successful. I think those are four of the areas that I would
look at.

Mr. ENGEL. You also made a point in your testimony that the
bill, as currently constituted, does not take into consideration dif-
ferences in cost-of-living.

Mr. CORTINES. That's right.
Mr. ENGEL. Additionally, the bill doesn't sufficiently account for

differences in the cost of providing education services in difwrent
areas of the country. The fact that the poverty level in New York
City is higher, and the cost-of-living in New York City is higher
than most regions of the country, are very, very important points.
I know that Major Owens and I have been making those argu-
ments in Washington.

The frustration on the Federal level is thatand Congressman
Manton, too, has been making this argument for all allocations
there is no differentiation, by and large, in the standard cost-of-liv-
ing levels as they vary in different regions of the country on the
Federal level. But I think there is no more glaring inequity then
when we're talking about education funding. So I think Chancellor
Cortines made a very, very important point.

In terms of the asbestos problem, we have tried to get the Presi-
dent to allocate additional funds. I have personally spoken with the
President to try to achieve this. As Representative Owens pointed
out, when there is a natural disaster, such as a hurricane or a
flood, the Federal Government rushes to provide relief.

We regard the asbestos problem or the lead problem in the
schools, as nothing short of that kind of a problem, and believe
very strongly that the Federal Government ought to be there as
well. I wanted to raise those points.

And I want to ask you, there have been some proposals floating
around that perhaps the City Board of Education is too large, that
it ought to be divided into borough boards of education. I was won-
dering if you had any views on those proposals?

Mr. CORTINES. Let me say, I'm not going to touch that one.
Mr. ENGEL. I didn't think you would, but I thought I'd ask.
Mr. CORTINES. But I do want you to know that I have already

been moving, and we are planning to decentralize some of the serv-
ices to put them closer to where children and teachers and the
school community are. I do believe that there are services and is-
sues that we are dealing with that belong in the community school
district, that belong directly in school. I think that you're probably
always going to need some sort of central administration.

But we do need to strengthen the authority, and responsibility,
and accountability of the local school district, community school
district, et cetera. So, I do believe that we should be moving some
of that where appropriate, and we're in the process of doing that.

And we are also in the process of looking at how the dollars are
spent centrally, to make sure that they benefit the function of what
goes on with children in the school. And we will, we will continue
the downsizing that Dr. Fernandez was engaged in at P.S. 110 Liv-
ingston.
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Mr. ENGEL. You know when I was a classroom teacher many,
many moons ago, 20 years ago or more, I remember that we were
allowed to order hooks for our classroom. And when I had men-
tioned that we didn't need books because we had enough, we had
two or three sets that we weren't using, we were told to order them
or else we would lose the authority, lose the allocation.

We luiew if we could have talon that allocation there were other
things we could have used it for, but we knew that if we did not
reorder books we could lose it to someone else. I know that it's
those types of things that are going to frustrate you in the coming
years.

But I feel very convinced just watching you in the short time
that you've been here in New York, that you are going to be a very
great Chancellor, one who works with the communities, one who
works with the elected officials, and one who moves quickly toward
action.

I mentioned before about the asbestos problem in P.S. 83 in this
district. I just want to repeat that, the way that you moved so
quickly at my request, really impressed me and made me a be-
liever.

So I wish you the best of luck, and you'll always have my sup-
port. I look forward to working closely with you. Thank you.

Our next panel will have three representatives. I would again,
ask everyone to please summarize their testimony in five minutes.
They can submit their entire testimony, and it will be part of the
official record.

I would like to introduce on the second panel on behalf of Com-
missioner Thomas Sobal, with the New York State Education De-
partment, we have Mr. Samuel Corsi, who's the Assistant Commis-
sioner for Nonpublic School Services, New York State Education
Department.

We also have Ms. Linda Kelly, Superintendent of the City School
District of New Rochelle. And I might say, a large portion of New
Rochelle is also in my Congressional District, so I look forward to
hearing from Ms. Kelly. I think that she will present a unique
point of view, representing a suburban school district that does
have some of the same problems as the New York City school dis-
tricts.

And finally, Mr. Joseph Kovaly, who is the Superintendent of
Community School District 11, which is the district in which we
are located. As I mentioned before, Mr. Kovaly was very essential
in the school's running of this hearing, in providing us with this
school, and working very closely with my committee. I appreciate
that.

I want to welcome the three of you to the subcommittee hearing
this morning. And let me repeat, your entire testimony will be offi-
cially submitted into the record, when the final record is printed.
Let me just ask you to summarize your testimony in about five
minutes, and then we'll ask questions. Let me start with Mr. Corsi.
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STATEMENTS OF SAMUEL CORSI, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR NONPUBLIC SCHOOL SERVICES, NEW YORK STATE EDU-
CATION DEPARTMENT, ON BEHALF OF THOMAS SOBOL, NEW
YORK STATE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION; LINDA KELLY,
SUPERINTENDENT, CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT IF NEW RO-
CHELLE; AND JOSEPH KOVALY, SUPERINTENDENT, COMMU-
NITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 11

Mr. CORSI. Thank you Mr. Chair, members of the subcommittee.
On behalf of Commissioner Thomas Sobol, the staff of the New
York State Education Department, I am pleased to have the oppor-
tunity to present our views on the proposed Reauthorization of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act: "Improving America's
Schools Act of 1993."

In our judgment, the proposed legislation is a comprehensive and
well-conceived approach that is responsive to the needs of our
schools in New York State. In particular, the new Title I would
support and enhance our systematic reform initiative in New York
State called the New Compact for Learning.

There are many key provisions of this Act, which are identified
in my testimony, which we want to support in total. First is the
establishment of the role of the State for developing and imple-
menting high-quality contents and performance standards for all
children, and replacing existing testing requirements with new
State assessments that are aligned with the State's high standard
requirements.

Secondly, as has been testified to before, expanding the
schoolwide program approach by lowering the current eligibility re-
quirement of 75 percent of students in poverty to 65 percent, and
then 50 percent over a three-year period. Perhaps it's prophetic
that you're having a subcommittee hearing in New York City, be-
cause from the State's perspective, there has been no place in this
State that has done a better job of using that component of the
1988 reauthorization, which spawned schoolwide projects, to use it
for school-based reform, than here in New York City. They've done
an outstanding job.

Third, we commend thz: decentralized planning and decisionmak-
ing section to increase the responsibility and authority of individ-
ual schools. Fourth, expanding and clarifying the role of parents in
promoting recognition of the needs for parents and schools to de-
velop a partnership is very important.

Fifth, allocating funds to buildings based upon the number of
poor children in the building rather than the number of education-
ally deprived children in the building, to eliminate the current sys-
tem of rewarding buildings that do poorly while simultaneously pe-
nalizing those who succeed, we feel is vitally important.

Next, establishing a State system of school support teams to pro-
vide technical assistance and support to schools implementing
schoolwide programs. In addition, establishing a StP to Corps of
Distinguished Educators to assist those schools farthest from meet-
ing State standards.

Continuing the recognition of the need for earlier intervention
and family support through the innovative Even Start program.
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Providing equitable participation of eligible students attending
nonpublic schools continues to be a feature which we heartily sup-
port. Particularly in light what's occurred since the Felton decision.

And finally, we want to continue to support the recog..ition of
special needs of migratory children, and neglected and delinquent
youth.

While the new Title I provides the core and, by far, the greatest
financial support within the revised ESEA, the remaining Titles II
through IX provide critical assistance to States and local school dis-
tricts in achieving improved educational outcomes. In particular,
we fully support and endorse the critical need for comprehensive
and sustained staff development embodied in the new Title II: "Im-
proving Teaching and Learning."

The proposed Title III: "Expanding Opportunities for Learning,"
recognizes in Part A the key role of technology in schools. And the
proposed Part E of Title III: "Arts in Education," recognizes the sig-
nificant role that the arts can play in achieving excellent education
and effective reform.

However, we believe that H.R. 2933: "The Community Arts Part-
nership Act of 1993," introduced by Representative Engel, provides
a more targeted, and in our judgment, a more effective approach
to integrating arts education into the school reform initiatives in
the ESEA.

Mr. Engel's bill, for example, directly ties arts education with the
educational need of at-risk youths, while simultaneously promoting
greater collaboration of school and cultural resources in the com-
munity, as well as increased parental involvement.

We endorse and support Titles IV, V, and VII pertaining to drug-
free schools and communjt;es, promoting equity, including magnet
school assistance, and meeting the needs of limited-English pro-
ficient students through bilingual education programs.

We are strongly in favor of and fully support the revised Title VI
that strengthened the roles of State and local educational agencies
in meeting the unique educational needs of American Indians and
Alaskan natives. In particular, Title VI, as proposed, is totally con-
sistent with New York State reform effort called "A New Compact
for Learning" and with the national education goals.

Under the proposal, the State, in collaboration with local edu-
cational agencies and native tribal and community members, will
be able to increase its leadership role in the provision of planning
and technical assistance, involvement of Indian parents in local
education reform, and provision of preservice training.

And while we support the majority of the educational reform ini-
tiatives, as I've just outlined, contained in the reauthorization, we
do have some substantial areas of concern which we wish to bring
before this subcommittee.

First, we believe that the administration's proposal to increase
the current Chapter 1 funding from $6.3 billion in fiscal year 1994
to $7 billion in 1995 is wholly inadequate to achieve the far-reach-
ing reforms envisioned in the new Title I. In particular, increased
C::ate and local school district responsibilities for assisting individ-
ual school buildings in systemic reform are not matched with addi-
tional resources for these efforts.
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Second, the administration's proposal to shift approximately $500
million from rural and suburban areas with lower concentrations
of low-income children, to areas with the highest number of low-
income children, will substantially reduce or eliminate effective
services for the large number of children in need.

While we fully support the objective of more concentration of re-
sources in schools with the greatest need, we do object to that
being met at.the expense of other children in the State in need. In
New York State, preliminary estimates indicate that 50 out of 62
counties, including some 85 to 90 percent of school districts, will
lose substantial amounts of funding.

At a minimum, we recommend that adequate funding be' pro-
vided to continue level funding for affected counties and districts,
while simultaneously addressing the need for greater resources in
those buildings with a greater concentration of poverty.

Third, we are most concerned that the problems experienced by
a majority of States in the past year, because of the use of decen-
nial census data, are not adequately addressed in the proposed bill.
Because of the shift in population between 1980 and 1990, New
York State lost over $90 million between 1992 and 1993. We rec-
ommend that serious consideration be given to replacing census
data with Current Population Survey (CPS) data for allocations to
States, and then States using their best available in-State data for
allocations to school districts.

Fourth, while we fully support the need for comprehensive staff
development contained in the new Title II, we strongly object to
elimination of the current Chapter 2 block grant. Elimination of
Chapter 2 will leave a significant gap in the availability of flexible
funding for systemic improvements at the State and local levels,
such as development of curriculum and assessment frameworks,
learning technologies, and other areas currently supported with
Chapter 2.

Fifth, and finally. While there is a substantial need for in-service
and staff development, as contained in the new Title II, there is
also a great need for preservice training. The new Title II does not
address the persistent teacher supply problem which exists in large
urban areas such as New York City. For example, in the school
year 1992 to 1993 in New York City, data show that almost, 4,000
new teachers without prior service were hired. And that only ap-
proximately 1,400, or 36 percent of them, were fully licensed and
certified.

The new Title II would decrease the share of funds for higher
education institutions. There is a need for State-level program de-
velopment with appropriate funding to address this shortage of
qualified teachers. Thank you very much.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Ms. Kelly?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sobol follows:]
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Thomas Sobol
New York State Commissioner of Education

On behalf ot Commissioner Thomas Sobol and staff of the New York State
Education Department, I am pleased to have the opportunity to provide our views on the
proposed Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act: "Improving
America's Schools Act of 1993."

In our judgment. the proposed legislation is a comprehensive and well-conceived
approach that is responsive to the needs in our schools. The new Title I: "Helping Children
in Need Meet High Standards," would support and enhance our systemic reform initiatives
in New York State. Key provisions which we fully support and which we recommend be
adopted include the following:

Establishing the role of the State for developing and implementing high-quality
content and performance standards for all children, and replacing existing
testing requirements with new State assessments that are aligned with the
State's high standards.

Expanding the schoolwide program approach by lowering the current eligibility
requirement of 75 percent of students in poverty to 65 percent. and then 50
percent over a three-year period.

Decentralizing planning and decisionmaking to increase the responsibility and
authority of individual schools in determining the needs of the school and of
the students in the school as well as determining how to use funds to meet
those needs.

Exp..ading and claritymg the role of parents and promoting recognition of the
needs for parents and schools to develop a partnership and Ongoing dialogue
around children's achievement.

Allocating toads to buildings based upon the number of poor children in the
building rather than the number of educationally deprived children in the
building to eliminate the current system of rewarding buildings that do poorly
while simultaneously penalizing those that succeed.

Establishing a State system of school support teams to provide technical
assistance and support to schools implementing schoolwide programs and
establishing a State Corps of Distinguished Educators to assist those schools
farthest from meeting State standards.

Continuing the recognition of the need for early intervention and family
support through the innovative Even Start program.

Providing for equitable participation of eligible children attending nonpublic
schools and providing hinds for capital expenses incurred because of the
Felton decision.

Continuing the recognition ot special needs of migratory children and
neglected and delinquent youth.

While the new Title I pros ides the core and. by tar. the greatest financial support
within the revised ESEA. the remaining Titles II through IX provide critical assistance to
states and local school districts in achieving improved educational outcomes. In particular.
we Wily support and endorse the critical need for comprehensive and sustained stall
development embodied in the new Title IL "Improving Teaching and Learning." The

proposed Title III: "Expanding Opportunities for Learning." recognizes in Part A the key



role of technology in schools. The proposed Part E of Title III: "Arts in Education,"
recognizes the significant role that the arts can play in achieving excellent education and
effective school reform. However, we believe that H.R. 2933: 'The Community Arts
Partnership Act of 1993," introduced by Representative Engel provides a more targeted, and
in our judgment, a more effective approach to integrating arts education in to the school
reform initiatives in the ESEA. Mr. Engel's bill, for example. directly ties iris education
with the educational needs of at-risk youth while simultaneously promoting greater
collaboration of school and cultural resources in the community as well as increased parental
involvement.

We endorse and support Titles IV. V. and VII pertaining to Drug-Free Schools and
Communities. Promoting Equity including Magnet School Assistance, and meeting the needs
of limited-English proficient students through bilingual education programs.

We are strongly in favor of and fully support the revised Title VI that strengthens the
roles of State and local educational agencies in meeting the unique educational needs of
American Indians and Alaska Natives. Title VI, as proposed, is totally consistent with New
York State reform initiatives in A New Compact for Learning and with the national
education goals. Under the proposal, the State, in collaboration with local educational
agencies and native tribal and community members, will be able to increase its leadership
role in the provision of planning and technical assistance, involvement of Indian parents in
local educational reforms, and provision of preservice training.

While we support the majority of educational reform initiatives contained in the
ESEA Reauthorization, we have substantial areas of concern which we wish to bring before
this Subcommittee.

First, we believe that the Administration's proposal to increase the current Chapter
I funding from S6.3 billion in Fiscal Year 1994 to S7.0 billion in 1995 is wholly inadequate
to achieve the far-seat lung reforms envisioned in the new Title I. In particular. increased
State and local school district responsibilities for assisting individual school buildings in
systemic reform are not matched with additional resources for those efforts.

Second, the Administration's proposal to shift approximately $500 million from rural
and suburban areas with kr...er concentrations of low- income children to areas with the
highest number of low-income children will substantially reduce or eliminate effective
services for large numbers of children in need. While we fully support the objective of more
concentration of resources in schools with the greatest need. we object to that being met at
the expense of other children in need. In New York State, preliminary estimates indicate
that 50 out of 62 counties, including some 85-90 percent of school districts, will lose
substantial amounts of funding. At a minimum, we recommend that adequate funding he
provided to continue level funding for affected counties and districts while simultaneously
addressing the need for greater resources in those buildings with greater concentrations of
poverty.

Third, we are most concerned that the problems experienced by a majority of states
in the past year because of the use of decennial census data are not adequately addressed
in the proposed bill. Because of the shift in population between 1980 and 1990, New York
State lost over S90 million between 1992 and 1993. We recommend that serious
consideration he given to replacing census data with Current Population Survey (CPS) data
for allocations to states..ind then states using the best available in-state data for allocations
to school districts.

Fourth. w hile we lulls support the need for comprehensive staff development
contained in the new Title II, we strongly object to elimination of the current Chapter 2
block grant. Elimination of Chapter 2 will leave a signilicant gap in the availability of
flexible funding.for systemic improvements at the state and local levels such as development
of curriculum and assessment frameworks, learning technologies, and other areas currently
supported with Chapter 2 funds.
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Fifth, while there is a substantial need for inservice training and staff development
as contained in the new Title II. there is also a great need for preservice training. The new
Title 11 does not address the persistent teacher supply problem which exists in large urban
areas such as New York City where there is a persistent shortage of teachers. For example,
in school year 1992-03 in New York City. data show that 3,993 new teachers without prior
service were hired and that only 1.430, or 36 percent, were fully licensed and certified.
Moreover, the higher education system in New York City graduates approximately 1.450
undergraduates yearly while the city schools need 2.000-3.000 newly certified candidates on
an annual basis. The new Title II would decrease the share of funds for higher education
institutions. There is a need for state level program development with appropriate funding
to address shortages of qualified teachers.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer our recommendations and our concerns on
the ESEA Reauthorization proposal. The attached addresses additional items within each
of the Titles of the legislative proposal.
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Attachment
Concerns and Recommendations of the
New York State Education Department

on the Administration's proposed ESEA. Reauthorization:

IMPROVING AMERICA'S SCHOOLS ACT OF 1993
October 1993

Title I - Helping Children in Need Meet High Standards

Part A - High Poverty Schools

Concerns:

o Section I 1 11 mandates that the Secretary "establish a peer review process to assist
in the review and res ision of State plans.- It is unclear who would serve as peers in the
process and who would select them. While the Regents do not object to a process to share
information and practices among states, the concern is that a national panel will not
understand that the plan has undergone detailed input and scrutiny among interested parties
in the state who contribute to the consensus in developing the plan. A national peer review
process that may -revise- a carefully crafted state plan seems at odds with the attempt at
local input.

o Provisions deal;ag with State osetsight of LEAs mandate that if the LEA fails to
make adequate progress. the SEA must institute corrective action, including appointing a
receiver to administer the district or make changes in district personnel. This direction poses
political and legal questions in each state. Language is needed to allow the state to
intervene within the framework of their political and legal boundaries. (Section 1118(d))

o The bill requires that Title I funds be used as the paver of last resort for health
screenings for elementary school children. Although the Regents support this policy, there
is a strong concern that the provision could drain significant resources from the Title I
program. It is also unclear as to who the payer would he if health problems were detected
as a result of the screenings.

o The bill establishes SEA use of "school support teams" to assist schools, which is
consistent with our organization under recently implemented state reforms. However, the
bill is 'not clear as to how the use of support teams and distinguished educators are
integrated with SEA school improvement activities.

o In Section 1111 on assessments, it is unclear what are reasonable and differing
increments of progress in a single content area that may be expected of different buildings
with different demographics. What parameters should SEAs consider in developing the state
plan in this area?

o Disaggregations of individual pupil data are required by Section I 111(b)(3)(F) for
"educationally meaningful categories" of children, with no further definition of how data
should be reported (schoolwide, targeted, gender, grade, race. LEP. disability, migrant.
homeless. etc.'?). In addition, the requirement for periodic auditing of achievement suggests
that LEAs and SEAs hale access to individual student scores. Sht.uld annually updated
achievement data he placed in regional repositories?

o Accountability reporting provisions and responsibilities are insufficiently described
both for the several publics beyond a building's attendance area and for typical USED audit
purposes.

o The coordination of services encouraged under the bill should include employment
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and training programs as well as education, health. and social service programs, to the extent
feasible.

o Section 1116. regardina parental invokement. should include language thatprovides
for meetings with parents at the most flexible and convenient times for them, and include
annual home-based visits where feasible.

Part B - Even Start

o Section 1202 would revise the definition of "eligible entity" to be a partnership of
both an LEA and a CBO. public agency. higher education institution, or other public or
private nonprofit group. The change is intended to improve linkages between schools and
communities. However. the change makes it unclear as to who would be the actual recipient
of the grant for administration purposes.

o Section 1208 suggests that the SEA appointed review panel will "approve
applications." which is a change from current law and calls into question whether the review
panel is given authority over the SEA to actually be the final arbiter in approving Even Start
applications. The review panel has worked well under current law in simply reviewing
applications, and it would be inappropriate to expand the role of the panel over the SEA
without justification.

Part C - Migrant Education

o Section 1304(e)(2) should he changed to allow for eligibility for migrant services for

36 months for a one year transition period.

o The migrant section should be amended to explicitly include serving migratory
students with disabilities.

o The proposed legislation does not provide for secondary school students who were
eligible for service in secondary schools to continue to be served through credit accrual
programs through graduation. We recommend adding a new section (3) in Section 1304,
subsection (e) to provide that "Secondary school student,; who were eligible for service in
secondary school may continue to be served through credit accrual programs until
graduation."

o Many summer programs are more costly because of enriched services for youth.
Section 1303(e) should require the Secretary to take into account cost of different models
in the development of a summer formula.

Part D - Education of Neglected and Delinquent Youth

o The proposal doubles the number of hours from 10 to 20 per week in which a
student must he enrolled in a state-supported education program. This would have a serious
impact on the adult correctional institutions in New York State which currently provides 15-
hour blocks per week for every education, training. and rehabilitation program. The change
would have a major impact on other rehabilitati% e programs such as Substance Abuse
Treatment. which also has mandates regarding hours and participation. It is recommended
that the 20-hour requirement be reduced to 15 hours for adult correctional institutions.

o The evaluation requirements in Section 1409(a) are difficult to implement for
Chapter 1 participants released from an adult correctional facility. The State agency has no
procedures or authority, for example, to follow-up on released inmates to determine success
outside the institution. The recommendatioa is that Section 1409(a) be amended to state
that the State agency would provide program impact data listed in (1) through (4) to the
extent that such data is readily available to the agency.
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Title II - Improving leaching and Learning

o This Title eliminates the authority of the Chapter 2_ block grant, leaving a significant
gap in the availability of flexible funding for systemic improvements at the state and local
level such as development of curriculum and assessment frameworks, learning technologies.
and other areas that are currently supported with Chapter 2 funds.

o The authorization under this Title does not match the combined funding level of
the current Chapter 2 and Eisenhower programs. Even at the suggested maximum
appropriation of $500 million. many LEAs in New York State would receive allocations of
$5000 or less, an amount insufficient to achieve the goals of sustained, high quality
professional development.

o Title 11 should reflect more of a true mercer of Chapter 2 and Eisenhower. by
allowing increased flexibility at the state and local level in the use of funds. Purchase of
instructional materials and equipment has been a key component of the local uses of funds
under current law. The new Title should allow local use of funds for these purposes. if
directly related to the professional deselopenent program.

o The proposed professional development program decreases the share of funds for
institutions of higher education. one of the most important components of any
comprehensive effort for professional development. In addition. the state share of funds for
technical assistance and statewide programs is sienificantly decreased in the new proposal
from what was authorized under Chapter 2.

o The proposal does not connect state and local professional development activities
with the programs authorized under Title V of the Higher Education Act. TitleV programs
were established in the HEA 1992 amendments to specifically address teacher training and
doelopment, including recruitment and training of paraprofessionals. As proposed. the Title
II provisions do not address the need where there is a persistent teacher supply problem.
There is a need for state level program des elopment if we are to deal effectively with urban
areas with persistent shortages of qualified teachers. such as New York Cit.

o Title II -13 consolidates the numerous technical assistance centers into 10 regional
centers. Although we are not necessarily opposed to this consolidation. the proposal does
not prostde SEAs with an ability to purchase services from the centers or allow for any
oversight or comment on the operation of the centers. Furthermore, the existing regional
labs could be eligible to compete tOr the operation of the centers. although the geographic
regions of the laps and proposed centers are not coterminous.

Title III - Expanding Opportunities for Learning

o In Subpart I. there is a Subsection C requirement that grant recipients should share
in the cost of protects under this Title. Based on our experiences in New York State. we
recommend that the proposal focus on prosiding funding to high need districts without
requiring a match. At the least, the requirement for a match should he tied to the district's
wealth. We also recommend that rather than providing single district funding, any project
should he required to participate in developing programming or a delivery system in
collaboration with other districts or with a distance learning project already underway within
the state. in order to maximize resources and knowledge.

o The proposal allows a wide sariety of entities hey ond SEAs and LEAs to participate
in funding. Careful guidelines should ensure that the best interests of students are met
under these conditions.

o The proposal for Star Schools includes expansion to other subject areas, which
seems too broad and unjustified. If additional subjects are allowed, it should only he under
the condition that the use of distance learning technology is making a significant contribution
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to the teaching-learning process through Its use. The use of distance learning for the
delivery of staff development or teacher training in any subject area should be approvable.

Part C Javits Gifted and Talented Education Program

The National Research Center should not he eliminated. A focal point is needed
to make certain that research serves national purposes rather than local concerns that lack
widespread applicability. The Center is needed also to ensure that research findings are
disseminated widely.

Part D - Charter Schools

o This proposal is consistent with New York State's efforts in school restructuring.
and with the State's Compact Partnership Schools Program and the Workforce Preparation
Pilot Program. Further, it is compatible with the state education department's intent to
provide local schools with additional flexibility to encourage creativity and innovation.

Title IV - Safe and Drug-Free Schools

o We support the efforts of the proposal to expand the focus of the DFSCA to
include efforts directed at school safety and substance abuse prevention. but we recommend
that the proposal also include the coordination of comprehensive health education and other
school-linked services.

o We question the use of a peer rev iew system between a State and the Secretary.

Title VI - Indian Education

o This proposal requites additional technical review as to impact on Native Americans
of New York State.

o This proposal is consistent with New York State's school reform initiatives, and we
support the strengthening of State-level planning and technical assistance provisions.

Title VII - Bilingual Education Programs

o The proposal does not include a program similar to the developmental bilingual
programs in current law. Although the bill says English proficient students may participate,
it is unclear how. The proposal should include this program as an option.

o The proposal includes no express mention of serving students with disabilities who
are also in the population served under this program.

a The proposal should he strengthened to include the preservation of American
Indian language of this continent.

a Section 7003 includes a definition of immigrant children and youth that limits
eligibility to children who have been in the U.S. for fewer than 12 months. Current law
funding allows eligibility for children in the country for fewer than three years. Research
shows that it takes longer than three years to achieve proficiency in a second language: we
recommend retaining the current three year eligibility requirement.

a Section 7101(e)(1) and Section 7402(d) should he expanded to include the
development of materials for low incidence languages. in addition to identifying and
acquiring curricular materials and software.

()Section 7101(h) establishes that Enhancement Grants are for a period of two years.
This should be extended to three years to allow for meaningful implementation,
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improvement, and redesign. In addition, funds under this section should be allowed for pre-
and in-service staff development, as is allowed under comprehensive school grants and
district grants.

o Section 7101(m) states that parents will have a right to decline enrollment of their
children in bilingual education programs. This should be changed to say that parents may
decline enrollment in projects funded under this Act. Since the proposal appears to include
ESL in the definition of bilingual education and since parents may not withdraw their
children from an ESL program in New York State, to include this requirement would be
contrary to our state law and regulations.

o Part B Section 7203 addresses Academic Excellence Awards, but contains no
specific role for the SEA. In the past the SEA had very specific functions in the nomination
of the awards. The SEA provisions should be reinstated since the SEA can assist in
identifying the appropriate tests and analyzing student achievement.

o Part C Section 7302(d) requires that any program at the masters' or doctoral level
provide a practicum. Since New (ork and other states have IHE programs that lead to
bilingual education certification and include a practicum or its equivalent, this section should
also indicate that the programs will not be approved for funding if they are not approved
by their state to award the appropriate certification.

o Part D Section 7402(b) narrows LEA funding eligibility for immigrant students. We
oppose this restriction because we believe that all immigrant children should be included in
the count for any LEA experiencing increased immigrant enrollments. The proposed
limitation would restrict funding to large cities and would deny those LEAs first experiencing
the arrival of new immigrants.

Title VIII - Impact Aid

o The proposal eliminates payments under Section 2. which reimburses LEAs for the
loss Of land which has been purchased by the Federal government. Termination of these
payments to LEAs in New York State could result in a loss of about $500,000 based on
1992-93 school year payments. Highland Falls-Fort Montgomery school district would lose
approximately $250,000. a financial hardship that would be very difficult for them to absorb
at this time.

o The proposal eliminates Section 3(h) payments to LEAs who have children who
either live on Federal property or whose parents work on Federal property. but not both.
Estimated loss in revenue to LEAs would he about $7.5 million ($1.9 million upstate. $5.6
million in New York City) based on 1991-92 school year payments.

u The continuation of Section 6 aid is uncertain, however, the Department of Defense
is to submit separate legislation to continue its authority in this area. If Section 6 is
eliminated, the Highland Falls-Fort Montgomery school district would lose approximately
$1.2 million per year.

Title IX - General Provisions

o Section 9203, Consolidation of Funds for Local Administration, is unclear and
confusing in terms of determining proportionality by program and dollar limitation by
program for administration by the State. In addition, the Section infers the commingling of
Federal administrative funds at the state and LEA levels. It is unclear how this will impact
on cash reconciliation and reporting requirements by OMB.

o Section 9207 allows tip to 5'?. of a specific program's funds to he used for other
program purposes, based on need. We support the provision. but would like clarification
Irom OMB on how state agencies can administer this funding mechanism.
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MS. KELLY. Thank you. I thank you for the opportunity to share
with you my comments on the Reauthorization of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. Through the years, this Act has aug-
mented in significant ways the education goals for children in the
City School District of New Rochelle.

In New Rochelle, a suburban school, and I am in the minority
here I guess, we strive daily to prove that it is possible to offer an
educational program of excellence and equityand this I want to
emphasize although we're a suburban schoolto a very diverse
population.

Statistics and educational outcomes for children in New Rochelle
affirm we give children not only equal opportunity, but every op-
portunity to learn. ESEA funding is an essential reason why chil-
dren, including those living in poverty in New Rochelle, succeed.
Although, certainly not always to the degree that we want.

Some children in order to succeed, need intensive and extensive
supplementary educational support. As the noted educator Jean
Piaget said: "No child is ever ready to learn until they are given
a chance." Through ESEA we have given our children in New Ro-

chelle a better chance at school success.
In the interests of time, I'm not going to go through all of the

successes that we have known through ESEA. And I really, in
reading the testimony, I saw those areas that really need improve-
ment, such as stressing the need not to do add-on and pull-out pro-
grams.

In trying to remedy the weaknesses of the earlier legislation, the
authors have, I believe, crafted a very well thought out document.
And the key areas that we in New Rochelle support and endorse,
that will allow us to continue to offer strong education in New Ro-
chelle, are: the high standards for all children; a focus on teaching
and learning; flexibility; links among school, parents, and commu-
nities; resources targeted to where the needs are greatest in
amounts sufficient to make a difference.

I firmly believe that many of the proposed changes in the indi-
vidual titles and programs will strengthen education for all chil-
dren, and most especially for children in high poverty schools. Re-
quiring districts to distribute dollars to schools on the basis of pov-
erty in order to eliminate the penalty for successful schools by allo-
cating funds on the basis of low achievement, is a welcome change.

In education, as in nothing else in life, we've been punished for
achieving. What we gain in results, we often lose in dollars.

Proposed changes in magnet funding that encourage more inter-
action between students participating in magnet programs and oth-
ers in the building will help to serve all children, and that is good

news. We are about to begin in New Rochelle, we are so pleased
with this, two new magnet schools, and we want to thank Con-
gressmen Engel for his support.

However, we have authorization for a year. Authorizing for a
four-year period would enable more adequate time to develop a
quality program to make changes based on formative evaluations,
and to ensure the continuation of efforts when the grant period
ends.
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But with all this said, and I've mentioned those changes that are
most positive for communities like New Rochelle, I have some deep
concerns about key aspects of the proposed legislation.

This proposal for reauthorization does present an integrated ap-proach to educational reform based on what is known: upgrading
instruction, professional development, and accountability alignedwith high standards are frequent themes in the document. The au-thors hope to include the poor, the underserved, and theunderrepresented in the "all children can learn" concept by
redirecting Federal dollars.

Unfortunately, New Rochelle will receive less than what we be-lieve is our fair share, if the dollars are distributed according to thewealth of counties.
I come from Westchester County which by all standards is con-sidered a very affluent county, but I must add an important how-

ever. There are pockets of poverty and deep poverty in West-chester. The new formula on which all of Title I and 50 percent of
Title II and W is based, puts New Rochelle and communities like
New Rochelle, at a distinct disadvantage unless we become eligiblefor a concentration grant.

We can only speculate .that we may be similarly at a disadvan-tage with the competitive grants as described under Title III.
Emergency Immigrant Education Grants will be replaced with dis-
cretionary grants to which districts have experienced sudden in-creases in the number of children they serve who are recent immi-
grants. But how will this be defined?

What happens to districts that have experienced slow steady in-creases in limited-English-proficient students whom they must
serve. But certainly no decrease in the educational needs of thesestudents.

Since our sudden increase in LEP students is behind us, we maynot qualify for Title VII discretionary grants, but the educational
needs, what we must do for these children, has not been dimin-ished.

I am concerned that urban/suburban communities, like a NewRochelle, are becoming increasingly rare in America today. Schoolsin New Rochelle are 50 percent majority, 50 percent minority.Twenty eight percent of our population is African American, 18
percent is Hispanic, and the rest is a United Nations, although wedidn't get it.

In my view, what we're about is about the American dream: di-
verse but one. Diversity without division. Like public school sys-tems of many of this Nation's medium and small cities, New Ro-
chelle Schools are both enriched and challenged by a culturally di-
verse population. Strong school systems retain their diversity. Wewant to in New Rochelle. We are diverse, but one diversity without
division.

The City of New Rochelle has fifth generation residents to recent
immigrants, from very wealthy to welfare assisted. Twenty percentof students in New Rochelle are on free and reduced lunch. As anurban center and a wealthy county, New Rochelle has a decliningtax base and too high local property taxes. For several years run-ning we have increased local property taxes, one year 14 percent,in the last two years, 10 percent.
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Funding schools in order to provide quality education for all chil-
dren in a school with a diverse population is more expensive, but
we welcome it. We want to retain our diversity. Different and mul-
tiple student needs require a variety of programs and multifaceted
education programs.

I urge you, and again I don't want to pit urban/suburban dis-
tricts against the New York Cities of the United States, but I urge
you not to let school systems like New Rochelle that hold the great
promise of the American dream, we have retained our diversity, to
lose Federal dollars. Don't let diverse school systems that are excel-
lent become any less. Let us continue to reflect and be the Amer-
ican dream. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Kelly follows:]

STATEMENT OF LINDA E. KELLY, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, NEW ROCHELLE,
NEW YORK

Good morning. I am Linda E. Kelly, Superintendent of Schools, City School Dis-
trict of New Rochelle. I thank you for the opportunity to share with you my com-
ments on the Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Im-
proving America's Schools Act of 1993.

Through the years, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has augmented
in significant ways the educational goals for children in the City School District of
New Rochelle. In the New Rochelle Public Schools we strive daily to prove that it
is possible to offer an educational program of excellence and equity to a very diverse
student population.

Statistics and educational outcomes for children in New Rochelle affirm we give
children not only equal opportunity, but every opportunity to learn. ESEA funding
is an essential reason why children, including those living in poverty, succeed. Al-
though, not always to the degree we want.

Some children in order to succeed, need intensive and extensive supplementary
educational support. As the noted educator Jean Piaget wrote: "No child is ever
ready to learn until they are given a chance." Through ESEA we have given our
children in New Rochelle a better chance at school success.

Through Chapter 1, Title II, DFSCA (Drug Free Schools and Communities Act)
our educational program has been strengthened and expanded, student achievement
has been increased, staff members have extended their professional knowledge and
skills. And most recently, in October 1993 Federal Magnet Aid will enable us to re-
duce the racial isolation that exists in two of our schools, Columbus Elementary
School and the Early Childhood Program at Barnard School.

The authors of this new legislation rightly contend that ESEA, established in
1965 as the first Federal support to low income communities, has not attained the
results desired for a variety of reasons including:

Funds spread too thinly.
Resources address narrow categories of need.
Projects Dperate in isolation.
Superficial professional development.
Parents and community not involved.

We also know that all the goals of ESEA have not been fully realized because in
many instances the nature of many of the programs funded through ESEA are "add
on" and "pull out."

In trying to remedy the weaknesses in the earlier legislation, the Improving
America's Schools Act of 1993 is a well reasoned, well documented proposal that has
as its missionall children will become effective learners for their own sake as well
as for the sake of our Nation.

The reauthorization proposal is based on empirical data gathered over the many
years ESEA has been in existence. It presents an integrated approach to educational
success and is reflective of much in the National Reform Movement. Provisions
under the new proposal will foster an "ethic of learning" replacing minimum stand-
ards with high standards for all children. The emphasis wiii be changing whole
schools and whole systems, not just Federal programs. The new proposal targets re-
sources to schools and children that have the farthest to go.

For a school system like New Rochelle, there is much good news in "What's New"
in the 1993 Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
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1 High standards for all childrenwith the elements of education aligned,
so that everything is working together to help all students reach those stand-
ards.

2. A focus on teaching and learning.
3. Flexibility to stimulate local school-based and district initiatives, coupled

with responsibility for student performance.
4. Links among schools, parents, and communities.
5. Resources targeted to where needs are greatest in amounts sufficient to

make a difference.
I firmly believe that many of the proposed changes in the individual titles and

programs will strengthen education for all children and most especially for children
in high poverty schools. Requiring districts to distribute dollars to schools on the
basis of poverty in order to eliminate the penalty for successful schools by allocating
funds on the basis of low achievement. is a welcome change. In education, as in
nothing else in life, we have been punished for achieving. What we gain in results,we lose in dollars.

Extending Even Start Family Literacy Programs to teen parents is a needed addi-
tion. The recognition of intensive and sustained professional development through-
out a teacher's career is also a most beneficial change. Continued growth is the es-
sence of the professions. It must be assumed 93 an institutional responsibility.

Proposed changes in Magnet funding that encourage more interaction between
students participating in magnet programs and others in the building will serve to
help all children. And that is good. news. As we are about to begin two new magnet
schools in New Rochelle, authorization for a longer period, four years, would enable
more adequate time to develop a quality program, to make changes based on forma-
tive evaluation and to ensure the continuation of efforts when the grant period ends.

But with all this said (and I've mentioned those changes that are most positive
for communities like New Rochelle), I have some deep concerns about key aspectsof the proposed changes.

This proposal for reauthorization does present an integrated approach to edu-
cation reform based on what is known. Upgrading instruction, professional develop-
ment, and accountability aligned with high standards are frequent themes in the
document. The authors hope to include the poor, the uaderserved, and the under-represented in the "all children can learn" concept by redirecting Federal dollars.
Unfortunately, New Rochelle will receive less than our "fair share" if the dollars are
distributed according to the wealth of counties.

The new formula on which all of Title I and 50 percent of Titles II and IV is based
puts New Rochelle at a distinct disadvantage unless we become eligible for a con-
centration grant. We can only speculate that we may be similarly at a disadvantage
with the competitive grants as described under Title III. Emergency Immigrant Edu-cation Grants will be replaced with discretionary grants to districts which have ex-
perienced sudden increases in the number of children they serve who are recent im-
migrants. How w11 this be defined? What happens to districts that have experienced
steady increases in Limited English Proficient population but no decrease in theeducation needs of these students? Since our sudden increase in LEP students is
behind us, we may not qualify for Title VII discretionary grants.

I am concerned that urban/suburban communities, like a New Rochelle, are be-
coming increasingly rare in America today. In my view, they are what the American
dream is all aboutDiverse but one, diversity without division. Like public schoolsystems of many of this Nation's medium and small sized cities, New Rochelle
Schools are both enriched and challenged by a culturally diverse population. Strong
school systems retain diversity.

The City of New Rochelle has fifth generation residents to recent immigrants,
from very wealthy to welfare assisted. As an urban center in a wealthy county, New
Rochelle has a declining tax base and too high local property taxes. Funding schools
in order to provide quality education for all children in a school with a diverse popu-
lation is more expensive. Different and multiple student needs require a variety of
programs and a multifaceted education program.

I urge you to not let school systems like New Rochelle lose Federal dollars. Don't
let diverse school systems that are excellent become any less.Thank you.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. Mr. Kovaly.
Mr. KOVALY. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am

honored to be invited here today regarding the Reauthorization of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
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My statement reflects my analysis of the proposed Improving
America's Schools Act of 1993 from the perspective of a school dis-
trict in which nearly two-thirds of our 31 schools presently receive
Chapter 1 funds. Many of the tenets contained in these reforms are
the underpinnings of initiatives already in practice in Community
School District 11.

The central issue that these reforms are based upon, the belief
that all children are capable of higher order intellectual tasks, is
one that has been substantiated through all of the current re-
search. In District 11, we have undertaken the task of looking at
all of our funded programs and restructuring them to be an inte-
gral part of the general curriculum.

All children, including Chapter 1 children, are expected to suc-
ceed. Therefore, instruction in the funded programs has changed
from teaching basic skills to providing experiences in developing
higher order thinking skills.

With a shift, also, in the mode of delivery of instruction from pri-
marily pull-outs to models of inclusion, no longer are students at-
taining isolated educational experiences. Rather they are receiving
enriched instruction in the areas of need. They also have maxi-
mized opportunities to relate to intellectual role models and inter-
act with students of all levels through cooperative learning activi-
ties.

Where teachers are providing instruction in a smaller group set-
ting, collaboration between the funded teacher and the regular
classroom teachers ensures a seamless educational experience for
the student. In District 11, individual schools have been encour-
aged to experiment with different models for the delivery of in-
structional services in order to find what works best in each school
environment.

It is not unusual to see students in a funded reading program
delving into an in-depth character analysis, or rewriting the ending
of a story which was read to the entire class.

Every funded math teacher incorporates writing into math. Stu-
dents are expected to solve the problem and explain, in writing,
how they arrived at the solution. In the ESL classes, students are
encouraged to develop language skills utilizing content area mate-
rials from their regular classrooms.

The expanded opportunity for professional development under
the new proposal is an initiative applauded by the entire edu-
cational community in District 11. Parents, teachers, and adminis-
trators are seeking to build a staff development model that is- sys-
tematic and consistent.

In order to promote ar d effectively implement districtwide edu-
cation goals, it is necessary to provide all educational partners with
ongoing support. Too often professional development takes the form
of short, multifaceted workshops which cover topics of interest only
superficially. There is a great need to provide experiences in col-
laborative goal-setting and continuous training during the imple-
mentation process.

District 11 has made staff development an educational priority.
The Principals' Institute, held in early September, provided prin-
cipals, assistant principals, and curriculum specialists with an op-
portunity to set schoolwide educational goals based upon current
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findings in educational reseax.:h. Experts in the field of educational
reform shared their data while facilitating the translation of their
research into practical goals for each school.

Furthermore, all associates articulated common concerns, while
sharing school successes. This enabled each school to begin the new
term with a clear educational focus. Monthly followup meetings are
planned for technical assistance and to enhance the implementa-tion of the original goals.

In addition, District 11 has recently formed a New Teachers'
Academy for the purpose of educating new teachers in the District's
philosophy and to lend assistance in thematic planning and class-
room management skills in a group setting as well as onsite indi-
vidualized support.

The greater flexibility in the proposed law would allow our Dis-
trict to implement our staff development models more fully.

.'trengthening the links among schools, parents, and community
can only serve to increase awareness and involvement which logi-cally leads to greater student success. We are all well aware that
schools must enlist the support and partnership of parents and
community in order to undertake the task of developing each stu-dent to his or her fullest potential.

The idea of entering into a compact with parents encourages the
sharing of responsibility for student success. It also enables the
parent to possess a clearer understanding of goals and expecta-
tions, something the majority of parents are eager to embrace. Ulti-
mately this serves to send a singular message for high expectations
to the student.

Often, parents are called upon by schools to perform auxiliary
tasks. While these activities are worthwhile, they underutilize the
parent as a resource. Equipped with training opportunities focusedboth on their children and on their personal growth, the parents
can become educational partners in the truest sense of the word.

Several initiatives undertaken in District 11 address these very
issues. The Active Parenting Program trains parents to commu-
nicate effectively with their children. Last year the District dedi-
cated Chapter 1 and PCEN funds to the formation of reading, math
and ESL packets for parents of eligible students. Each month, par-
ents were trained by funded teachers in the use of these materials,
and were able to take different packets home to share with their
children.

In addition, the Even Start program currently in existence at
P.S. 21 and P.S. 103, offers its participants training in parenting
skills, ESL, and GED.

As I stated before, 19 of our 31 schools are eligible for Chapter
1 funding. In the past 10 years, District 11 has gone from a public
school district with fewer than one-half of its schools designated as
Chapter 1 to almost two-thirds currently eligible. Of the Chapter
1 schools, almost half are eligible for concentration funds, those
targeted schools having a poverty level of 75 percent or greater.

The proposal to redirect the greatest percentage of funding to the
areas of greatest need would seem to concentrate resources more
effectively. Also, the requirement to allocate funds solely on the
basis of poverty serves to reward those schools whose academic pro-
grams are successful rather than penalize them for their efforts.
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School districts across the Nation, and in particular New York
City, are faced with the growing demands of the need for increased
educational services for our children with fewer available re-
sources. The 1993-1994 school year heralded a $60 million reduc-
tion in Chapter 1 funding for New York. Individual school districts
were forced to rethink each and every educational program in
terms of cost effectiveness. It took a concerted effort to sustain a
high leve' instruction given the monetary confines.

o school in District 11 can afford to lose any additional funding
for its poorest students. Any further cuts will only serve to aggra-,
vate an already devastating situation. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kovaly follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. KOVALY, DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT, COMMUNITY SCHOOL
DISTRICT 11, NORTHEAST BRONX, NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am honored to be invited here
today to testify regarding the reauthorization of the Eleinentary and Secondary
Education Act.

My statement reflects my analysis of the proposed Improving America's Schools
Act of 1993 from the perspective of a school district in which nearly two-thirds of
our 30 schools presently receive Chapter 1 funds. Many of the tenets contained in
these reforms are the underpinnings of initiatives already in practice in Community
School District 11.

The central issue that these reforms are based upon, the belief that all children
are capable of higher order intellectual tasks, is one that has been substantiated
through all of the current research. In District 11, we have undertaken the task of
looking at all of our funded programs and restructuring them to be an integral part
of the general curriculum. All children, including Chapter 1 children, are expected
to succeed! Therefore, instruction in the funded programs has changed from teach-
ing basic skills to providing experiences in developing higher order thinking skills.
With a shift, also, in the mode of delivery of instruction from primarily pull-outs
to models of inclusion, no longer are students attaining isolated educational experi-
ences. Rather they are receiving enriched instruction in the areas of need. They also
have maximized opportunities to relate to intellectual role models and interact with
students of all levels through cooperative learning activities. Where teachers are
providing instruction in a smaller group setting, collaboration between the funded
teacher and the regular classroom teachers ensures a seamless educational experi-
ence for the student. In District 11, individual schools have been encouraged to ex-
periment with different models for the delivery of instructional services in order to
find what works best in each school environment. It is not unusual to see students
in a funded reading program delving into an in-depth character analysis, or rewrit-
ing the ending of a story which was read to the entire class. Every funded math
teacher incorporates writing into math. Students are expected to solve the problem
and explain, in writing, how they arrived at the solution. In ESL classes, students
are. encouraged to develop language skills utilizing content area materials from their
regular classrooms.

he expanded opportunity for profasional development under the new proposal
is an initiative applauded by the entire educational community in District 11. Par-
ents, teachers, and administrators are seeking to build a staff development model
that is systematic and consistent. In order to promote and effectively implement dis-
trictwide education goals, it is necessary to provide all educational partners with on-
going support. Too often, professional development takes the form of short,
multifaceted workshops which cover topics of interest only superficially. There is a
great need to provide experiences in collaborative goal-setting and continuous train-
ing during the implementation process. District 11 has made staff development an
educational priority. The Principals' Institute, held in early September, provided
principals, assistant principals, and curriculum specialists with an opportunity to
set schoolwide educational goals based upon current findings in educational re-
search. Experts in the field of educational reform shared their data while facilitating
the translation of their research into practical goals for each school. Furthermore,
all associates articulated common concerns, while sharing school successes. This en-
abled each school to begin the new term with a clear educational focus. Monthly fol-
lowup meetings are planned for technical assistance and to enhance the implemen-
tation of the original goals. In addition, District 11 has recently formed a New
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Teachers' Academy for the purpose of educating new teachers in the District's phi-losophy and to lend assistance in thematic planning and classroom management
skills in a group setting as well as onsite individualized support. The greater flexi-bility in the proposed law would allow our District to implement our staff develop-ment models more fully.

Strengthening the links among schools, parents, and community can only serve
to increase awareness and involvement which logically leads in greater student suc-cess. We are all well aware that schools must enlist the support and partnershipof parents and community in order to undertake the task of developing each student
to his or her fullest potential. The idea of entering into a "compact' with parentsencourages the sharing of responsibility for student success. It also enables the par-ent to possess a clearer understanding of goals and expectations ... something themajority of parents are eager to embrace. Ultimately this serves to send a singular
message for high expectations to the student. Often, parents are called upon byschools to perform auxiliary tasks. While these activities are worthwhile, theyunderutilize the parent as a resource. Equipped with training opportunities focusedboth on their children and on their personal growth, the parents can become edu-cational partners in the truest sense of the word. Several initiatives undertaken inDistrict 11 address these very issues. The Active Parenting Program trains parents
to communicate effectively with their children. Last year the District dedicated',:lapter 1 and PCEN funds to the formation of reading, math and ESL packets forparents of eligible students. Each month, parents were trained by funded teachers
in the use of these materials and were able to take different packets home to sharewith their children. In addition, the Even Start program currently in existence atP.S. 21 and P.S. 103, offers its participants training in parenting skills, ESL, andGED.

As I stated before, 19 of our 30 schools are eligible for Chapter 1 funding. In thepast 10 years, District 11 has gone from a public school district with fewer than one-half of its schools designated as Chapter 1 to almost two-thirds currently eligible.
Of the Chapter 1 schools, almost half are eligible for concentration Tunds, those tar-geted schools having a poverty level of 75 percent or greater. The proposal to redi-rect the greatest percentage of funding to the areas of greatest need would seem
to concentrate resources more effectively. Also, the requirement to allocate fundssolely on the basis of poverty serves to reward those schools whose academic pro-grams are successful rather than penalize them for their efforts.

School Districts across the Nation, and in particular New York City, are facedwith the growing demands of the need for increased educational services for ourchildren with fewer available resources. The 1993-1994 school year heralded a $60
million reduction in Chapter 1 funding for the city. Individual school districts wereforced to rethink each and every educational program in terms of cost effectiveness.It took a concerted effort to sustain a high level of instruction given the monetary
confines. No school in District 11 can afford to lose any additional funding for its
poorest students; any further cuts will only serve to aggravate an already devastat-ing situation.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. First of all, let me thank all three of you
for your excellent testimony. It will be very, very helpful to me interms of understanding what each one of you goes through and
what you really need from the Federal Government. I really foundall three of your testimonies very, very enlightening.

You mentioned, Mr. Corsi, the New York State's Compact forLearning. Could you expand on how New York's Compact for
Learning may be complemented by the administration's proposal
for ESEA reauthorization and how it might conflict?

Mr. CORSI. The areas of similarity are probably the most promi-
nent. One is, that under the Compact for Learning, we have com-
mittees and councils th:oughout the State attempting to build new
curricula frameworks and assessment systems that hopefully par-
allels the desire in the proposed legislation to have States do that.

Secondly, the emphasis in the Compact for Learning is on build-
ing level participation. Indeed, the Regents in this State passed aregulation, or adopted a regulation a little over a year ago, that
calls for a plan in each school district to promote building-level par-ticipation in shared decisionmaking and school-based planning that
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would involve the community, the parents, the teachers, the admin-
istrators.

Thirdly, there is an understanding at the State level, for the tre-
mendous need for staff development and technical assistance. In-
deed, the State Education Department as a whole, particularly in
the area of elementary, middle, and secondary education, has in
the past year undergone a complete reorganization to better focus
people and dollar resources within the agency on technical assist-
ance services to local school districts. So the areas of similarity
really go on and on.

If there is an area I would point to where, were we probably not
at odds, but we're not as close together, it might be in the area of
resources. While I'm forward to say that our State legislature has
not provided to date any large amount of resources for the imple-
mentation of the State's reform effort called the New Compact for
Learning, we are keenly aware, and that has been validated over
this year in the experience that we've had, that where you do not
have the infusion of dollars to provide for those added things be-
sides staff salaries, staff development, .a greater array of material,
opportunities for the community to engage the school, you just do
not create an opportunity or climate for people to begin to do some-
thing differently.

You need to have an additional infusion of resources that are fo-
cused on this reform effort, if you're not only to call attention to
it, but provide- the climate in those communities for people to be
meaningfully involved.

Mr. ENGEL. New York State has administered a statewide as-
sessment program for some time now. How will the administra-
tion's proposal affect the current New York State assessment pro-
gram in which all students will be held to the same high stand-
ards?

Mr. CORSI. I can't be direct on that because we have a State level
council that's currently reviewing that very question. It is looking
at the directi on that the new assessment program will take, and
also at what in our current assessment program we need to change
or modify.

I can only say that we are moving in a direction consistent with
the, with the administration's legislation, away from those kinds of
testing instances that focus on standardized norm-reference tests,
the focus on single points of assessment, towards an arena that's
more highly characterized by authentic assessment instruments, a
wider array of assessment opportunities for teachers to gauge what
it is students need to learn in a different way and how well they're
doing.

It's something that's currently in process, so I can't really be de-
finitive about it.

Mr. EiNGEL. When we were marking up Goals 2000 Program,
some of us had questions about the program itself. Commissioner
Sobol came to Washington and was very helpful to me personally.
If you could please take back t him, my sincere appreciation for
the work that he has done. Thank him for your testimony here
today.

Mr. CORSI. Thank you, sir.
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Mr. ENGEL. Ms Kelly, I think that yo _L made the case very well
that New Rochelle is a suburban school district and has many of
the problems typical of a suburban school district. However, being
situated in relatively wealthy Westchester County, it suffers from
being lumped in with some of the places that may not have as
many needs as the New Rochelle system.

I think those are very important points. As we craft the ESEA
reauthorization, we need to keep in mind that there are probably
thousands of New Roche lles all across the country who are doing
an excellent job with dwindling resources and funds, and we really
ought to keep that in mind.

Magnet school funding, which Representative Nita Lowey and
myself, the two representatives of New Rochelle, have pushed for,
was granted to New Rochelle. I think your suggestion to extend the
Magnet Program really makes a lot of sense. Lan you briefly ex-
plain for us how this magnet program is designed and what you
expect to achieve with it?

Ms. KELLY. Yes. I spoke about New Rochelle. We pride ourselves
on being diverse but one. We believe when there is diversity of stu-
dent body, diversity of curriculum, you offer a stronger education.
There are two schools in New Rochelle that did not reflect the di-
versity in which we take pride in the whole district. And that was
Columbus Elementary School, that is 80 percent minority, and Bar-
nard School that houses an Early Childhood Center. And that was
over the district's standards, where we want to retain the district
diversity.

And in order to make more systems, each of those schools more
diverse, and doing it in a way of choice, we are very grateful that
Federal dollars will enable us to strengthen the education in both
schools.

We're estaUshing in Columbus Elementary School, it will now
become known as Columbus Magnet High-Tech Elementary School,
and we hope to attract in people from the neighborhood whom we
have lost to private schools, and they are primarily white, to return
to their home school. And we're doing that by offering for the first
time in New Rochelle, a full-time, full-day kindergarten program.

We're establishing the Barnard School Early Childhood Center
that we're going to be calling E. C. Squared, Early Childhood Edu-
cation Center at Barnard School. And the underpinning of that
school is an experiential language arts base curriculum. We're ex-
tending pre-K and education, as well as, offering a full-day kinder-
garten program, and we will do this through choice. Parents have
the opportunity to apply for these two programs.

But that's the point again I want to drive home, we so need and
value Federal dollars. We could not do this on the local taxpayer
there, because New Rochelle, as so many cities, small cities around
the country, have lost their center, have lost their base. And we
look to the Federal Government for help so that we can continue
to still do a very fine job. Thank you.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Mr. Kovaly, I think that your point about
Federal funds ought to be received or allocated based on poverty
and not on lack of achievement, is very well taken. It was men-
tioned before, schools that are successful are penalized ecause of
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their success. These schools ought to be allocated Federal funds on
the basis of poverty.

Now under the administration's proposal which targets Chapter
1 funding to those local education agencies with the greatest num-
ber of children in the highest poverty levels, New York City would
see an increase of approximately $70 million.

Being an administrator of one of the local school districts, how
would you like to see that money be used? I might also point out
that District 11 is the only district in, correct me if I'm wrong, cer-
tainly in the Bronx, that also has authority over local high schools.

I'm a product of District 11 and my children have attended
schools in District 11, so you do a very fine job. And I'd be inter-
ested in hearing what your assessment would be in terms of where
that funding ouga to go?

Mr. KOVALY. You are correct, Congressman, that we are the only
New York City school district to also include a high school within
our boundaries and our area of responsibility.

In terms of the funding, it was stated before, we spoke about the
undercounting of children, poverty children in New York City, and
I don't think that's exemplified anywhere more clearly than here
in District 11. Not only do we have a large and growing poverty
population, we have children who, a very large immigrant popu-
lation, many of whom do not appear in those census figures.

With all the best intentions of t le Bureau of Census, they have
large numbers of children who are .lassified as "undocumented" for
lack of a better term. Those are children who are not reported on
anybody's statistics anywhere. They represent families from var-
ious parts of this world, Europe, Indies, and Asia, who will not fill
out any kind of a form. So in terms of an undercounting of poverty
children, I think we exemplify that.

We also exemplify, I think, some of the best uses of Chapter 1
and Title I funds in the entire city. As you know, a recent report
on District 11 indicated that all of our schools were well above av-
erage in terms of their performance. And yet, two-thirds of our
schools are eligible for Title I funds. Those Title I funds are being
targeted to extending school programs, extending the day, extend-
ing additional hours on weekends.

For example, this Saturday, we will be starting eight Saturday
academies in our 31 schools. Those have been primarily targeted to
areas where we have experience of a high level of poverty and a
high level of immigration, using our own figures, which I believe
are more accurate than those of the Census Bureau.

We have changed the format at delivery of services within the
schools, so that the pull-out programs are being eliminated and
programs are working side-by-side, parallel r.ograms, providing
enriched instruction through regrouping within our schools.

So we have made good use of the Title I funds, and I'm hoping
that this, the renewal of this Act will continue to allow us to do
so. My concern of course, is that as the level of a school's eligibility
drops in the coming years, and additional schools are brought in,
will the funding be there, or will the funding be watered down over
the next few years. That's a major concern.

It seems to me that we have an option of doing one of two things.
Eliminating poverty by 1995, which I don't think is a goal that will
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be attained by that time, or Congress will have to make sure that
the funding levels are there, so that the 50 percent of the schools
that fall eligible can be properly funded to deliver this very ambi-
tious program and very good program.

Mr. ENGEL. Well, thank you, as I had mentioned before, you do
a fine job in District 11, and you're to be complimented as are the
school board members, two of whom are here today. And I think
it is because the school board, and yourself, and parents, work very
closely together, and the proof is in the pudding. Thank you.

Mr. OWENS. Chairman.
Mr. ENGEL. I think Congressman Owens had a couple of ques-

tions he wanted to ask.
Mr. OWENS. Just a couple of quick questions. I want you to know,

first, that this has been a very informative hearing for me. I didn't
know you could have a high school in your jurisdiction as a local
school district. So I learned a lot. I'll let you tell me how you did
that privatelyand you and Eliot. And I would like to pursue it
maybe some other place myself.

My question relates to the basic problem of this bill moving
funds targeted more for the poorest districts, and what kind of sce-
nario that sets up. I don't want play one set of districts off against
another. I think this Nation is rich enough to provide adequate
funding for all the schools, not 'just through this vehicle but
through some other forms of assistance.

But certainly using this vehicle we should be able to increase the
funding oyerall, so that no district presently receiving funds has to
give up any more than they've lost already in the present configu-
ration, based on the adjustment of the census. But certainly we
could have a hold-harmless situation, and there ought to be enough
funds. We ought to be able to get enough funds to do that. That's
the first fight, to try to fight to get more funds. The education com-
munity, in general, should flex its muscles and demand more.

Now we are in a situation now where the cold war is over, and
they are clinging to the expenditure of large amounts of our tax-
payers' money for defense. We couldn't get a cut in the Star Wars
budget, cut in a single submarine budget, or numerous other weap-
on systems that are no longer going to be needed, but because they
have the power, they insist on continuing it so that it benefits
those people that it benefits: the manufacturers' profits, the work-
ers that have to work in that particular plant, et cetera, but it's
not going for any useful national purpose.

On the other hand, education is clearly a national purpose that
needs more assistance. It's lagging. More Federal funding is need-
ed. We are all united to fight more for those funds. But if it comes
down to the situation where we are forced to divide what we have
in a different way, let's just explore a minute what the implications
of that might be.

I think, Mr. Corsi, you said 85 to 90 percent of the school dis-
tricts will lose substantial amounts of funding under the new for-
mula. And you, of course, we all are against that, but let me just
explore for a moment what those other 85 to 90 percent of school
districts are like. How many school districts among that 85 to 90
percent are spending more per pupil than New York City spends
per pupil?
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Mr. CORSI. I don't know, Congressman. I don't have that figure
with me, Congressman.

Mr. OWENS. What is the highest per pupil expenditure of a school
district in the State of New York?

Mr. CORSI. Well, we've got some like the islands off Long Island
that are very large. But I would say that probably, if you look
statewide, in the high average, you're probably talking somewhere
around $6,000 to $7,000.

Mr. OWENS. There are some that spend as much as $16,000 or
$17,000, right?

Mr. CORSI. Yes, those are few. Such as, some of the islands off
Long Island, and some of the areas down here around New York
City. Those are anomalies.

Mr. OWENS. Are any of them receiving any Chapter 1 funds at
this point?

Mr. CORSI. Yes, they are. There are some of those districts in the
very high wealth ratio who receive some few Chapter 1 dollars.
They're negligible though. They're not large amounts. Fisher Is-
land, for example, receives something like $321, for example.

Mr. OWENS. I'm assuming there are some districts in -the $8,000
to $10,000 per pupil range?

Mr. CORSI. Pardon me?
Mr. OWENS. I'm assuming that there are a large number of dis-

tricts that are in the $8,000 to $10,000 per pupil expenditure
range?

Mr. CORSI. There are a number, yes.
Mr. OWENS. Are they receiving Chapter 1?
Mr. CORSI. Yes, they are. There are some of those districts that

have, as we heard about, New Rochelle, have areas or pockets of
poverty within the district where money is generated through the
current Chapter 1 program.

Mr. OWENS. What is your expenditure per pupil, Ms. Kelly, in
New Rochelle?

Ms. KELLY. My per pupil is $10,500. We have a student popu-
lation of about 8,500. Last year we received about $893,000 in
Chapter 1. For example, for limited-English-proficient students, 18
percent of our student body is limited-English-proficient. We get
between Federal and State dollars, all told, about $40,000. Yet, be-
cause of the District commitment, we spend well over half a mil-
lion. That's one example.

The push for us is that we want to retain our diversity. What's
happened across America in all too many schools, is where you
don't retain the excellence, you soon end up with a system that is
not diverse. New Rochelle is one of those. There are a couple in
Westchester where the public school system has been able to retain
students, and that is our biggest challenge. But to retain them, we
need to have programs for recent immigrants, as well as those stu-
dents who are going on to the most competitive of four year col-
leges.

Also we send 85 percent of our student body on to postwell, 65
percent went on to four year colleges, about 18 percent went on to
two year colleges. That's how we market ourself in the education
marketplace. We don't want to become any less. Although I know
the figureswhen you talk then our figures are not compelling,
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when I know statistics in New York City. And. that's why I don't
really want to get into the dialogue betweenwe are not

Mr. OWENS. Nobody wants to get into it. It's very- unpleasant, but
we need to get into it.

Mr. Corsi, do you know what the percentage per pupil is in New
York City?

Mr. CORSI. It's somewhere between $6,500 and $7,000, I believe,
sir.

Mr. OWENS. That's kind of high, I think. And recent studies have
shown that the way it's divided, there are some elementary schools
in New York City receiving less than $3,000 per pupil. So, we have
a serious problem. The-State, where you have some influence, Mr.
Corsi, and I hope you'll take this back to Mr. Sobol.

The State really doesn't assert itself enough in trying to deal
with the problem of some kind of equity, equalization across the
districts. We don't have any great deal of advocacy from the State,
and I think we ought to have that.

So the Federal Government, from where I sit, has to take that
up. And the President is on the right track in terms of we can't
mandate the States to do anything in terms of moving to make cer-
tain that there are no students in the State that come down so low
that they cannot be receiving an adequate education because the
per pupil expenditure is just ridiculous.

Here's the only device we have. So I would hope that New York
State would go to bat for the schools in this State which are vic-
tims of savage inequalities. There are savage inequalities in this
State.

I hope that if we are forced into a situation where there's no
other way to solve this problem, where we can't get more Federal
funds, where we can't have a hold-harmless situation; that we
would have our State on the side of the President in targeting the
money to the districts that really have the most need and are suf-
fering because they have the least amount of funding within the
State structure.

Mr. CORSI. Representative Owens, we agree with your analysis
and your recommendation. Over the last decade the Board of Re-
gents has had before the State legislature different kinds of rec-
ommendations about bringing more equity to the whole State aid
picture.

Last year for the first time in more than a decade, we were suc-
cessful in working with people in our legislature to get a change
conceptually in the State aid formula to include a factdr called "ex-
traordinary needs aid," which tends to try to recognize those dis-
tricts that have the highest concentrations of children living in pov-
erty.

The legislature didn't adopt all that the Regents requested, but
went so far as to establish it as a concept. Inherent in that concept
is a notion also that you don't penalize people when they start to
do better, as many of our formulas have in the past. We are pro-
ceeding this year with the Regents to further that recommendation
with the legislature. We are on target and on track with your rec-
ommendations.

Our concern with the authorization issue of the concentration of
moneys, is really the same concern we felt with a loss of the money
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because of the use of the 1990 census data. And that was that in

a very brief period of time of one year, school districts, however
wealthy or poor they might be in New York State, simultaneously

lost approximately 14 percent of their dollars in one fell swoop.
Percentage losses that were at the low end of 1 or 2 percent and

at the high end over 30 percent over the past year.
When you look at how Chapter 1 dollars traditionally have been

used in New York State, almost 90 percent of those dollars have

been focused in staff salaries. Teachers serving students is where
the dollars have gone in New York State.

And so our concern is really that we try to find some way, while
agreeing that we need to concentrate those dollars on the schools

with the highest concentration of children in poverty, to do that in

a way that doesn't unduly penalize the larger number of schools

that still have children in need, that need the benefits from Chap-

ter 1 of compensatory education, and where there needs to be re-

ductions.
We need to do it in a way that will allow them to compensate

through local and other funding sources over a period of time, in-

stead of taking those cuts in an immediate one year timeframe.

You stated, sir, that this is the richest country in the world, and
we ought to be able to find money. And we agree with you. We

ought to be able to find money to deal with those children in need,

wherever they be located. Thank you.
Mr. OWENS. Thank you. I just hope that you understand clearly

that the savage inequalities are reality. And those victims of the

savage inequalities should be focused on first, in terms of how we

are going to make certain that they don't have a situation where

their situation gets worse. And we want advocacy at the State

level.
Mr. ENGEL. Okpy, thank you all very much. Very enlightening.

Thank you.
Our third and final panel consists of four people. On behalf of

Mrs. Matilda Cuomo, who is the Founder and Chairperson of the

New York State Mentoring Program, we have Ms. Jane Brody, who

is the Executive Director of the New York State Mentoring Pro-
gram. I have worked closely with Mrs. Cuomo on her mentoring

proposals.
We have Ms. Noreen Connell, who is the Executive Director of

the Education Priorities Panel; Mr. David Rhodes, President of the

School of Visual Arts; and Mrs. Alva Robinson, who is the Presi-
dent of the Parents Organization of P.S. 112, the school in which

we are located. So could I ask all of them to please come and take

their seats?
Let me again ask everyone to please summarize their testimony

in five minutes or less. Your entire testimony, as submitted, will
be entered as part of the official record and will be printed in full.

Let me start with Mrs. Robinson, and let me thank you for your
hospitality. It's been a pleasure to be here at P.S. 112 today. I
think many people have commented on the state of the school, the

state of the auditorium and how nice it looks, and the excellent en-
vironment in the school for learning. So we welcome you, Mrs. Rob-

inson.
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STATEMENTS OF ALVA ROBINSON, PRESIDENT, PARENTS OR-GANIZATION, P.S. 112; DAVID RHODES, PRESIDENT, SCHOOLOF VISUAL ARTS; JANE BRODY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEWYORK STATE MENTORING PROGRAM, ON BEHALF OF MA-TILDA CUOMO, FOUNDER AND CHAIRPERSON, NEW YORKSTATE MENTORING PROGRAM; AND NOREEN CONNELL, EX-ECUTIVE DIRECTOR, EDUCATION PRIORITIES PANEL
Mrs. ROBINSON. Thank yc.u.
Greetings, distinguished guests, parents, and members of thecommunity. As president of the P.S. 112's PTA, we are proud to bethe hosts of this most important event, and we welcome you.As you all know the Reauthorization of the Elementary and Sec-ondary Education Act is critical for the improvement of the qualityof education, particularly for low-income, disadvantaged studentssuch as those that attend P.S. 112. We welcome the opportunity,as parents and community members, to work closely with edu-cators and administrators in striving for excellence in education.We realize the importance of and the need for adequate resourcesto be made available to schools with student profiles such as thoseat P.S. 112. We feel that it is high time that the Federal Govern-ment recognize the need to become more invcived in education. Wealso realize that the whole society truly benefits when our childrenare properly educated, for if they are not, the cost to taxpayers willbe higher.
We accept the challenges put forth in the ESEA which statesthat we must have higher expectations and standards for our chil-dren. We welcome the promotion of equity, such as the school-based management program that is allowing schools to devise pro-grams which meet the unique needs of our children. P.S. 112 is aschool-based management school on paper, with good ideas and in-tentions.
We would like to see these ideas put into use, not given just lipservice. It is our hope that this event is not just simply ceremony,but is truly a step in the direction of focusing on the needs of ouryoungsters. We at P.S. 112 believe in the adage, "It takes the wholevillage to raise a child." Too many of our children are being placedin so-called "special education."
We have to address this. Hopefully, the ESEA will implementthese proposals in a timely fashion, without being bogged down bypolitics in order to benefit us all.
On behalf of P.S. 112's PTA we welcome you and we thank youfor choosing P.S. 112 as the site for this event. Thank you verymuch.
Mr. ENGEL. Thank you very much. Mr. Rhodes?
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Robinson follows:]

STATEMENT OF ALVA ROBINSON, PRESIDENT, PARENTS ORGANIZATION, P.S. 112
Greetings distinguished guests, parents, and members of the community:As President of the P.S. 112's PTA, we are proud to be the hosts of this most im-portant event, and we welcome you.
As you all know the Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary EducationAct is critical for the improvement of the quality of education, particularly for low-income, disadvantaged students such as those that attend P.S. 112. We welcome theopportunity, as parents and community members, to work closely with educatorsand administrators in striving for excellence in education. We realize the impor-tance of adequate resources being made available to schools with student profiles
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such as those at P.S. 112. We feel that it is high time that the Federal Government

recognize the need to become more involved in education. We also realize that the

whole society benefits when our children are properly educated, for if they are not,

the cost to taxpayers will be higher. We accept the challenges put forth in the ESEA

authorization, which states that we must have higher expectations and standards

for our students. We welcome the promotion of equity, such as School Based Man-

agement, that is allowing schools to devise programs which meet the unique needs

of our students. P.S. 112 is a School Based Management School on paper, with good

ideas and intentions. We would like to see these ideas put into use, not given just

lip service. It is our hope that this event is not simple ceremony, but is truly a step

in the direction of focusing on the needs of our youngsters. We at P.S. 112 believe

in the adage, "It takes the whole village to raise a child." Too many of our children

are being placed in so-called "Special Education."
We have to address this. Hopefully, the ESEA will implement these proposals in

a timely fashion, without being bogged down by politics benefiting us all. On behalf

of P.S. 112's PTA we again welcome you and thank you for choosing P.S. 112 as

the site for this event.

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Owens, thanks very much for

the opportunity to testify on the ESEA Reauthorization. I'm presi-

dent of the School of Visual Arts, and I'm representing the Associa-

tion of Independent Colleges of Art and Design today.
The thrust of my testimony began to become clear about three

or four months ago when the five art school college presidents in

New York Citythe president of the Fashion Institute, Cooper
Union, Pratt, Parsons School of Design and Igot together to dis-

cuss a problem we had noted. And that problem was the fall-off in

qualified applicants from New York City public schools. I might

add, parenthetically, the fall-off is greater in the Bronx and in
Brooklyn than in some of the other Boroughs.

And we came together to discuss this and to see if we could come

up with a solution, and also to find out what the problem was. And

what we discovered was that the problem begins very early. Sixty

seven percent of the schools in the New York City public system
have neither art nor music, despite the fact that this is mandated
by the State. Worse, only two of the 32 districts are committed to

the idea of having art or a music teacher in every school.

As a result, what we're finding is those students, who could most

benefit from participation in New York's vibrant cultural commu-

nity, a community which provides, as you've heard, over a 100,000

jobs, are being denied that opportunity at a very early age for a
lack of art and music in the schools.

This is short-sighted from an economic point of view. It's also
short- sighted from a cultural point of view. And it's also short-
sighted because we know the arts work.

Recently the Public Broadcasting System put together an hour

program about the St. Augustine School here in the Bronx. St. Au-

gustine School was at that time failing from lack of enrollment.
They took a hard look at themselves, redirected the curriculum to
focus on the arts, and I'm sure you all know the results. Enroll-

ment doubled, test scores went up dramatically, both in math and
in reading.

We know that the arts can make a real contribution, not only to

the society as a whole, but actually to the lives of children. And to-
ward that end, I would urge you in this reauthorization to make

the arts an integral part of allowable expenditures under all the
various titles.
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As a further movement towards that effort, I would like to com-mend Mr. Engel, and also you, Mr. Owens, for introducing and
sponsoring H.R 2933, the Community Arts Partnership Act. Thislegislation will enable local education agencies to form partnerships
with cultural entities in their communities: libraries, museums, in-stitutions of higher education, even zoos, and other groups, to le-
verage existing resources in the community for the benefit of artsprograms for children in the schools.

We've garnered, to date, the support of 40 national arts and edu-
cation organizations, and receive calls daily from groups offering
assistance. This legislation is long overdue, and both the arts andeducation communities are excited about it. I would urge you to in-clude it in the ESEA reauthorization. Thank you very much.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Ms. Brody
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rhodes follows:]

STATEMENT OF DAVID RHODES, PRESIDENT, SCHOOL OF VISUAL ARTS, CHAIRMAN,
COMMITTEE ON ADVOCACY AND PUBLIC POLICY, ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
COLLEGES OF ART AND DESIGN

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, good morning. My name isDavid Rhodes and I am president of the School of Visual Arts in New York Cityand Chairman of the Advocacy and Public Policy Committee of the Association ofIndependent Colleges of Art and Desig
It is a privilege to appear before the subcommittee to discuss the reauthorizationof the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. This reauthorization approves con-tinuation of the Arts in Education programs which consist of the efforts made bythe Kennedy Center and Very Special Arts Programs. These are worthwhile endeav-ors and should be continued. I am also heartened that Secretary of Education Rileyhas included the arts in the National Education Goals, along with English, mathe-matics, science, foreign languages, history and geography.
Recently, the Presidents of New York's art colleges including the Fashion Insti-tute of Technology, Cooper Union, The Parsons School of Design, Pratt Institute andmy own institution, the School of Visual Arts, gathered because of our alarm at thestate of the arts education in the public schools. Our alarm is caused primarily bythe following: 67 percent of schools in New York City have no art or music classes,even though art and music are mandated by the State, while only two of the City's32 school districts are committed to the idea of having an art and music teacherin each school. As a result, many potential art and design students are being deniedthe proper art background in their early years. As a result they are denied the op-portunity to participate in a meaningful way of New York's vibrant community ofculture.
A recent study by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey found thatthe arts and other cultural activities contribute at least $9.8 billion a year to theeconomy of the New York metropolitan area. Directly and indirectly, the arts sup-port more than 107,000 jobs. Thus, the lack of art is not only short sighted in aneconomic sense for the schools are failing to equip our children for an area wherethe economy is expanding and real jobs exist, it is also short sighted because theabsence of the arts from most schoolrooms throughout the City leaves a aping holein the cultural and educational development of thousands of children. Finally, it isshort sighted because we know the arts work.
Recently, The Public Broadcasting System aired a special program on the St. Au-gustine School of the Arts here in the Bronx. This school, located in one of the poor-est sections of the Bronx, was about to close for the lack of enrollment. As a last-ditch effort to keep the school open, the curriculum was reorganized around thearts. You know the resultsenrollment doubled and reading and math scoresjumped dramatically.
With the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act thisyear, Congress will have an opportunity to begin to do for others what St. Augustinehas done for some.
I want to commend Mr. Engel for introducing 1I.R. 2933, the "Community ArtsPartnership Act." This legislation will enable local education agencies to form part-nerships with cultural entities in their communitieslibraries, museums, institu-tions of higher education specializing in the arts, and other groups to leverage exist-
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ing resources in the community for the benefit of arts programs for children in the

schools. We have garnered the support of 40 national arts and education organiza-
tions and receive calls daily from groups offering assistance. This legislation is long
overdue and both the arts and education communities are excited about it.

The fact that there is a local matching requirement will encourage commitments
by local school systems and cultural entities in the community to work together and

promote an interest between communities and their schools. I hope H.R. 2933 will
be included in the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
when your subcommittee considers this legislation later this year.

In addition, I would hope that you will include the arts as a specific allowable
activity in each of the programs authorized under the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.

1- hope that this subcommittee will begin to take the steps needed to make the
arts an integral part of the reauthorization, first, by adding H.R. 2933 to Title III,
Arts in Education, and second, by listing the arts as an allowable activity in the
other titles of the bill.

I thank you for your time and attention and would be pleased to respond to any
questions you may have.

Ms. BRODY. My testimony is on behalf of Matilda R. Cuomo,
Founder and Chair of the New York State Mentoring Program.

I'm grateful to the subcommittee, and in particular, to Congress-
men Eliot Engel and Major Owens for the opportunity to submit
testimony about a program which has proven successful in New
York State, so successful that we urge the Federal Government to
work with other States to launch and expand similar efforts across
the Nation.

In 1987, I established an advisory board consisting of educators,
child advocates, business leaders, and other representatives from
the community to conduct a needs assessment, and to develop a
model to prevent school dropouts. There was also a separate advi-
sory committee formed comprised of school superintendents from
across New York State. In 1990, I- founded the New York State
Mentoring Program.

The New York Mentoring Program defines mentoring as a one-
to-one relationship between a volunteer adult role model and a
child, aimed a helping the child develop his or her academic and
social skills.

As role models, mentors demonstrate the tangible rewards of
completing an education and participating productively in our soci-
ety. They expose children to interests, opportunities, and talents
that otherwise might be overlooked. Mentors also provide counsel-
ing, guidance, and encouragement to help children acquire life

skills and positive attitudes toward school and family.
In ' he current school year, there were more than 6,000 children

and adults in 200 school-based mentoring programs in 33 counties
across the State. The programs are in kindergarten through junior
high schools.

New York's Mentoring Program is part of Governor Cuomo's Dec-
ade of the Child, a comprehensive, long-term initiative that in-
cludes more than 125 statewide programs to improve life for New
York's children.

For prevention of school dropouts, we reach children early, before
they form negative attitudes about school and work.

The program is the only statewide, school-based, one-to-one
mentoring program in the Nation. Hillary Rodham Clinton has
cited our program as a national mcdel. We recommend that Fed-
eral support for mentoring be channeled, at least in part, through
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State agencies or State-designated nonprofit organizations, with
the resources and expertise to launch and expand school-based
mentoring programs through a State.

Our model embodies the concept of linking the school, the home,
and the community. Mentors meet with the children in a school
setting. We believe this unique one-to-one relationship is the keyto successful mentoring.

What are the problems mentoring is designed to help solve?
Today nearly two-thirds of children come home to an empty house.
The national average for one-to-one parent child interaction is just
15 minutes a day. Attorney General Janet Reno, recently cited lack
of parental supervision and attention as a cause of increased juve-
nile delinquency and crime. The Attorney General emphasized that
many middle-class children, not merely children of poverty, suffer
from this pervasive form of child neglect.

Time and time again the man or woman who rose above difficult
circumstances to achieve success attributes his or her accomplish-
ments to the inspiration and guidance provided by a role model, a
family member, a teacher, a coach, or a concerned person in the
community who believed in him or her. Mentors provide this posi-
tive role model to children in need.

Dr. Ernest Boyer, President of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, and one of the Nation's most es,eemed
experts in education has stated, "If every at-risk student had an in-
school mentor, that one act could cut the dropout rate in half."

A survey of mentoring programs by Louis Harris and Associates
shows that through mentoring 60 percent of children received high-
er grades, 75 percent of students were inspired to try harder, and
about half the students felt they were more likely to stay off drugs
and out of trouble. And many reported improved relations with
teachers and even with family members.

Participating organizations, business firms, nonprofit groups, and
government agencies recruit groups of 10 or more employees who
are willing to dedicate a minimum of four hours a month for one
school year to a child. Mentoring is cost effective because it relies
on volunteers. Our adult mentors contributed more than 100,000
volunteer hours last year.

The program has recruited mentors and received support from
120 partner organizations, including major corporations, commu-
nity organizations, colleges, senior groups, associations, and civic
groups.

The Elementary and Secondary Act, which Congress will con-
sider in the coming weeks and months, should be amended to make
one-to-one, school-based mentoring an activity eligible for funding
and support under the major assistance programs authorized bythat Act.

We are pleased that mentoring is included in a number of provi-
sions in Improving America's School Act, which will form the start-
ing point for the legislative process.

Additionally, Education Secretary Richard Riley should imple-
ment Congresswoman Pat Schroeder's excellent plan for convening
a national conference to encourage States to develop statewide
mentoring programs. Children around the Nation would benefit, if
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other States followed New York's example and created their own
public-private partnerships to mentor children.

Government can't do it all. All the money invested in schools
won't improve children's academic performance, if they lack the
motivation, and discipline, and family support to succeed. All the
programs for financing college education won't prevent troubled
teens from dropping out of high school, unless they develop the de-
sire to become productive, independent citizens with hope for the
future.

All the criminal laws we enact won't stop teenage crime, if young
people lack values and have no sense of right or wrong. Mentoring
has beneficial impact not only on the student mentees, but also de-
velops a strong bond between school and community. The program
encourages partnerships which have long-lasting ramifications
leading to increased business and community support.

We cannot afford to keep losing children to drugs, teenage preg-
nancy, or despair. Mentoring is a solution that works, one child at
a time, for all children. Mentors give children the tools to succeed.
Mentors teach them to value themselves.

Our future depends on our children staying in school and becom-
ing well-educated. Mentoring is an important investment in our
most precious resource, our children. Thank you.

Mr. ENGEL. We thank you very much. Ms. Connell?
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Cuomo follows:]

STATEMENT OF MATILDA R. CUOMO

I am grateful to the subcommittee, and in particular, to Congressman Engel for
the opportunity to submit testimony about a program which has proven successful
in New York Stateso successful that we urge the Federal Government to work
with other States to launch and expand similar efforts across the Nation.

In 1987, I established an advisory hoard consisting of educators, child advocates,
business leaders, and other representatives from the community to conduct a needs
assessment and to develop a model to prevent school dropouts. There was also a
separate advisory committee formed, comprised of school superintendents from
across New York State. In 1990, I founded the New York State Mentoring Program

(NYSMP).
Mentoring is a one-to-one relationship between a volunteer adult role model and

a child aimed at helping the child develop his or her academic and social skills.

As role models, mentors demonstrate the tangible rewards of completing an edu-
cation and participating productively in our society. They expose children to inter-
ests, opportunities, and talents that otherwise might be overlooked. Mentors also

provide counseling, guidance, and encouragement to help children acquire life skills
and positive attitudes toward school and family.

In the current school year, there are more than 6,000 children and adults in 200
school-based mentoring programs in 33 counties across the State. The programs are
in kindergarten through junior high school.

New York's Mentoring Program is part of Governor Cuomo's Decade of the Child,

a comprehensive, long-term initiative that includes more than 125 statewide pro-
grams to improve life for New York's children.

For prevention of school dropouts, we reach children early, before they form nega-
tive attitudes about school and work.

The program is the only statewide, school-based, one-to-one mentoring program
in the Nation. Hillary Rodham Clinton has cited our program as a national model.

Let me elaborate on each of these components:
Statewide: Our program acts as a catalyst. It brings together organizations which

can provide mentors with schools that need them. NYSMP provides complete train-

ing for the school-based coordinator who runs the program, the mentors, and the

mentees, and technical assistance to schools.
We recommend that Federal support for mentoring be channeled, at least in part,

through State agencies or State-designated nonprofit organizations with the re-
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sources and expertise to launch and expand school-based mentoring programsthroughout a State.
NYSMP is a flexible model. We are active in more than half of the counties inNew York State, in urban, suburban, and rural settings. We would be happy, ofcourse, to meet with Federal officials or educators from other States to assist themin establishing mentoring programs throughout the country.
School-based. Our model embodies the concept of linking the school, the home,and the community. Mentors meet with their children in a school setting. Mentorsmeet with mentees before or after school, or during lunch periods. They work closelywith a mentoring coordinator in each school. In the Bronx, eight public schools areparticipating in the program
We believe strongly that mentoring belongs in all elementary and junior highschools. By the time a troubled youngster reaches senior high school, he or she mayalready have turned to the streets, falling prey to the wrong "mentor."Onr -to -one: In our program, a child who can benefit from guidance and individualattention is matched with a responsible, caring adult who helps him or her withschool, career awareness, and personal issues. We believe this unique, one-to-one re-lationship is key to successful mentoring.
What are the problems mentoring is designed to help solve?
The problem of school dropouts has reached epidemic proportions. About one mil-lion young Americans drop out of school each year.
Increasing numbers of children- -at increasingly early agesare becoming victimsto social ills such as drugs and alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, and street vio-lence.
Growing up has never been easy, but the transition to early adulthood nowadays

seems even more difficult. And it is not only inner city children that should concernus. Also at risk are many middle class children from broken or single-parent fami-lies, or even from overworked two-wage-earner families.
Today, nearly two-thirds of children come home to an empty house. The nationalaverage for one-to-one parent-child interaction is just 15 minutes a day. By contrast,the average teenager spends three hours a day watching television, much of it vio-lent or salacious, and little of it educational or uplifting.
Attorney General Janet Reno recently cited lack of parental supervision and at-tention as a cause of increased juvenile delinquency and crime. The Attorney Gen-eral emphasized that many middle-class children, not merely children in poverty,suffer from this pervasive form of child neglect.In terms of skills, attitudes, and expectations, many of today's youth are totallyunprepared to enter the workforce. New York Telephone had to test 57,000 job ap-plicants before finding 2,000 who qualified for entry-level positions. Nationally,American high schools graduated 700,000 students last year who could not evenread their diplomas.
We cannot afford to let so many thousands of children squander their lives andtalents. It is clear to all of us that startling numbers of children are at risk of fail-ure--failure in school, failure in the workplace, and failure in lifeand are in direneed of help. There is no time to lose.
Time and time again, the man or woman who rose above difficult circumstancesto achieve success attributes his or her accomplishments to the inspiration and guid-ance provided by a role modela family member, a teacher, a coach, or a concernedperson in the communitywho believed in him or he Mentors provide this positiverole model to children in need.
Dr. Ernest Boyer, president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeaching, and one of the Nation's most esteemed experts on education, has stated:"If every at-risk student had an in-school mentor, that one act could cut the dropoutrate in half"
A survey of mentoring programs by Louis Harris and Associates showed thatthrough mentoring:

60 percent of students achieved higher grades;
75 percent of students were inspired to try harder;
about half of the students felt they were more likely to stay off drugs andout of trouble; and,
many reported improved relations with teachers, and even with family mem-bers.

The educatorssuperintendents and teachershave embraced the program whichthey know is beneficial to all the children. The NYSMP is an added support for par-ents.
Participating organizationsbusiness firms, nonprofit groups, and governmentagenciesrecruit groups of 10 or more employees who are willing to dedicate a min-imum of four hours a month for one school year to a child in need.
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Mentoring is cost effective because it relies on volunteers Our adult mentors con-
tributed more than 100,000 volunteer hours last year The program has recruited

mentors and received support from I20 partner organizations, including major cor-

porations, community orgamzations, colleges, senior groups, associations, and civic

groupsParticipating businesses know they are helping to nurture their future workforce
And they report that their employees feel more satisfied by their jobs and have

greater appreciation for their employers.
As one participating business leader explains, "NYSMP enables (businesses) to re-

spond to a genuine need. My observations are that it makes our employees feel good

about themselves, great about their mentees, and positive about our company. Ev-

eryone's a winner."
Our mentors often tell us about the satisfaction they derive through knowing they

have made a difference in a child's life. I can vouch for these feelings personally,

I, too, am a mentor.
With the Federal efforts to rekindle a renewed interest in community service, and

with corporate America's increased recognition that today's at-risk children need

help to become the productive working adults of the future, now is the time for a
major expansion of the New York State mentoring program model.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which Congress will consider in

the coming weeks and months, should be amended to make one-to-one, school-based

mentoring an activity eligible for funding and support under the major Federal as-

sistance programs authorized by that Act. We are pleased that mentoring is in-

cluded in a number of provisions in President Clinton's "Improving America's
Schools Act," which will form the starting point for the legislative process.

Additionally, Education Secretary Richard Riley should implement Congress-
woman Pat Schroeder's excellent plan for convening a national conference to encour-

age States to develop statewide mentoring programs.
Children around the Nation would benefit if other States followed New York's ex-

ample and created their own public-private partnerships to mentor children.
Government can't do it all. All the money invested in schools won't improve chil-

dren's academic performance if they lack the motivation and discipline and family

support to succeed. All the programs for financing college education won't prevent
troubled teens from dropping out of high school unless they develop the desire to
become productive, independent citizens with hope for the future. All the criminal

laws we enact won't stop teenage crime if young people lack values and have no

sense of right or wrong.
Mentoring has beneficial impacts not only on the student mentees, but also devel-

ops a strong bond between school and community. The program encourages partner-

ships which have long-lasting ramifications leading to increased business and com-

munity support.
We cannot afford to keep losing children to drugs, teenage pregnancy, or despair.

Mentoring is a solution that works, one child at a time, for all children. Mentors
give children the tools to succeed. Mentors teach them to value themselves.

Our future depends on our children staying in school and becoming well-educated.
Mentoring is an important investment in our most precious resourceour children.

Ms. CONNELL. Good morning, or good afternoon, actually. I'm No-

reen Connell, the executive director of the Educational Priorities
Panel. EPP is a 17-year old coalition of civic groups that work to-
gether to ensure the maximum resources available to the public
education system go to instruction and services to children.

The Educational Priorities Panel urges you to support the Chap-
ter 1 targeting formula proposed by Secretary Riley. From EPP's
perspective, Chapter 1 funding is the most pointed example of Fed-

eral policy gone awry. It was never intended as a Federal funding
stream for local school district operations, but as a means of im-
proving low-income children's academic achievement.

Now in my testimony I go and cite several examples from both
the GAO study and the Chapter 1, National Assessment Report.
But I think if you look at the end of my testimony, you will find

the first graph. And in the first graph you will see that the
achievement level of all students, whether they are Chapter 1 eligi-
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ble or not, in high-poverty areas, is similar to the achievement of
low-income children in less poor communities.

In other words, both research projects have found out that thereis a direct link between poverty and low academic achievement
where there are high concentrations of poor children. This is whythe targeting has been changed. Because so many local school dis-tricts will be losing Chapter 1 funding, there is already opposition
to changes in targeting.

In New York it is true that a majority of counties will see a de-crease in their Chapter 1 allocations, if the proposed targeting isadopted. But it should be noted that E.1 majority of Congress mem-bers from New York State will see many of their districts gainChapter 1 funding. I urge Congress members Eliot Engel and
Major Owens, as the two New York representatives on the Commit-
tee on Education and Labor, to play a leadership role in makingthe New York congressional delegation strong advocates for theeducational needs of low-income children.

Let me give you a graphic example about how Chapter 1targeting works today in New York State, and ask you whetherthis targeting should be preserved, and whether it is helping themajority of poor children. All five schools are deemed Chapter 1 eli-gible in the Roslyn, Long Island School District, which has a dis-trictwide poverty rate of 8.5 percent.
Similarly all six schools in Great Neck, with a districtwide pov-erty rate of 10 percent are deemed eligible for Chapter 1 funding

for eligible students. But recent research conducted by the Commu-nity Service Society of New York, found that in this city 46 public
elementary schools, with student poverty rates of over 50 percent,
are ineligible to receive Chapter 1 funding because the city's dis-
trictwide poverty cut-off point for school eligibility is now an as-tounding 62.23 percent.

The sad reality, is that should Secretary Riley's proposedtargeting reform be adopted, in all probability the city would keepto the current cut-off point of 62.23 percent, but would not have toraise this to 65 percent or 67 percent next year. The last three
years it has been increasing by five percentage points every singleyear.

Now I want to make a few more points. The Educational Prior-
ities Panel supports the statement issued by the steering commit-tee of the Independent Commission on Chapter 1, and, in particu-lar, we are disappointed that while the legislation is intended toraise the standards for instruction provided to low-income children,it does not ensure that Chapter 1 funds will be used to expand andimprove the quality of staff development provided to teachers andschool administrators.

In the Independent Commission on Chapter 1, they have wanted
a definite set-aside for staff development. There is no set-aside inChapter 1 under the current proposal.

In a related matter, for all the rhetoric about accountability inthe legislation, there are ultimately no consequences for a school orschool system, if remediation and other services are not improvingthe academic performance of low-income students. In short, ESEA'ssection on Chapter 1 sets out goals, but no road map for achieving
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them and no sanctions for not meeting them. We like the rhetoric,
we do want to make that clear.

I just have two final points to make. The first one has to do with
immigration aid. We really had hoped that there would be a sizable
increase of money in this area. Chapter 1 was not intended to be
immigrant aid. We want to just give you some statistics here.

The New York City's Mayor's Office reports that the Federal
Government contributes only $5 out of $664 per pupil that it costs
the Board of Education to provide additional instructional services
to limited-English-proficient students. The bulk of that money is
provided by the State of New York.

Since the Federal Government sets immigration policy, it seems
logical to the Educational Priorities Panel that this unit of govern-
ment needs to provide greater assistance to local school systems
that are affected by immigration.

The last point I want to make is, from 1980 to 1992, the Wom-
en's Educational Equity Act Programs, established in 1974 to pro-
mote the elimination of sex bias in education, experienced a 95 per-
cent reduction in appropriations, that was from $10 million to just
$500,000, and the elimination of central coordination for these pro-
grams.

Failure to address this problem has meant that the United
States, alone among nations with equal participation rates of girls
and boys in primary and secondary education, still has a significant
gender gap in mathematics achievement levels.

While the amendments to ESEA reflect some of the provision of
H.R. 1793, introduced by Congresswoman Schroeder on behalf of
members of the Congressional Caucus on Women's Issues, it does
not go far enough. A funding level of $2 million for a national pro-
gram is far -too modest, given the fact that the gender gap in math-
ematics continues to prevent a significant number of women from
entering nursing and teaching as well as non-traditional occupa-
tions. This is the end of my testimony.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Connell follows:]
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Statement of Norreen Connell

flood morning. I am Noreen Connell, the executive director of the Educational Priorities
Panel. EPP is a 17-year old coalition of civic groups that work together to ensure that the
maximum resources available to the public education system go to instruction and services tochildren.

I am testifying today on the Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary EducationAct. The Educational Prionties Panel urges you to support the Chapter 1 targetin formul
proposed by Secretary Riley. From EPP's perspective, Chapter 1 funding is t e most pointedexample of federal policy gone awry. It was never intended as a federal fiinchng stream for localschool district operations, but as a means of improving low-income children's academicachievement.

Both GAO and Cha ter 1 National Assessment reports have documented that adisproportio r or pow ac IEyFs reside in counties with high numbers of poor children.The GAO report found that in high poverty communities, on average, there were 4.9 low achieversfor every 10 low-income students. Where there was no concentration ofpoverty, there were 2.9low achievers for every 10 low-income students. The National Assessment report found that overhalf the students in schools serving high-poverty communities were low achievers, but oily 8percent of students in schools serving low-poverty
communities were low achievers.

In fact, this research found that the academic achievement levels of children from lowincome families eligible for Chapter 1 services but attending schools in affluent districts werehigher than the achievement levels ofmost students (whether Chapter 1 eligibleor not) attendingschools in low-income districts. The attached from the U.S. Department of Education's
September 13, 1993 summary of the ESFA tVe cumulative affects of a concentration ofpoverty on student achievement.

Yet under the current Chapter I targeting system, urban high-need counties generallyreceive less funding per low-achieving child than rural and mixed high-needcounties. The newtargeting proposed by Secretary Riley would shift 34 percent of the funds from the lowest povertycounties and 17 percent from the second lowest poym-ty counties in order to increase fundingto thehighest poverty counties by 15 percent and the second highest poverty counties by l percent. (Onthe last page of this testimony you will find a second graph I have reproduced from the samesource as the first.)

Because so many local school districts will be losing Chapter I funding, there is alreadyopposition to changes in targeting. In New York, it is true that a majority of counties will see adecrease in their Chapter 1 allocations if the proposed targeting is adopted. but it should be notedthat a majority of Congresstnembers from New York State will see many of their districts gainChapter 1 funding. I urge Congressmcmbers Eliot Engel and Major Owens, as the two New YorkRepresentatives on the Committee on Education and Labor, to play a leadership role in making theNew York Congressional delegation strong advocates for the educational needs of low incomechildren.
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Let me give you a graphic illustration about how Chapter I targeting works today in New
York State, and ask you whether this targeting should be preserved and whether it is helping the
majority of poor children. All five schools are deemed Chapter 1 eligible in the Roslyn, Long
Island school district, which has a district-wide poverty rate of 8.5 percent. Similarly, all six
schools in Great Neck, with a district-wide poverty rate of 10 percent, are deemed eligible for
Chapter 1 funding for eligible students. But recent research conducted by the Community Service
Society of New York City found that in this city 46 public elementary schools with student poverty
rates of over 50 percent are ineligible to receive Chapter 1 funding because the city's district-wide
poverty cut-off point for school eligibility is now an astounding 62.23 percent. The sad reality is
that should Secretary Riley's proposed targeting reform be adopted, in all probability the city
would keep to the current cut-off point of 62.23 percent, but would not have to raise this to 65 or
67 percent next year.

This reauthorization act is a modest beginning in making Chapter 1 function as intended
and to use federal funds more wisely. Maybe, in the future, there will be federal support for local
school operations, but as long as this is not current federal policy, then targeting should be
improved to ensure that Chapter 1 funds are directed to those children whose academic
performance is most negatively affected by poverty.

I do have some additional comments to make on Chapter 1 and ESEA as a whole. The
Educational Priorities Panel supports the statement issued by the Steering Committee of the
Independent Commission on Chapter 1, and in particular we are disappointed that while the
legislation is intended to raise the standards for instruction provided to low income children, it does
not ensure that Chapter 1 funds will be used to expand and improve.the quality of staff
development provided to teachers and school administi ators. In a related matter, for all the rhetoric
about accountability in the legislation, there are ultimately no consequences for a school or school
system if remediation and other services are not improving the academic performance of low
income students. In short, ESEA's section on Chapter 1 sets out goals, but no road may for
achieving them and no sanctions for not meeting them.

In closing I would like to point to two major weaknesses in the proposed Elementary and
Secondary Education Act which should be addressed by Congress:

1) Currently, Chapter 1 funds are being stretched even further by the flood of immigration
that New York City has experienced in the last decade. Over 120,000 new immigrant students
have entered our schools in the last three years alone. Title VII seems to refashion Bilingual and
Immigrant Education programs and funding, but does not provide a significant increase in money.
The New York City Mayor's office reports that the federal government contributes only $5 out of
the $664 dollars per pupil that it costs the Board of Education to provide additional instructional
services to Limited English Proficient students. Since the federal government sets immigration
policy, it seems logical to the Educational Priorities Panel that this unit of government needs to
provide greater assistance to local xitool systems that are affected by immigration.
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2) From 1980 to 1992, Women's Educational Equity Act programs, established in 1974 to
promote the elimination of sex bias in education, experienced a 95 percent reduction in
appropriations (from $10 million to $500 thousand) and the elimination of central coordination for
these programs. Failure to address this problem has meant that the United States, alone among
nations with equal participation rates of girls and boys in primary and secondary education, still
has a significant gender gap in mathematics achievement levels. While the amendments to ESEA
reflect some of the provisions of H.R. 1793 introduced by Congressmember Schroeder on behalf
of members of the Congressional Caucus on Women's Issues, it does not go far enough. A
funding level of S2 million for a national program is far too modest, given the fact that the gender
gap in mathematics continues to prevent a significant number of women from entering nursing and
teaching as well as non-traditional occupations.
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Exhibit 3.
The proposed improvements in targeting would result in the
highest-poverty counties receiving a 15 percent increase in
Chapter 1 funding, while the lowest-poverty counties would
lose 34 percent of their Chapter 1 funds.
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Mr. ENGEL. Thank you all very much. I'll turn the microphone
over to Congressman Owens for questions.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you all for your testimony. I just want to
begin with Ms. Robinson. You said that you hoped that this process
doesn't get bogged down in politics. Let me appeal to you to partici-
pate in the politics. It is already bogged down in politics. Any ex-
penditure of funds always gets bogged down in politics. Here is a
situation where there is a direct benefit to be received from partici-
pation in this process.

We have a President who has agreed to do what large numbers
of people have urged should be done, that is, don't spread the
money out so that every district gets some little piece of it. As Ms.
Connell has said a few minutes ago, it was never meant to be a
funding stream for school districts. The Title I funds were meant
to go to low-income areas, and to be targeted to help districts with
extreme poverty.

So here is a situation where the President and the Secretary of
Education have proposed that we make a correction and we chan-
nel the money into the areas of greatest need. Now, they haven't
proposed that we appropriate ei..ugh money so that every district
that has money now from this program now will not lose any, and
I think they should. I think the country can afford it and we'll try
to push for that.

But if that doesn't happen, there is going to be a fight to keep
the present situation where the funds will continue to flow, as they
are, not to the areas of greatest poverty. And Ms. Connell has just
shown what that means. In New York that means that the cut-off
point for schools will go up because we'll be getting too little
money. The same amount of money that we are getting now means
that the cut-off will go up. We need the extra that will come as a
result of targeting those areas of the greatest need.

So I hope you parentsand you will take the message backwill
really get involved in this. Parents don't have a representative in
Washington. Some superintendent of the Chancellor said New York
City no longer has an office in Washington. New York State does.

But as you heard my dialogue with the State representative, I'm
not sure the State is going to be advocating intensely for this
present proposed situation. They are not going to be behind the
President. They may be in favor of some compromise where the
money will not be targeted to the poorest areas after all.

I'm asking you to understand that we need your help. We need
you to participate in politics. It's not a dirty process, it's the only
one we have.

Mrs. ROBINSON. But the main goal is the children. The PTA, we
do think about the children. That is our goal. And we basically
stick with the children and their education, not just taking teach-
ers out of the school to benefitand then making it overcrowded
in classrooms. We are losing two teachers now, okay? And we can-
not really afford that because that is going to be overcrowded class-
rooms.

That will be a number of 37 kids in two fifth grade classes on
the third floor, in the fifth grade. We only have three fifth grade
classes now. Cut one class out and put it in another, it's going to
get overcrowded.
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We don't need any bridge classes in our school right now. As far
as the second grade, they are thinking about taking a teacher out
of there too. And that's not going to even help our kids. I mean,
our grades in this school is not that high. And, I mean, to take a
teacher out of the school is not going to benefit us, it's going to
even put us back down to the poll, where we want to be up more.

Mr. OWENS. Yes. Please encourage your parents to get more in-
volved. You are talking to us today. Congressman Engel is here,
your immediate representative. You have two representatives in
the Senate, one is very powerful. Senator Moynihan is the head of
the Senate Finance Committee. The other is very powerful because
he makes a lot of noise, Senator D'Amato.

So, you know, get involved. And understand that solving your
problem of overcrowding cannot be dime here. It has to be done
where the money is appropriated, and the Federal Government is
one of those levels that you need to be involved in. It's not bad t
be involved in politics.

Mr. Rhodes, I just have one question. I have a problem every
year trying to get enough competition. We have a Congressional
Arts Contest where the winner of the contest in a given district has
their art work hung on the walls of the passage between the Cap-
itol and the Cannon Office Building. I have a problem getting
enough participation in that to make it a contest, and we give $500
to the winner.

In the high schools there are enoughand I have about 12 high
schools in my district, and lots of other youngsters who go to high
school outside my district, they're eligible tooand it's just a pov-
erty of applicants for that situation.

We've been going around to try to find out what's wrong, and we
find that in most of the high schools there is not much going on
in terms of the teaching of art. You said that there is a mandate
by the State?

Mr. RHODES. Yes.
Mr. OWENS. Is that a mandate for the high schools, as well as

the elementary schools?
Mr. RHODES. There is a mandate for high schools also.
Mr. OWENS. That they must provide art instruction?
Mr. RHODES. Art and/or music.
Mr. OWENS. You said art and music?
Mr. RHODES. Or.
Mr. OWENS. Art or music. Oh, they can provide one or the other?
Mr. RHODES. Or they can make up something that approximates

that, in their view. That is another way of saying, evade it.
Mr. OWENS. All right. I'd like to learn more about that. I'll have

my staff members investigate it more thoroughly. I think it's more
than just the immediate schools of design, and the kinds of things
that you pointed out.

We've got a whole culture that's visual, a whole culture that re-
sponds to television and videos, and you know, that is where the
world is going. It's already there, but it's going there even more so.
The visual is very important. And to have us treat that as if it's
not important, is to do a great injustice to youngsters, many of
whom have talent in that area and don't have it in other areas.
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And many, as you pointed out, can be stimulated if they have an
area that they are excited about. They'd learn math and science
and other things because they're excited. Thank you for your testi-
mony.

Mr. RHODES. Thank you.
Mr. OWENS. And Ms. Brody, I understand we are going to be try-

ing to get into this bill some more specific assistance for mentoring
programs. I certainly will do everything I can to help Mr. Engel to
sort of codify that. We've met before and talked about how impor-
tant this is.

And, finally, Ms. Connell, you are always on target. Thank you
very much for your testimony. I always learn a great deal from
your testimony.

Ms. CONNELL. Thank you.
Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Let me ask Mrs. Robinson. I think you

made the point very well, and I think Congressman Owens also
made the point very well, that parental involvement is the key fac-
tor in insuring the success of our children. As the father of two
children myself, and any day now, a third, I know how important
it is. And I always feel guilty when I am running around doing my
professional things and feel that perhaps I haven't spent as much
time with my children.

From your experience as the PTA president, what do you feel is
the greatest barrier for parents who wish to become more involved
in their child's education?

Mrs. ROBINSON. Well, I feel that parents that are part of the
PTA, most parents do come and support us, and they are involved,
you know, with their kids. And we do have programs here which

parents do come in and, like, substitute.
And then we have a program which is a study program so that

parents can know how to present themselves when they go into the
classrooms and help the teacher out, so they can be like a trainee.
They are not getting paid for it. It's voluntary. So we have a lot
of parents that havewe have that program in our PTA.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. M.. Rhodes. I couldn't agree with you
more, making art and music eligible activities for funding. And I
thank you for mentioning my bill, H.R. 2933, The Community Arts
Partnership Act. I also want to acknowledge the work of Fern
Lapidus who has really brought all of this to my attention, and
who has been instrumental in helping my staff craft the hearing
here today. I want to thank her for her hard work and dedication.

Can you, for the record, state why you think it is appropriate to
establish an arts in education provision in ESEA rather than in the
National Endowment for the Arts?

Mr. RHODES. Well, there is really one clear reason. The National
Endowment is not set up to fund individual school districts or indi-
vidual schools. It takes its mandate as something else. That is the
first problem, that is a structural problem. The second problem is
political. As you know, the Endowment is not Congress' favorite
agency at the moment.

Mr. ENGEL. We had the vote last week on that.
Mr. RHODES. And it seems unlikely, although I don't think this

is a good thing, but it seems unlikely that were such a piece of leg-
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islation to be enacted as part of the charter of the Endowment, thatit would ever be funded.
Finally, it seems to me that education seems to belong to the De-

partment rather than to the Endowment, as such. And education,
now that the arts are part of the goals, would belong in this legisla-
tion rather than in the Endowment.

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you. Ms. Brody, please convey to Matilda
Cuomo my appreciation for having you testify on her behalf. I know
she tried very hard to rearrange her schedule so she could attendtoday, but there are many, many things that she is doing, and
many, many conflicts. But certainly is very well received.

Ms. BRODY. Thank you.
Mr. ENGEL. What is the current mechanism for the New YorkState Mentoring Program?
Ms. BRODY. We're currently a State agency, so we're an entity of

the Urban Development Corporation.
Mr. ENGEL. And how would you envision incorporating a

mentoring program model in the Reauthorization of the ESEA?
Ms. BRODY. I see it as an activity eligible for Federal funding

stream so that it can be utilized for these different populations thatare addressed in the bill.
Mr. ENGEL. We had some discussions with Congressman Owens,and I know there have been ongoing discussions between your of-fice and my office, and we are going to work very hard to see what

we can do to make that part of the Act. I mentioned before thatI was a former teacher and guidance counselor in the New York
City Public School System. As a guidance counselor, I feel very,
very strongly about mentoring and what it can mean, and the dif-
ference it can make in a child's life.

I think that certainly our State, under Mrs. Cuomo's guidance,
has really been a pioneer in this kind of concept. And First Lady
Hillary Clinton, I had discussions with her about the mentoring
program. They are looking towards the New York model as a model
for the country, and hopefully we can achieve that.

Ms. Connell, as Major Owens said, your testimony is very much
to the point and very enlightened, and really shows that we have
much work that needs to be done. Can you tell me what your feel-
ings are on Opportunity to Learn standards?

Ms. CONNELL. I'm afraid I cannot, because I am testifying on be-half of a coalition. and our membership has a diverse position onboth that issue, comparabilities issues, and also testing issues. So
I cannot testify on those three items because there is no consensus
among the organizations belonging to EPP on those three issues.Mr. ENGEL. Would that include assessment as well?

Ms. CONNELL. Yes. There are some organizations that are mem-bers of the Educational Priorities Panel that want to retain stand-
ardized testing, and do not believe that alternate assessment meth-ods, or a reduction in testing program would be particularly good
for the groups that they represent. And those are their positions.
And other organizations have other positions so that we have noposition. I guess we are a coalition.

Mr. ENGEL. As I had mentioned earlier, the administration's pro-posal has placed added emphasis on schoolwide reform projects.
What is your organization's views on the role of the schoolwide
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projects versus programs specifically targeted at high risk stu-
dents?

Ms. CONNELL. Since we issued a report called, The Fourth R, Re-
mediation Elementary Schools, we have been supporting
schoolwide programs. We felt that they were better than pull-out
programs. However, the New York City Board of Education has is-
sued what are called Chapter 1/PCEN Profiles. And I urge both of
you to look at this publication for the school districts within your
area.

One thing that has surprised EPP is the low performance of
schoolwide programs. So while we are on record as supporting
schoolwide programs, you really do have to look at the student
gains year to year, and I don't think schoolwide programming
money is being used in as expert a way as it should.

There has got to be more staff development so that schoolwide
programming money is not used to buy xerox machines, photo-
copiers, not used for sundry programs that don't really pay off. And
it's been a great disappointment to us that the pull-out programs
show better year-to-year gains than some of the schoolwide pro-
grams.

So here we are, we're on record for three years as supporting,
and loving, and encouraging the Board of Education to do this, and
then when we've looked at the actual student outcomes, in some
districts they are really appalling.

Mr. ENGEL. You know, there are varying themes in the testimony
here today. But one of the themes that many people have men-
tioned is precisely what you've just highlighted. That people are
feeling that pull-out programs are not the best way to go, and that
the school-based programs are the way to go.

Ms. CONNELL,. That was our position until we looked at district-
by-district student outcomes, and the NCE gains in some of the
schoolwide programs are negative, sir. They are negative.

Mr. OWENS. Do you have a study which shows that?
Ms. CONNELL. The Board of Education is now issuing district

profiles, and it's called, Chapter I/PCEN Outcomes. And you can
look at it for every district within your area, and take a look. This
was the first time we had taken a look. And we have been, as I
said, on record for three years consistently as favoring schoolwide
projects over pull-out programs. And then we have just looked at
these reports and we are shocked.

Mr. ENGEL. Well, thank you all very mu: n. I want to thank all
the panelists for their outstanding testimony, ar d I know that
Major Owens, and I, and Donald Payne, and Tom Manton will cer-
tainly take all your recommendations back to Washington and
share them with our colleagues as our subcommittee continues con-
sidering the Reauthorization of the Elementary Secondary Edu-
cation Act, and the administration's proposal.

I want to, again, thank Principal Dolores Allen McIntyre for her
assistance in allowing the committee to hold its hearings at P.S.
112 today, as well as District Superintendent Joe Kovaly, and the
local school boara, Loretta Jones, and Pearl Ginsburg, and the
other members.

The hearing record will remain open for two additional weeks for
any additional testimony. If there is anyone that wishes to submit
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additional testimony, we will certainly welcome it, accept it, and
make it part of the record.

I'm glad that we have some more students from P.S. 112 coming
in to observe the proceedings. They look wonderful and bright, and
we welcome you here.

We really have a great commitment. I know I speak for Con-
gressman Owens and myself, again, as the two members of the
Education and Labor Committee from New York. Congressman
Owens represents Brooklyn, and I represent the Bronx and West-
chester County. And we have a commitment to education, and a
commitment to ensuring that New York State is not shortchanged.

It's very interesting when we get to Washington during commit-
tee deliberations, and we find that some of the other States feel
that New York is getting more money than it is entitled to. States
like California and Texas who feel that the census undercounts
them, and they have to wait 10 years while the State is gaining
population until they get their fair share. They very often vie with
us for Federal dollars.

But I think that with the new administration, we finally have an
ally in the White House that I believe we have not had for the past
12 years, in terms of understanding the problems of urban Amer-
ica, and understanding the problems that we have in education,
particularly in our inner cities. And I look forward to working with
the administration to ensure that New York does not get short-
changed.

As I mentioned before, one of the mechanisms that is used is the
total population in terms of the rest of the country. And while ac-
cording to the Census, which we think is incorrect, New York's pop-
ulation while not shrinking has gained less than the median of the
country. We certainly note that the problems we have in education
in New York have not lessened, in fact they have increased. So, if
anything, more Federal funds will be needed, and Major Owens
and I will fight to make sure that everyone is held harmless so that
there will not be a lessening of funds.

I thank you all, once again, for your attendance. I am very, very
glad that we were able to bring this subcommittee hearing to the
Bronx, rather than have it in Washington where many people may
not have had the opportunity to testify or to observe. Thank you
once again. The committee stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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STATEMENT OF FRANK PIZZURRO, CONTACT, HON. ELIOT ENGEL'S NEWSLETTER

HOUSE ADOPTS "GOALS 2000" EDUCATION REFORM

As a member of the House Committee on Education and Labor, Congressman
Eliot Engel (D.NY) helped craft the "Goals 2000" education reform legislation
which passed the House today by a vote of 307-118. The education standards called
for in the bill will set a foundation for improving sch3ols for all students.

"For the first time, we will develop a set of standards that all teachers, students
and parents can aim toward. Although the goals will be uniform across the Nation,
the Federal Government will not infringe on local and State control of education.
We will simply provide the guidance and financial support needed to raise student
achievement," Congressman Engel aid.

Revised national education standards will be formulated by a panel made up of
educators, labor leaders, parents and administrators. They will stem from seven
basic education goals for the year 2000 spelled out in the bill, including:

all children will start school healthy and ready to learn;
high school graduation rates will increase to at least 90 percent;
all children will leave grades 4, 8 and 12 having demonstrated competency

in challenging subjects, including English, math, science, foreign languages,
civics, arts, history and geography;

teachers will have access to programs that help improve their professional
skills;

'U.S. students will be first in the world in math and science;
every American will be literate;
every school will be drug-free and violence-free.

Each State will be given the flexibility to achieve these goals and meet new stand-
ards within the States own education programs. The goals are backed up by a $393
million Federal grant program, which will help develop local plans to reform cur-
riculum, purchase equipment, and provide health and social services.

Congressman Engel said he would continue working within the Education and
Labor Committee to direct resources to urban schools, where there is a dire need
for new textbooks, computers and school repairs. "We have established the goals,
now we must work on ensuring that our schools have the tools needed to meet these
standards," Congressman Engel said.

Part of that process involves passing bills,Congressman Engel has introduced in
Congress, including the Safe Schools Act of 1993 (H.R. 2455), which would provide
funds for anti-violence programs, and the Community Arts Bill (H.R. 2933), which
would support innovative programs in the creative arts.

The "Goals 2000" bill was developed by the Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary and Vocational Education, of which Congressman Engel is a member. He rep-
resents areas of the Bronx and lower Westchester County.

REPRESENTATIVE ENGEL CHAIRS EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING IN THE BRONX

All levels of the New .f irk education systemfrom State and city administrators
to union and business t:.aderswere represented today at a congressional hearing
held today in the Bronx to discuss Federal education reform.

The hearing of the Hbuse Education and Labor Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education was chaired by Congressman Eliot L. Engel
(D.Bronx/Westchester), who was joined by fellow committee member Representa-
tive Major Owens (D.Brooklyn).

"Despite our well-intentioned efforts, our education system is failing to success-
fully meet the needs of all our children. The problems are complex and there are
no easy answers. That is why I asked the subcommittee to conduct a field hearing
in New York, where more than a million students are affected by the steps we take
in Washington, DC," Congressman Engel said. "New York has proven to be an excel-
lent testing ground for new and innovative schools programs. I believe that the
knowledge and recommendations gathered here today will provide valuable insight
on the current needs of our students."

The hearing is one of several being held throughout the country to discuss th
"Improving America's Schools Act" being debated in Congress, which would rework
the largest Federal education program, the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA). Established in 1965 by President Lyndon Johnson, ESEA initially of-
fered Federal aid to school in low-income communities. Since then, ESEA has grown
to include many Federal programs designed to help children, teachers and adminis-
trators.
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A movement is on in Washington DC that would refocus Federal programs on
their original intentto assist at-risk students in low-income areas. Under certain
proposals, New York City's share of Federal Chapter 1 funds would increase by as
much as $70 million. Much of the discussion at today's hearing centered on ways
of reaching at-risk children, improving students' performance, enhancing profes-
sional opportunities for teachers, and strengthening the partnership between the
public and private sectors.

Testimony was offered by Ramon Cortines, the new Chancellor of New York City
schools; Sandra Feldman, the teachers' union president; Ronald She 1p, President
and CEO of the New York City PaAnership; school officials from New York State,
New York City, the City of New Rochk.ile, and Bronx Community School District 11;
and the president of a Bronx parents' organization.

The hearing was held at P.S. 112, an elementary school in the Baychester section
of the Bronx.

Congressman Engel represents areas of the Bronx and lower Westchester County.

STATEMENT OF MARIO J. PEN \, ED.D.. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PLAN FOR SOCIAL
EXCELLENCE, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NEW YORK

During the past two years, as part of our Westchester Initiative for Homeless
Children projef.t. the staff of the Plan for Social Excellence, Inc., has reviewed local, .

State, and Fe.feral policies that affect homeless students and their access to edu-
cational services. In January, 1993, we published our findings in a report entitled
Slipping Through The Cracks. In our research we found that inadequate transpor-
tation, absenteeism, and a lack of school records continue to deny homeless children
equal access to educational programs and services. Federal funds provided through
the McKinney Act of 1987, and subsequent amendments in 1990 insure that, in
most cases, adequate funds are available to remedy the current situation. Restric-
tions on how these funds are administered by local educational districts, however,
need to be examined.

Currently, the McKinney Act requires that funds allocated to State educational
agencies be granted to local educational agencies with the following restriction: 50
percent or more of the grant must be spent on tutoring and remedial services. Un-
fortunately, in many cases, a homeless student's access to educational services are
hampered by: slow transfer of academic records, lack of transportation to school ac-
tivities which already exist, absence of professional staff training, and, inadequate
inter-agency collaboration.

We recommend that the current funding restrictions be removed, which will allow
for funds to be granted based gi the specific needs Lf homeless children in a given
local educational district.

After reviewing the draft proposal submitted by the Department of Education ear-
lier this month, we believe that the amendments to section 723, subsection (d) ade-
quately address our concern:

This subsection would delete both a reference in current law to "primary" and
"related" activities and the requirement for a percentage of the funds to spent
on each type of activity. This change would eliminate confusion and unneces-
sary limitation on State and local efforts to meet the unique needs of homeless
children and youth in different locations.

Although the critical problem for homeless childrenpermanent housingwill not
be solved by educational programs alone, it is our belief that improved educational
opportunity will provide a structured and stable environment in which these chil-
dren can develop into contributing citizens.

To this end, we recommend that the amendments to section 723, subsection (d)
of the law be maintained in the bill presented to Congress for reauthorization this
year.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD GOLDEN, PRESIDENT, THE BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN,
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Congressman Engel, members of the House Standing Committee on Education
and Labor, thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on this crucial sub-
ject.

The reduction in Chapter 1/Title I funds to New York City is crippling our chil-
dren. Over the past four years, the Board of Education has suffered reductions in
tax levy funding. A cut in a significant Federal funding stream on top of this reduc-
tion is unthinkable. Our children have been fighting an uphill battle to obtain un
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education. Every resource must be maintained in order to ensure their success in
school.

The cnheduled reduction of New York City's Chapter lffitle I funds is tied to a
reallocation of funding nationwide. This redistribution of resources is based on what
I consider to be inaccurate and unrealistic data, the 1990 Census. It is well known
that the City of New York was severely undercounted. I have documented a signifi-
cant undercount in Brooklyn in my report: Brooklyn Counts. According to this study,
16.9 percent of the households in Brooklyn were not counted in the 1990 Census.
When a 3.5 percent margin of error is considered, the undercount could be only as
low as 13.4 percent or as great as 20.4 percent. These percentaps convert to an
undercount ranging somewhere between 310,000 and 472,000 Brooklynites. My
study further found that Blac': Brooklynites were more likely to be undercounted
than White Brooklynites. Of Black households polled, 20.6 percent reported not
being counted; White Brooklynites reported an undercount of 13.2 percent. When
the margin of error of 6 percent for the subsample is considered, as few as 14.6 per-
cent or as many as 26.6 percent of Black households were not counted. The range
for White households runs from 7.2 percent to 19.2 percent. Among low-income
Blacks, the undercount is even higher with 23 percent reporting not being counted.

It is clear from these statistics that impoverished children in New York City were
seriously undercounted in the last Census. This would explain the fact that poverty
appeared to decrease between 1980 and 1990. This seeming reduction in poverty
was a major factor in determining the level of funding allocated to New York City.
I strongly recommend that appropriate adjustr,ents be made to the Chapter Iffitle
I allocations and that the New York City funds i restored. To penalize our children
for the next 10 years because of faulty data is unconscionable and must not be al-
lowed to happen.

Another issue which must be addressed in considering the reauthorization of
Chapter lifitle I is the way in which poverty is measured in the distribution of
funds. The current methodology uses a single national income standard to define
poverty. This measure overlooks the fact that the cost of living varies greatly across
the country. Certainly, New York City is well above the national average in this re-
gard.

It has been well documented that the achievement of an average student in a
high-poverty school is lower than the achievement of an average student in a low-
poverty school. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that obstacles to
learniz,g tend to be concentrated where poverty is concentrated. To address this and
to equip our schools with resources adequate to the situation, Chapter 1/Title I
funds must be targeted to reach the highest poverty schools and districts.

The last issue which must be considered with regard to the reauthorization of
ESEA is that of immigrant aid. New York City has long been the point of entry for
immigrants from all over the world. I am proud to note that Brooklyn is currently
home to people from nearly 100 different countries. A recent trend in world migra-
tion has brought hundreds of thousands of new immigrants to New York in the past
few years. Reports from Board of Education staff indicate that many immigrants
who are high-school age students have never seen the inside of a school building
and have never before held a pencil. Needless to say, they cannot read or write. Spe-
cial resources must be made available to the New York City school system to ensure
that these children receive appropriate education and training so that they can be-
come productive and successful citizens. To achieve this, immigrant aid must be in-
creased to New York, as well as other areas which are experiencing an influx of
large numbers of immigrants.

.;.ese issues are crucial to the well-being and education of our children. The ade-
quacy of resources and funding for education will seriously impact on the future of
New York City and the entire country. I urge you to make every effort to ensure
that adequate and appropriate funding is made available so that our children re-
ceive the best education possible. I would be pleased to assist the committee in its
efforts to obtain greater resources for the children of this city.

I appreciate this opportunity to address the committee.
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Written Testimony Submitted by Susan Breslin to
Congressional Hearings on EBEA Reauthorization

Convened by the Hon. Eliot Engel, M.C.
Monday, October 18, 1993, Bronx, New York

Ten years as a non-profit, district, state, and Federal
educational equity consultant have convinced me that Chapter 1

(Title I) could be a powerful force to bring about equal outcomes
for poor children. The proposed reauthorization bill contains many
reforms which would bring that promise closer to reality.

However, in some ways Chapter. 1 funding is more inequitable
tha- state funding which has been the subject of many law suits.
Thi reposed bill's commendable efforts to target Title I toward
poorer counties, by changing both the basic and concentration
grants, are a significant improvement. But another way to target
funds -- giving concentration grants only to schools above a
statewide school poverty average -- may target more precisely with
less political cost, and also create a framework to resolve other
reauthorization issues. I tested that alternative in three states.
Targeting schools above a state average not only directs funds to
poor schools, but focuses on other severe educational net Is.

Fundamental Problems with the Current and Proposed Systems

Ch.pter 1 services are plentiful in many schools and districts
which need them least -- those with low poverty concentrations.
Educationally disadvantaged children, whether they are poor or not,
are more apt to get Chapter 1 services in low-poverty districts.
The same is true for schools. Whether they have concentrations of
poor students'or not, schools are almost as apt to offer Chapter 1
services if they are in an affluent district as in a poor district.

The bill does not resolve two causes of that inequity:

Inadequate Federal data. The cumbersome distribution of
Chapter 1/Title I funds is a product of census data. Aside from
well-known problems with the census -- it undercounts the poor, it
projects a frozen moment in time across ten years, and it cannot be
reliably updated during the decade in small or sparsely populated
areas -- census data can distribute education funds only to the
county level. Yet because the census is the best available Federal
data, it allocates funds which can make or break poor children.

The 1988 amendments and the proposed bill try to manipulate
this crude instrument to bring about greater equity. But because
they continue to rely on the county as a unit of distribution,
these contortions cannot compensate for extreme differences among
districts within and astride county lines, or recognize school
poverty as distinct from child poverty. Only after county
allocations are made do further adjustments and optional state
actions and district decisions take into account the variety in
schools and districts across the country. Some of those options
compound the fundamental inequity of funding by county unit.

Failure to target.poor schools. The well-documented link
between low family income and a child's low performance forms the
base of Title 1/Chapter 1 policy. Two Chapter 1 assessments have
documented a second link, poor schools, between poverty and poor
performance. Most students in poor schools underperform whether
they are.peor or not. Problems in these schools are bigger than
the sum of problems of their poor ,tudents.

All Title I funds are distrih.tel per capita to counties, and
then to districts. That method inn res school poverty. it hand, .1
poor district an agonizing choice: cannibalize itself to addres.,
extra needs in poor schcols, or spread resources so thinly that
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they make little impact. It treats a poor district in an affluent
county the same as its privileged neighbor: both districts get the
same per capita allocation, and the poor district may not get
concentration funds because of county affluence. It trea%s a
district where most children attend public school exactly the same
as a district where affluent students attend non-public schools,
and public schools serve mostly poor students.

Another Way to Look at School Poverty

The census provides the best available Federal data, but not
the best available data. States can-measure school poverty. None
of their measures are perfect, but neither is the census. The most
reliable measure of school poverty, or poor students attending the
school, is the percent of students eligible for free (not reduced
price) lunch, a threshold close to the poverty line.

Free lunch data has been criticized because the typical high
school has fewer free lunch students. It has been assumed that
adolescents are reluctant to disclose poverty. However, the census
and other data make it clear that high schools also have fewer poor
students. Poverty is concentrated in families with young children.
Drop-outs are disproportionately poor. Young victims of fatal
violence, accidents, and disease are mostly poor. And poor
teenagers are over-represented in corrections institutions and
alternative schools (which typically have high free lunch counts).

The failure of census data to target school poverty can be
demonstrated. I tested. the effects of identifying schools above
the state's school poverty average in three states (Connecticut,
New York, and South Carolina), using free lunch to measure poverty.
The results showed that a state school poverty average pinpoints
high-need schools more precisely than county-based methods.
Results included:

Finding poor schools. Almost every county in each state had
schools above the state school poverty average. But the distribu-
tion of those schools between districts varied greatly. Most
districts in two of the three states had no schools above the state
school poverty average:

Total With School(si
Above Average

Connecticut (avg: 14%)
Districts 169 61 ( 36%)
Counties 8 8 (100%)

New York (avg: 34%)
Districts 716 172 ( 24%)
Counties 62 58 ( 94%)

South Carolina (avg: 37%)
Districts 91 78 ( 86%)
Counties 46 45 ( 98%)

Where poverty is spread across the state, rather than highly
concentrated in some urban and rural districts, more districts are
likely to have at least one school above the statewide average.
But the size and scope of districts is at least equally important.
Most South Carolina counties are served by a single district; a
county-wide district is apt to have at least one poorer school.
New York's and Connecticut's many small districts are less likely
to have a poorer school.

Finding non-chanter.k_poor_schopls. The data showed startling
inequities in the designation of Chapter 1 schools. Even in South
Carolina, where at least one school in most districts is above the
state poverty average, about 25% of current Chapter 1 schools (all
below the state average. Almost the same number of schools above
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the state average are not currently served because their districts
decided which schools to serve (e.g., not h.gh schools), or wanted
to concentrate funds in the most needy an*ng many poor schools.

In Connecticut, schools below the 14% state average were
almost as likely to offer Chapter 1 services as those above the
average. Of 328 schools above the average, 70% are Chapter 1;
schools as poor as 69% are not served. Of 628 schools below the
average, 60% are Chapter 1, even some with a school poverty of
zero. Almost two-thirds of the state's 956 schools offer Chapter
1 services, and almost two-thirds of those Chapter 1 schools are
less poor than the state average.

In New York City's five counties, 661 schools above the 62%
citywide poverty average are now served. Another 164 schools are
poorer than the 34% statewide school poverty average, but not poor
enough to qualify for Chapter 1; 131 of them are elementary and
middle schools, almost all of them in the "outer boroughs." In
Brooklyn, 44 non-Chapter 1 schools are above the state average;
only eight Brooklyn schools are below it. The number of Chapter 1
Staten island schools would double (from 10 to 20) if the state
average were used. In Queens, 58 schools fall between the city and
state averages. In the Bronx, 14 non-Chapter 1 schools exceed the
state average; only five are below it. More than 30 high schools
in all five boroughs also exceed the state average but are not poor
enough to be Chapter 1.

The census called four percent of neighboring Nassau County's
children poor. But Hempstead, one of Nassau's 56 school districts,
is a typical "pocket of poverty." At least 60% of students in each
of its elementary schools receive free lunch. Hempstead would
depend for extra funds on state discretion under the proposed bill.

Finding schools failing state standards. The state average is
an effective way to target schools with educational needs. All
three states measure school performance by some form of academic
standards. In all three, the statewide average captured schools
and districts which fall below that standard. For instance, every
South Carolina district failing to meet state standards has schools
poorer than the state average; every district in which all schools
are less poor than average meets all state standards.

Finding schools with multiple needs. Schools above the state
average in all three states also have complex challenges. They
serve more limited English proficient, handicapped, and/or migrant
or immigrant students. Other research has found that poor schools
are more apt to have unprepared teachers, inadequate equipment and
materials, deteriorated physical plants, and a low tax base from
which to draw school revenues. Those capacity factors, rather than
the so-called "culture of poverty," probably lead to the consistent
problems of poor schools, which are more than the sum of problems
which poor students may bring to school. in poor schools, the
school itself compounds the problems of its poor students.

Implications for Another Way to Distribute Funds

The three-state research described above suggests a fundamen-
tal problem shared by the Chapter 1 and proposed Title I programs.
They try to address two distinct problems -- the effects of child
poverty, and the effects of school poverty -- with cm program.
That generates a labyrinth of options and exceptions which create
their own inequities. The concept of recognizing that school
poverty contributes separately to educational disadvantage carries
the potential to minimize those complexities and inequities.

pirect Concentration Grants to Poor Schools. The proposed
bill would target both basic and concentration grants to poor
counties. But the targeting does not guarantee that a poor school
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would benefit. Many poor children in poor schools would still be

denied services, because their schools or their counties are not

poor enough. And broad support for Title I may be weakened because
fewer districts would receive basic grants.

The threestate study suggests there may be a better way to
distribute Title I funds: direct basic grants per capita according
to the census count of poor children (recognizing the relationship
between family poverty and educational disadvantage), and target
concentration grants to schools above the statewide average of
school poverty (recognizing the connection between school poverty
and underperformance). If the concentration grant were 50% of
total funds, a substantial infusion of dollars would be targeted to
these schools. The mechanism for distributing the basic grant
could remain similar to the current system, thus preserving a broad
base of support for this program.

Distribute Concentration Grants by Current Poverty. Such an
alternative might also provide a way around well-known problems
with the census, without incurring high costs for more current
poverty counts. Free lunch eligibility is uniform nationally.
School-focused concentration grants could be distributed to states
based on the number of free lunch eligibles in each state -- a one-
year count, or a two- or three-year average. That would combine
consistent, predictable funding in the census-driven basic grant
with variable funding to recognize shifts in the pattern of child
poverty during the decade.

Fund schools on both poverty and underachievement. The
proposed bill corrects the financial penalty for school success by
linking school funding to poverty counts, rather than educational
need. But that creates another inequity by depriving children with
demonstrated educational need of extra funds. It also abruptly
redistributes funds among the most vulnerable schools.

A school-based concentration grant could tied to counts of
poor children, so that these schools are not penalized for success.
But the new inequity created by the legislation could be mitigated
by linking the basic grant to educational need, insuring that it is
spent on children who really need extra services. Poor schools
which would get both funding streams would not lose all their funds
if they were successful, but would get extra funds for extra needs.
Low-poverty schools which receive only basic grants would have to
spend those funds on children with extra needs.

Becoonize special needs of poor schools. As suggested by the
three-state study, poor schools have special needs. If they were
identified through a consistent statewide standard, proposed Title
I provisions could appropriately be restricted to them. Targeting
these schools for separate funding could also create a framework
for targeting other ESEA programs.

Schools identified under a statewide school poverty average
could be given a schoolwide project option, since they are poorer
than average. That would eliminate the arbitrary current and
proposed schoolwide project thresholds which, depending on how a
district measures school poverty, include schools in some districts
which are excluded in others.

Poorer schools are also more likely to need intensive staff
development. The proposed law's staff development focus is more
appropriately directed toward these schools, rather than to all
eligible schools. Staff development funding, whether under Title
I or through separate funding, could be linked to schools eligible
for concentration funds.
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These schools are also much more likely to need health and
social services. Proposed Title I health and social service
provisions could be restricted to these schools.

Finally, these schools disproportionately serve students with
special needs such as limited English proficiency, handicapping
conditions, or recent immigration. They are also often the focus
of desegregation efforts. Other ESEA programs which address these
needs, particularly competitive programs, could be restricted to
districts with schools eligible for concentration funds because
they exceed the statewide school poverty average.

The need for data

Congress cannot legislate a different way to distribute major
funding without clearly charting the impact within and between
states. The lack of comprehensive Federal data on school poverty
has sidetracked the alternative discussed here, which was advanced
in the Chapter 1 assessment and other forums.

Although the Federal government does not collect this data,
that does not mean that it does not exist. If this approach holds
promise, an urgent effort to collect school poverty data from the
states would be fruitful. At the very least, such data might form
the basis fqr intra-decade adjustment of census data. Ideally, it
might point the way to more systematic and equitable Federal help
for elerentary and secondary schools, especially poor schools.
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August 4, 1993

Honorable Hector Diaz
New York State Assembly
Puerto Rican/Hispanic Task Force
Legislative Office Building, Room 845
Albany, New York 12248

Dear Assemblyman Diaz:

Enclosed, please find my written testimony for the Roundtable
Discussion on Aagust 10 and 11, 1993.

I regret that I am unable to attend the discussion. However, I
am in the South Bronx, working with children who are
developmentally delayed, 85% of whom are Puerto Rican/Hispanic.

1 implore you to read my testimony and to respond. These issues
are critical to the well being of children, families and staff.
These issues must be addressed because those of us who are
providing services to our children are slowly burning out. The
people on the Committee For Preschool Special Education are also
worn out from a system that is costly, inefficient and wasteful.

I anxiously await your response. It is most urgent that
something be done to alleviate these oppressive conditions.

TDS/jp

Sincerely,

Theadora de Soyza
Executive Director

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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WHERE HAS ALL THE JOY GONE?

Twenty-two years ago, Willowbrook was exposed as a snake pit for
children and adults who were mentally retarded and those who had

other developmental disabilities. Twenty-two years ago, Miriam
de Soyza, a child with Down Syndrome was born. Miriam was my

daughter. The dreadful conditions at Willowbrook and horror
stories about how residents were treated, charged my husband and

me with a strong resolution that no infants would ever he
institutionalized again.

We created an early intervention program called "THESE OUR

TREASURERS." It was an exciting time. Parents were given the
support needed to keep their children at home. Wonderful things
happened for children who were developmentally delayed,
physically, mentally and emotionally.

Our program was greatly respected. There were many requests from
people in the South Bronx for such services.

After "Mimi" died, I started'a new program in the South Bronx in
her memory now known as the "MIRIAM DE SOYZA LEARNING CENTER." .

The children are wonderful, the families are good peopic., and many

of the staff are indigenous people.

PAPER CHASE

But much of the joy is gone. Why? The bureaucratic system that
has been developed since the Federal Law PL.99-457 was passed in

1989, has become a nightmare. The work which is supposed to
concentrate .on developing children's cognitive, social, emotional
and physical potential has become a "Paper Chase" and "Meeting

Place."

CPSE

The creation of the Committee on Preschool Special Education
consumes the valuable time of teachers, evaluators and

educational directors. Where once we were respected for our
sound educational principles, we are now required to commence a

meeting anytime it is necessary to change an item on the Child's

Individual Education Plan. II.E.P.) This is an insult to our

professional judgement.

iEST COP AVA:VOLE 97
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WHERE HAS ALL THE JOY GONE?
PAGE 2

ECC' _DISASTERLINEQMITIES:

Since this whole C.P.S.E. process requires a time frame of 20
days for evaluation site, to prepare evaluation, 10 days for the
local C.P.S.E. to study the papers and 30 more days for the Board
of Education's Central. Based :;upporr Tear- (C.B.S.T.) to review
the papers, a child could be sitting home Inr a.n days bet oreentry. This means the provider nas a vacant spot, cannot receive
payment until the child enters, but the same :Provider must
continue to pay staff and pay bills.

REGIONAL_ INEQUITIES:

Moreover, there are regional inequities of payment. Some regionsin New York City receive as much as $25,000: per child for 2-1/2
hours, while others in regions such as the South Bronx (with aminority population) can receive as little as $16,000. per child.Yet the thew York State Education Department expects the sameservices to be rendered by poor, small agencies as large, wealthyagencies. Providers are mandated to give Speech Therapy,
Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy and Pychological
counseling. The fees charged by these therapists are
outrageously expensive - $60. to i90. an hour. No wonder NewYork State is broke! And the child care workers who care for thechildren day in and day cut receive a paltry salary,

DEFICIT FUNDING:

Very often small agencies
(no.:-for-protit, are obliged to obtain

bank loans while waiting to he p 11. It because the systemtpta;_ly inane. Large sums are paid in interest to banks - moniesthat could be used for the children, or te 'yive decent salaries
to the "overburden,A stat:."

:;omething must be done It is costly and

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Decontralice the Let the local districts make the
!;nal 11 .-q,!.ronriate placemcnt ;nr the child.

Reduce the meeting:: to iimply.subwitting the paper:: to the
II there i:i a diflurencv el opinion, thincagy a meeting.

.,1 1:1,1 L.,; Lie i;eiert
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WHERE HAS ALL THE JOY GONE?
PAGE 3

3. Let there be a contract with th hoard o: Education slmilar

to OMRDD contracts and/or New York City Department. of Mental

Health and Mental Retardation Services, specifically the

Bureau of Mental Retardation.

there are three advance cayments,
..chering nonl-hly, and a

year end re,:oncili.ttion. Such oystem olimInates

funding and high interest rates.

4. Investigate the inequities in rates received by all Lae

agencies serving preschool children with disabilities.

5. Lower the rates demanded by Speech Therapists, Physical

Therapists, Occupational Therapists and Psychologica.

Counselors.

6. Create a monitoring system that will hold providers
accountable for programs and funds by one State agency

instead of three (Board of Education, State Education

Department and local Health Departments) . The New York City

Bureau of Mental Retardation has a good model.

7. Have a pilot program for inclusion and give us the

opportunity to create an cx,iellent model of service and

educational excellence instead of a subservient position

which drains one's body and soul of by and enthusiasm in
serving children with developmental disabilities.

TDS/jp
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October 26, 1993

The Honorable Eliot Engel
House Subcommittee On Elementary, Secondary

and Vocational Education
B-364A RHOB
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: Improving America's Schools Act of 1993, Title I (11.R.3130)

Dear Congressman Engel:

Title 1 of the Improving America's Schools Act of 1993 (H.R. 3130) must
contain several key provisions if the Chapter 1 program, which it reauthorizes,
is to deliver what that program has promised to this nation's economically-
disadvantaged children since its inception in 1965: equal educationalopportunity. The ne:: legislation must get Chapter 1 dollars where they aretruly needed, require genuine comparability of educational services among allschools in a state before receipt of Chapter 1 funding, and focus on whole-
school, not piecemeal, reform.

With H.R. 3130, the United States Department of Education ha.,proposed a bill that lays a strong foundation for legislation that truly
actualizes the original intent of the War on Poverty's Title I program. H.R.
3130 provides Congress with an opportunity to rectify the federal government's
dwindling commitment to equal educational opportunity for all children in this
country and, in so doing, right the wrong of a public educational system that
is increasingly separate and unequal. Not since the inception of Chapter 1 hasthere been such an opportunity. To this end, I urge you to support thefollowing policies:

Leuding the Mt, agenith rordy n Sat York fey for no.ty ISO WW1
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1 Support the provisions currently contained m H R 3130 that target
Chapter 1/Title 1 resources to the schools and children in greatest need

The lack of itargetingiiMAli-e- Unconscionable redistribution of Chapter 1
dollars intended for tb.is'nation's poorest children and poorest schools to
schools with poverty rates of less than 10% is'well documented'. Here in New York
City for the 1993-94 school year only those schools with poverty rates of 62.23% or
greater are deemed Chapter 1 eligible while schools in neighboring affluent suburbs
with poverty rates below 10% receive Chapter 1 support. This arrangement is not
an anomaly but in fact a direct result of the current Chapter 1 law.

H.R. 3130 provides an opportunity to remedy this profoundly unjust
distribution. I urge you to support the proposed targeting provisions, includhig the
50%/50% basic/concentration grant split, the 2% 'absorption factor, the increased
thresholds for county and LEA basic and concentration grant eligibility, and the
elimination of many of the exceptions in the current law that allow LEAs to serve
schools with poverty rates below the district-wide average (e.g., the "no-wide variance
rule," the "25% rule"). While not perfect', the proposed distribution/allocation
provisions substantially improve the targeting of Chapter 1 dollars to the children
initially intended to benefit from this anti-poverty program. To fail to support this
improved targeting is to convey the message that Congress is committed to
educational excellence for only some youngsters.

' See: United States Department of Education (September 13, 1993). ImprovinK
America's Schools Act of 1993: The Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act and Amendments to Other Acts. United States General Accounting Office
(1992,. Remedial Education: Modifying Chapter 1 Formula NVould Target More Funds to
Those Most in Need, (GA0/11RD-)2-16); United Stat 3s Department of Education (-June 1992).
National Assessment of the Chapter 1 Program: The Interim Report; The Commission on
Chapter 1 (1992). Making Schools Work for (.nildren in Poverty: A New Framework.

H R. 3130 retains the district-wide poverty average for the determination of Chapter
1 eligible schools within n LEA thereby perpetuating a system that sets different eligibility
standards for schools in different districts. Thus in New York City, the eligibility standard
is almost six times higher than the standard applied in surrounding communities where
eligibility cuts are as low as 10% It is precisely this provision in the current law (which has
been retained in the proposed legislation) that creates the following: "...almost half of very
low poverty elementary schools (less than 10 percent poor children) receive Chapter 1
funds ..Yet 13 percent of high-poverty schools (above 75 percent poverty) receive no Chapter
1 funding..." United States Department of Education (September 13, 1993). Improving
America's Schools Act of 1993 p. Title I - 6.

2
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2 Expand the proposed comparability requirement to one that requires that all
schools in a state provide comparable essential educational services The current
Chapter 1 law must be amended to require that a state's receipt of Chapter 1 dollars
be conditioned upon the state's demonstration of equity of "essential educational
services" in all public schools throughout the state.

In their report, Making Schools Work for Children in Poverty, The Commission
on Chapter 1, comprised of some of the nation's leading education experts and
advocates and chaired by David W. Hornbeck, concluded:

Resource disparities between rich and poor districts have widened over
the life of Chapter 1 and since the Supreme Court's 5-4 decision in 1973
foreclosing a role for the federal courts in redressing inequities created
by. school finance systems...Many of the schools with the greatest.
concentrations of students in covert! are located in districts that are
property poor and that lack the resources to meet basic education
needs...If children, regardless of their economic circumstances are to'
have the opportunity to learn at high levels, these conditions must
change dramatically...Federal participation is needed to fulfill the
government's responsibility to secure equality of educational
opportunity.'

To this end, the Commission makes a bold recommendation and in so doing
carves out a critical role for the federal government to play in eliminating the gross
inequities that now pervade the American education system. The report recommends
that a state's receipt of Chapter 1 funding be conditioned upon the state's
documentation of comparability in "essential educational sers.,.es" in schools
throughout the state.' Regrettably, the bill before you does not reflect this

' The Commission on Chapter 1 t1.992I Making Schools Work for Children in Poverty.
Part Ill, p. 22-23.

' The commission defines "essential educational servic' to include the following:
preschool child development programs:
reading programs in the early grades;
adequate pupil-staff ratios in the classrooms:
counseling, health and social services:
the education and experience of teachers, including the distribution of experienced

and inexperienced teachers among schools and local agencies, certification of teachers,
including National Board certification, and assignment to teach in their area of
certification;

a broad and comprehensive curriculum, Including appropriate courses at each grade
level designed to teach the advanced skills and knowledge called for under subsection
11(A);

services for limited-English-proficient students

See Making Schools Work for Children in Poverty, Part Ill. p 13.20
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recommendation and instead offers a weak, though strengthened from the current
law, comparability provision

As you know, Chapter 1 services are compensatory education services and,
pursuant to current law, must be supplemental to the regular program provided with
state and local dollars to all children is the school district. Chapter 1 statute
expressly prohibits using Chapter 1 dollars to supplant funds from non-federal
sources. The implicit assumption in the current Chapter 1 law is that what
constitutes "supplemental" in District A also constitutes "supplemental" in District
B. This of course can only be true if the pre-Chapter 1 educational services in the
two districts are equal. Educators, parents, students, and politicians all know that
this "level playing field" that Chapter assumes is ,surely imaginary. Chapter 1 law
and policy can no longer deny the empirical reality that impacts daily on the lives of
poor children and children of color in contemporary America: that, instead of a level
playing field, our current education system is rife with profound dispari les, or as
Jonathan Kozol has so painfully but accurately described, "savage inequalities."

Reauthorization of Chapter 1, provides the federal government with an
opportunity to transform the current law from a policy that exncerbates educational
inequity to a one that affirmatively promotes educational equity. With the
reauthorization of Chapter 1, the federal government can recognize and remedy the
profound inequities that undermine the life chances of far too ir,lny children in
America today. Let Chapter 1 function as the "legal hook" whereby the federal
government makes a meaningful and effective commitment to educational equity.

Finally, while the two points delineated above reflect our primary interests,
concerns, and areas of expertise, I also urge you to expand and enhance other
provisions in the bill, particularly the accountability mechanisms support for
professional development, and commitment to whole school reform.

Politicians may jump on the "success for all" bandwagon by espousing the belief
that sll children can learn and succeed at high levels. These words however, are
nothing more than rhetorical flourishes, unless the7 are backed up by the following
critical policy changes: money specifically earmarkld for professional development at
Chapter 1 schools, legal recourse which empowers parents to hold schools and
districts accountable when they continue to fail at getting all children to the state's
high perfc.rmance standards, and reforming whole schools instead of piecemeal
remediation. Empty words and promises will not provide educational opportunities
nor improve educational outcomes The "success-for-all" research tells us that what
will work are high expectations of all children and whole-school reforms. While H.R.
3130 recognizes the connection of such reforms to educational excellence, the bill
lacks the "teeth" necessary to make these reforms a reality for all children. These
laudable reforms must be expanded and supported.

4
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Without educational equity at the elementary and secondary level, the
successes of such early intervention programs as Headstart will be compromised and
college will remain an elusive dream for far too many of our children. The federal
government must take a leadership role in assuring a quality education for all of
America's children. The reauthorization of Chapter 1 provides the oppomunity for the
federal government to do its job and prevent this nation's educational policies from
creating an unbridgeable gap between the well-educated and employed and a new
caste of untouchables, the tens of millions of Americans poorly educated and
permanently separated from jobs.

Thank you for the subcommittee's invitation to testify at the ESEA
reauthorization field hearing in the Bronx on October 18, 1993. I deeply regret that
I had an unavoidable scheduling conflict that prevented my attendance at the
hearing; I am submitting my views herein in lieu of my oral presentation In addition,
I am enclosing previous testimony that I had delivered at the subcommit ?'s request
in 1991 on the issue of Chapter 1. If I may be of any further assistance. 3lease feel
free to call upon me..

enc.
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Srartmsarr OF DAVID R. JONES, PRESIDENT AVE' CEO, Comersnetri Seim= SOCIETY
or Nrw

Congressmember Kildee, members of be committee: My name is David IL Jones
and I am the President of the Community Service Society of New York. CSS is a
nearly 150 year old social agency engaging in advocacy, lesearzh, community orga-

and direct service on behalf of New York City's poorest residents.
Thank you for inviting me to talk about one of the most critical issues facing

urban schools today. It is an issue you have highlighted with your extraordinary
report, Shortchanging Children: The Impact of Fiscal Inequity on the Education ofStudents at Risk.

I Know that the Department of Education is discussing testing children as a way
of ensuring they meet "world-class" standards of knowledge. Before we embrace
new batteries of tests, we must establish that world-class standards of educational
excellence are available to every child regardless of the child's economic back-ground.

I believe we are in danger as a Nation if we do not decisively change our educa-
tional funding priorities now. Just as our school calendars reflect anachronistic
practices of freeing up farm children during the growing season, our school funding
reflects outmoded patterns that prepare most children for unskilled manual labor,rather than for the technical jobs of today.

Perhaps it was once economic "realism" to write-off half our children by short-
changing them in the classroom. Today, that practice is economic suicide. There is
no market for illiterate laborers. A vibrant economy needs educated, confident blue-
and white-collar workers, technicians, and professionals. Yet it is ironically the very
schools we damage through consistent under-funding that we look toward to deliver
that trained work force.

For much of the past decade, the Community Service Society has been involved in
focusing attention on school financing and poor children. The inequities and thehuge funding disparities we have documented in New York City can be found in
other cities and towns all over the country. Simply stated, we found that poor chil-
dren are systematically shortchanged. They need more in order to succeed, but they
get less. Some even say that policy is justified, that the problems of poor children
are too severe to be remedied by schooling, that they cannot learn or succeed, that
money is wasted on them and that we must triage resources in order to salvage a
good education for those who can benefit from it.

None of this is true, yet acting on the assumption that poor children will auto-
matically fail creates a self-fulfilling prophecy. It need not happen. I can show you
schools where poor children thrive and excel, because funding is in place and school
administrators and teeehing staffs are dedicated to getting positive educational re-sults. Just as the Watergate source "Deep Throat" told reporter Bob Woodward to

."follow the money," the way we fund schools demonstrates our priorities and sends
a message. And if the message is negative, the results will also be negative.IllNew
York City faces two problems with school finance equity. One is with the city's
Board of Education and the other is with the State legislature. Federal help isneeded to resolve both problems.

The first inequity involves how the Board of Education allocates resources to itslocal districts and schools. Dozens of complex formulas and rules enable resources to
shic, to schools with political clout and fewer poor children. The result is that poorchildi 'n who need more get less.

In 19,7:7 CSS issued Promoting Poverty: The Shift of Resources Away Prom Low-
Income New York City School Districts, a report that detailed many of these inequi-
ties. Then we alternately fought with and worked with the board, winning some re-dress in the way State and Federal funds are distributed among the schools. For
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example, the Board agreed to pass funds on by using the same rules through which
they were received. That translated into measuring poverty for Chapter I purposes
by using the poverty linerather than the old rule of twice the poverty lineas an
indicator of need. Now much of New York City's concentration grants go to the
poorest schools. And Chapter 2, Title II and Drug Education funds, which Congress
designated for poor children, are also distributed that way. But it was a tough fight,
and winning it was not enough.

The same Board of Education that inflicts these inequities on its poorest schools
argues eloquently and justifiably about the unfairness of State funding. And despite
our struggles with the board, CSS agrees. The State legislature refuses to correct
inequities in its Me to local school districts. One of these is the State's general
scl-ool aid formula.

On the surface, the formula seems progressive. It takes into account student
needs and the area's relative wealth. But in subtle ways, that formula penalizes
poor districts. For instance, for purposes of funding, it counts children in the district
by average daily attendance rather than actual registration. Since poor children are
more frequently truant New York City incurs a 15 percent penalty on that part of
the formula alone. Other parts of the formula also hurt the city. Because it general-
ly costs more to do business in densely populated urban areas, schools pay more for
goods and services, but are not sufficiently remunerated for these added costs. The
formula also assumes that property-rich urban areas can draw educational funding
easily from property taxes. This is no longer true given the "municipal overburden
where the same tax dollars must pay for social services, ADDS services, housing,
mass transit, and all the assorted necessary costa of urban America.

New York City has another unique problem. The State formula for calculating
school aid specifically excludes those cities with populations larger than one million
from certain kinds of aid. Our city is the only municipality in the State with more
than a million residents.

Governors, mayors, city managers, special commissions and court suits have at-
tacked the State aid formula for years, with no success. Because of these and other
inequities in the State aid formula, New York City this year will get 33 percent of
the State's school aid for almost 37 percent of the State's students, 70 percent of the
State's children on public assistance and 80 percent of the State's foster care chil-
dren.

I urge you to find a new funding approach that guar, -tees fairness to poor kids,
and understands the urgent national interest tied to that fairness.

Most districts suffering from unequal State funding also get large Chapter 1
grants, precisely because they are poor. In a real sense, Chapter 1 makes up for part
of the missing State resources. If it were not for Chapter 1, some of these schools
would close. Even with Chapter 1, they cannot offer instruction comparable to
richer and better-funded districts. Federal guidelines requiring States to demon-
strate comparability between districts in order to receive Chapter 1 funding could
change the present imbalance.

CSS is completing a study of how teachers are assigned among schools. Our fmd-
ings are staggering. Teachers in poor schools are, on average, far less educated, less
pedagogically prepared, and less experienced. They are absent more often and, once
they get experience, transfer out of poor schools and into schools that benefit from
in equitable funding.

Certainly at the extreme a young, committed, gifted incoming teacher is prefera-
ble to a burned-out timeserver awaiting retirement But on average, teachers with-
out experience, credentials, or academic training cannot compare to teachers with
credentials and classroom "smarts" born of experience. Logic suggests it and Feder-
al research confirms that training makes for better teachers. And when a poor
school has concentrations of unseasoned, untrained teachers, that school carries a
double burdenpoor kids and poor teachers.
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Congress must take a hard look at current regulations governing comparability.Present Chapter 1 legislation requires that, within a district, services in Chapter 1schools be comparable to those in non-Chapter 1 schools. It suggests a multi-factor
measure that includes equivalence in teachers, administration, curriculum, materi-als. and supplies.

In my view the Chapter 1 regulations and policy manual vitiate the spirit andintent of comparability. For example, they permit an alternative comparability
measure that focuses solely on student-teacher ratios. That test is the one chosen byNew York City to demonstrate comparability, and student-teacher ratios is the onlytest the city could in fact pass.

Because the city pays for extra preparation periods, and smaller classes in Chapter1 schools, those schools have more teachers, hence a lower student-teacher ratio.But many Chapter 1 schools are clearly not comparable. Some New York City
schools passing the student-teacher ratio test have such an large inexperienced-teacher cadre that their teacher salaries average $10,000or 25 percentless than
schools in more affluent areas with more experienced teachers.

That's not comparable, that's not fair, and that's not in the National interest.Poor children benefit little from guarantees that their classrooms are no morecrowded than those of other schools. Poor children need qualified, experienced, com-mitted teachers. They also need modem textbooks, computers, and adequate sup-plies-at least up to the district standard.
Federal intervention is needed to insure that the statutory purpose behind the

comparability requirement is reflected in the way Chapter 1 is administered. Regu-
lations must be rewritten to require comparability in more standards than simply
student-teacher ratios or even teacher salaries. New regulations must require cum -parahility in a broader range of educational services, including teacher qualifica-
tions and experience, access to adequate instructional supplies and curriculum ma-terialsas well as pupil-teacher ratios and salaries.

Some have complained that a multi-factor comparability requirement imposes too
great an r dminietrative burden on school districts. The U.S. Secretary of Education,
however, should be able to craft regulations and guidelines that assure comparabil-ity and contain methods of compliance that are not administratively burdensome.
But if the administration will not do that, then Congress must act to require the use
of a multi-factor measure of comparability.

I have talked about two funding issues which harm poor kids. I'd like to spend
just a moment on a third issue confronting you nowschool choice.

My interest is in the survival of poor children. If I thought school choice would
help them, rd support it actively. But I've seen no evidence that choice helps poor
kidsand neither has anyone else, because as far as I can tell, no one has looked.

Here's an example. District, Four in East Harlem is known for its success in insti-
tuting a form of choice, and the district did make spectacular gains. Yet in a

inumber of those choice schools as many as four kids in ten live somewhere else
many of them in more comfortable neighborhoods. I want to know how the kids inEast Harlem have done under choice. I want to know whether they ta,ntributed to
those gains, or whether those gains were made at there children's expense.

Those are questions that can be answered. The data exists. It's possible to trackkids in choice schools to their home addresses, to look at their test histories, to com-
pare them with other kid, who had no choice. For all the talk about this "new"idea, there are formal and informal choice models in place all over the country.

Neer York's District Five in Central Harlem has a broader choice plan than Dis-trict Four. District Five's plan includes every school and every child; it's been inoperation for 8 yearn. and schools have closed because parents walked away fromthem. District Five has the worst teat scores in the city and State.I want to hear that I'm wrong, that choice isn't another officially sanctioned formof inequ y that leaves poor kids isolated in badly funded schools, blamed for theirown mis iucation because they didn't "choose" to leave.
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This Congress and your committee put poor children on the National agenda 26
years ago when you created Title L Your legislation made the connection between
concentrations of poverty and poor achievement and it advanced what was then the
radical notion that we can do something about it. You expanded that agenda with
other programs giving poor kids more, not less. You have proved that giving more
can work.

This Congress and an economy demanding a skilled, educated work force are two
of the biggest allies poor children can have. We count on your continuing support.

Let z close by cited the words of education writer and former civil rights worker
Jonathan Kozol whose Savage Inequalities: Children in America's Schools is a heart-
rending indictment of the treatment our children receive. Kozol writes about the
feeling of a "death zone" that "often seemed to permeate the schools themselves.
Looking around some of these inner city schools, where filth and disrepair were
worse than anything I'd seen in 1964, I often wondered why we would agree to let
our children go to school in places where no politician, school board presi lent or
business CEO would dream of working." Unless reversed by strong Federal inter-
vention, the cavalier, even brutal, treatment of our children today, what Kozol calls
their needless "soiling" will produce a generation of uneducated, unproductive, and
deeply resentful adults. We can do better than that.
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Susan I. I betsole

Director

the Scholastic An & Writing Awards

Good morning. I am Susan Ebersole. Director of The Scholastic Art & Writing Assauls. I am

pleased to be here to lend our support to this important Bill. amending the Elemental-) and

Sccondar) Education Act of 1965 to improve arts education in the United States.

Reading the Bill in preparation for this testimony. I was immediately struck by. boss man) of its

concerns and mini-likes correspond to those we have identified fitr out program as site approach

the year 2000 Currently. each y cat the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards catalyzes the ellbrts of

literally hundreds of thousands (wan, professionals. educators. business leaders and families in

thousands of communities across America. to support the artistic endemois and :Ono mem. of

their children

Last year. for example. omen 250.000 student cntiants from grades b- I 2 partici!), ed m Ilse

Awnds in 70 regions coast to coast -- representing of' Ammica's public schools In man) of

those schools. The Awards and other outside arts programs form the core of a con iculum where

time is no other fonnal arts ttanung Man) young artists learn and participate estracurncularly

such programs. pursuing ads antagcs their schm.:.-. do not or cannot provide Front my personal

discussions throughout the year with those young artists, speaking with their teachers and

parents and experiencing their work, I can more than confirm the findings olthe Bill berme us

that "Moe ate inadequate arts programs asailable for addict) in the schools." that "the its

immune pi ogress m academic subjects" mid that "children who 'et:else instruction m the arts

relliaill m school longer and are more successful than children who do not receive such
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instruumn " I ssould like to further add that I base found that "progress" and "success" has e as

mans definitions as there are children, and that one of the tremendous ads antages of the kinds of

programs the proposed amendment seeks to support is in seeing indisidualits and confidence --

sshich have alxsays seemed to he an expression of a particularly American spirit -- blossoming in

the light of encouragement and participation in the arts. That confidence and self-esteem is a gill

\stitch has impact far hes ond any artistic endeavor, and %se belies c the proposed Amendment has

the potential to compound it for our Nation's young people mans thousand, of times os er

As proud as I am to be able to relate some oldie ssisdoni accrued by our 70-year old program. I

belies e our accomplishments pros ide a valuable and, perhaps to sonic. surprising model for the

potential success of Bill II R. 2033 Os er the past ten sears, the arts have been embattled in the

'inted States to the point Wien: it has become an almost common assumption that the majorits

of Ameticans are not interested in the arts. do not 'wreck e them as has mg intrinsic \ aloe to out

Nation's Comte -- other that the manes %ditch changes hands around the art, most

proponents -- and. most importantly, viess the public !lioness that are spent on the arts as

disposable kir !bated hs a small glom) of milk !dual, interested in promoting a specific arts

agenda in the f ruled States lhe Bill sou are considering will most likely be subject to criticism

(tribal sort

!losses et. I :1111 het e sodas speaking on hell:111a Inetalls hundreds of thousands of etwens from

all %salt, able and es en aura of the counts. s)hose contithulions of time. moires and energy

sontradict those assertions l.ast sear. the budget for our program moness spent on shah sse do

hew in Ness York to support and assist those cmiens ael 055 the \ (\Mr\ Caine to approximate!)

Sl300.000 practically an insignificant number by I. edei al slandaids.lthough ceitands a peat deal

less than ssisat s)e could hasc used 1 lint because out program supports communits -based efforts
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of the kind proposed in Bill H.R. 2933. that mere S800.000 was magnified many times over, not

only through financial contributions on the local les el. but also by an unprecedented level of

community volunteerism. Each year. local initiatives of The Scholastic Art & Writing Awards

struggle to close the gap between what their children need and what their educational system

provides. That struggle creates, in effect. 70 different regional arts-in-education programs --

coordinated in some areas by local newspapers. in others by major museums, in others by

colleges and universities, and in still others by consortiums of concerned educators and artists.

Passage of the Bill will assist communities in maintaining hard won local commitments to the arts

in education winch must be renewed each year, as well as providing funds for expansion. Within

the purview of our program alone, there exist 70 individual models attesting to the benefits that

the passage of the proposed amendment will offer the Nation's youth -- benefits which c .u1:1

dramatically increase with even a small infusion of Federal support.. And, while The Scholastic

Art & Writing Awards is the oldest and largest program of its kind in the country. there arc

countless other arts-in-education program., run by both private and public institutions, which form

a cast network of concern and advocacy and information for young people interested in pursuing

°cations or avocations in the arts. Bill H.R. 2933 will help that network survive. communicate

and gross by helping to pros ids the framework for national arts education standards, and by

pros iding funding to aid deserving programs and school systems to reach many more young

people with the message of independence and hope for the future that the arts can provide

One oldie major concerns of all of us who coordinate arts mograms for young people, and one

that I was delighted to see outlined explicitly in the proposed amendment. is reaching out to what

the Bill calls "at risk children and youth." Intercepting those young people who ate leasing school

in distressing numbers, and pros iding them with an impetus to return to the classroom is of great

concern In what seem to he particularly troubled tum, for America's youth. I believe the l3ill

pros ides the most effective avenue for reaching those young people it defines as "at risk."
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The art, in all of their many forms and disciplines, has e historically been a refuge for the

disaffected and under-represented -- whether that disaffection arises from endemic poverty, racial

or sexual discrimination or merely the common trials ofadolescence -- and they are sometimes

the only available means for positive expression and personal exorcism of those ills. The arts.

relying as they do upon a human imagination with which all of us are blessed, depend not so

much upon vast infusions of money for equipment and capital improvements, but upon the

provision of guidance and encouragement, and recognition of both the efforts and achievements of

young people. While it takes precious time, ability, sensitivity and, most of all, commitment to

provide that guidance and encouragement -- and while those qualities are not purchased cheaply

the ongoing human benefits to thr.r. "at risk children and youth" who may hose never experienced

the power of the arts would by themselves more than justify the passage of the proposed

amendment Whether the means of expression is as simple as putting pen to paper, or welding

steel girders to stretch up into the sky, if this Bill helps provide an outlet for that expression. and

an alternative to the violence and despair which seems to be becoming more and more prevalent

among our young people. it will have more than accomplished its purpose.

70 years ago The Scholastic Art & Writing Awards began as a small, localized effort by one man

M.R. Robinson -- to encourage young people's participation in the arts and provide them with

recognition on a par with athletics and other school sponsored programs We belies c that the

proposed amendment -- with its focus on community-based programs. the provision of cultural

sers ices to young people both in and out of school. and the recognition of the contribution of the

arts to the future of our Nation's youth, and thereby or our Nation itself-- is an historic initiatis c

that will es entually result in benefits to the citizens of the United States worth many times the

amount of money allocated by its passage We hope that you will continue to call upon our

organiiation for support and guidance as this process continues. and again thank you for the

opportunity to speak today.
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